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Notice 
 
The Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program/Environmental Security 

Technology Certification Program and U.S. EPA’s Office of Research and Development (ORD) 
produced this document as a guide for using passive sampling to evaluate contaminated sediments. The 
document is intended to cover the laboratory, field, and analytical aspects of passive sampler 
applications. This document will be useful for developing user-specific laboratory, field and analytical 
procedures and as a complement to existing sediment assessment tools. This document should be cited 
as: 

 
SERDP/ESTCP/U.S. EPA. 201x. Laboratory, Field, and Analytical Procedures for Using Passive 

Sampling in the Evaluation of Contaminated Sediments: User’s Manual. EPA/600/XX-15/071. Office 
of Research and Development, Washington, DC 20460 

 
This document can also be found in electronic format at the following web address: 
 
http://www.epa.gov/nheerl/publications.html 
 
and the SERDP/ESTCP website at: 
 
ADD LATER 
 
The information in this document has been funded wholly by the Strategic Environmental Research 

and Development Program/Environmental Security Technology Certification Program. 
 

It has been subjected to the Agency’s peer and administrative review, and it has been approved for 
publication as an EPA document (ADD LATER). Mention of trade names or commercial products 
does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.  This document is U.S. EPA ORD-
012198. 
 

This document is distributed solely for the purpose of pre-dissemination peer review under 

applicable Information Quality Guidelines.  It has not been formally disseminated by EPA.  It does not 

represent and should not be construed to represent any Agency determination or policy. 
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Abstract 
 

Addressing the human and ecological health risks associated with contaminated sediments 
represents one of the most wide-spread and technically challenging environmental problems.  In the 
United States monitoring programs coordinated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. 
EPA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and other organizations have 
documented that vast quantities of freshwater and marine sediments are moderately to severely 
contaminated with chemical pollutants (Daskalakis and O’Connor 1995, U.S. EPA 1996a,b, 1997a,b,c, 
1998, 2004).  Further, several other countries around the world also wrestle with related contaminated 
sediments issues (e.g., Australia, New Zealand, the Netherlands, China, the United Kingdom (Babut et 
al. 2005, Chen et al. 2006)).  Based on surveys performed in the United States, the quantities of 
contaminated sediments present in the environment approach billions of metric tons.  To reduce or 
eliminate the human and ecological health risks manifested by these sediments, federal, state, local, 
and tribal regulatory authorities have a range of remedial technologies available including dredging, 
various forms of capping, and natural monitored recovery (NMR) (U.S. EPA 2005a).   Each 
technology has advantages and disadvantages including effectiveness and costs.  For example, the on-
going remediation of the Hudson River Superfund site involves the removal, via dredging, of over two 
million metric tons of contaminated sediments at a potential cost of tens of millions of dollars 
(http://www.epa.gov/superfund/accomp/success/hudson.htm).  Estimated costs associated with 
managing all contaminated sediments in terms of remediation and post-operational monitoring are in 
the billions of U.S. dollars (U.S. EPA 2005a).   
 

Regardless of the remedial technology invoked to address contaminated sediments in the 
environment.  There is a critical need to have tools for assessing the effectiveness of the remedy.  In 
the past, these tools have included chemical and biomonitoring of the water column and sediments, 
toxicity testing and bioaccumulation studies performed on site sediments, and application of 
partitioning, transport and fate modeling.  All of these tools served as lines of evidence for making 
informed environmental management decisions at contaminated sediment sites.  In the last ten years, a 
new tool for assessing remedial effectiveness has gained a great deal of attention.  Passive sampling 
offers a tool capable of measuring the freely dissolved concentration (Cfree) of legacy contaminants in 
water and sediments.  In addition to assessing the effectiveness of the remedy, passive sampling can be 
applied for a variety of other contaminated sediments site purposes involved with performing the 
preliminary assessment and site inspection, conducting the remedial investigation and feasibility study, 
preparing the remedial design, and assessing the potential for contaminant bioaccumulation (U.S. EPA 
2005a).  

 
While there is a distinct need for using passive sampling at contaminated sediments sites and 

several previous documents and research articles have discussed various aspects of passive sampling 
(e.g., Vrana et al. 2005, Lohmann 2012, Reible and Lotufo 2012, Smedes and Booij 2012, U.S. EPA 
2012a, b, Ghosh et al. 2014, Mayer et al. 2014, Peijnenburg et al. 2014) there has not been definitive 
guidance on the laboratory, field and analytical procedures for using passive sampling at contaminated 
sediment sites.  This document is intended to provide users of passive sampling with the guidance 
necessary to apply the technology to evaluate contaminated sediments.  The contaminants discussed in 
the document include primarily polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), and the metals cadmium, copper, nickel, lead and zinc.  Other contaminants including 
chlorinated pesticides and dioxins and furans are also discussed.  The document is divided into ten 
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sections each discussing aspects of passive sampling including the different types of samplers used 
most commonly in the United States, the selection and use of performance reference compounds 
(PRCs), the extraction and instrumental analysis of passive samplers, data analysis and quality 
assurance/quality control, and an extensive list of passive sampling related references.  In addition, the 
document has a set of appendices which discuss facets of passive sampling in greater detail than 
possible in the main document.  More specifically, included in the appendices is an example quality 
assurance project plan (QAPP).  This information is intended to provide a sound foundations for 
passive sampler users to apply this technology.          

 
This document is not intended to serve as a series of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for 

using passive samplers at contaminated sediment sites.  Rather, the document seeks to provide users 
with the information needed to develop their own SOPs or similar procedures.  To this end, along with 
the information provided in the document there are the names of passive sampling experts listed who 
can be contacted to answer specific questions about the laboratory, field and analytical procedures 
associated with passive sampling. 
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Glossary of Acronyms 
A   surface area of DGT exposed to sediment 
AVS  acid volatile sulfides 
BLM  biotic ligand model 
CB   chlorinated biphenyl 
CCV  continuing calibration verification 
13C12  Carbon13 labelled form a compound 
CDGT  diffusion gradient in thin film concentration 
Ce   metal concentration in acid extract 
Cfree  freely dissolved concentration 
CITW  interstitial water concentration 
CLDPE  low density polyethylene concentration 
CPDMS   polydimethylsiloxane concentration 
CPolymer DL  detection limit for the passive sampler concentration 
CPOM  polyoxymethylene concentration 
CPore  pore water or interstitial water concentration 
CPRCi  performance reference compound initial concentration  
CPRCf  performance reference compound final concentration  
CPS   passive sampler concentration 
CPS

non-eq  non-equilibrium passive sampler concentration 
CPW  pore water concentration 
Cw   water concentration 
CW DL  method detection limit of water using a given passive sampler 
COD  coefficient of determination 
D   diffusion coefficient of the resin gel 
Dx   Deuterated labelled form of a compound 
DDD  dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane 
DDE  dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene 
DDT  dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 
DGT  diffusive gradient in thin films 
DI   deionized water 
DOC  dissolved organic carbon 
DOD  Department of Defense 
EICP  extracted ion current profile 
EPA  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
EqP  equilibrium partitioning 
fe   elution factor 
feq   fraction equilibrium 
fm

eq PRCx  measured fractional equilibrium for PRC 
GC   gas chromatography 
GC/ECD  gas chromatography/electron capture detection 
GC/ELCD  gas chromatography/electrolytic conductivity detector 
GC/MS  gas chromatography/mass spectrometry 
GC/FID  gas chromatography/flame ionization detector 
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GUI  graphic user interface 
HOC  hydrophobic organic chemical 
HPLC  high-performance liquid chromatography 
HRGC  high-resolution gas chromatography 
HRMS  high-resolution mass spectrometry 
ICAL  initial calibration for all analytes 
ICP-MS  inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 
ICP-OES  inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry 
ICV  initial calibration verification 
ke   exchange rate constant for the target contaminant 
Kf   SPME fiber-water portioning coefficient (approximately equivalent to KPDMS) 
KLDPE  low-density polyethylene-water partitioning coefficient 
KOW  octanol-water partitioning coefficient 
KPDMS   polydimethylsiloxane-water partitioning coefficient 
KPOM  polyoxymethylene-water partition coefficient 
KPS   passive sampler-water partition coefficient 
KS   Setschenow constant 
LCS  laboratory control sample 
LDPE  low-density polyethylene 
LRMS  low-resolution mass spectrometry 
M   mass of metal in resin gel 
MDL  method detection limit 
MGP  manufactured gas plant 
MRL  method reporting limit 
MS   mass spectrometry 
n   sample size 
nDetection  mass of contaminant detected 
NAPL  non-aqueous phase liquid 
NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NMR  Natural monitored recovery 
PAH  polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
PCB  polychlorinated biphenyl 
PCDD  polychlorinated dioxin 
PCDF  polychlorinated diphenyl furan 
PDMS  polydimethylsiloxane 
PE   polyethylene 
PED  polyethylene device 
POM  polyoxymethylene 
PQL  practical quantitation limit 
PRC  performance reference compound 
PS   passive sampler or passive sampling 
PSD  passive sampling device 
PSM  passive sampling method 
QA-QC  quality assurance, quality control 
R   gas constant (8.31 J/mol K) 
RDGT  ratio of CDGT to CPore 
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RRT  relative retention time 
RSD  relative standard deviation 
[salt]  salt concentration 
SD   standard deviation 
SE   standard error 
SEM  simultaneously extracted metals 
SETAC  Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
SOP  Standard operating procedures 
SPMD  semi-permeable membrane device 
SPME  solid-phase micro-extraction 
SVOC  semivolatile organic compound 
T   environmental temperature (in K) 
Td   DGT sampler deployment time 
TLD  toggle-locking device 
TOC  total organic carbon 
Ve   volume of acid extract including any liquid added for dilution 
Vg   volume of resin gel 
VPS   volume of passive sampler polymer 
VS   volume of solvent 
∆g   diffusive gel and membrane filter thickness 
∆HE  excess enthalpy of solution for the target compound dissolved in water 
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Section 1 

 

1 Introduction 
1.1 Objectives of User’s Manual 

The primary objective of this document is 
to serve as a reference for using passive 
samplers with contaminated sediments. The 
types of target contaminants of interest include 
hydrophobic organic compounds such as 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlorinated 
pesticides (including the DDTs), 
polychlorinated dioxins and furans, and the 
divalent transition metals such as cadmium, 
copper, nickel, lead, and zinc. Because of the 
abundance of available data, with regard to the 
hydrophobic organic compounds, this 
document focuses on PCBs and PAHs. As 
more information becomes available, future 
editions of this document may include other 
target contaminants. Specific information is 
provided for the preparation, deployment, 
recovery, chemical analysis, and data analysis 
of passive samplers. Ideally, this information 
can be used by commercial, academic, and 
government laboratories to prepare standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) and quality 
assurance project plans (QAPPs) for the 
performance of passive sampling. Examples of 
active SOPs and a QAPP are included in the 
appendices and are discussed later in this 
document. However, because of the need to 
address several different types of passive 
samplers and the various activities associated 
with those samplers for their use, sufficient 
space was not available for this document to be 
all inclusive or to be considered an actual 
passive sampling SOP or QAPP. Rather, a great 
deal of technical information and resources are 
discussed and provided, that are intended to 
encourage potential passive sampler users to 
develop their own specific documentation.   

 

1.2 Background 

Sediments affected by historic and ongoing 
discharges of contaminants, may serve as 
repositories of metals and organic contaminants 
(Baker 1980a, b; Dickson et al.1987; National 
Research Council. 1989; Baudo et al. 1990; Di 
Toro et al. 1991; Burton. 1992; Ingersoll et al. 
1997; Wenning et al. 2005; Burgess et al. 2013) 
and may also serve as a source of 
contamination to overlying water by processes 
such as resuspension, upwelling, and diffusion 
(Larsson 1985; Salomons et al. 1987; Burgess 
and Scott 1992). Given the critical role of 
sediments in the overall environmental quality 
of aquatic ecosystems, by acting as habitat and 
interacting with the water column, it is 
important to understand the fate, transport, 
bioavailability, bioaccumulation, and toxicity 
of sediment-associated contaminants. 

 
To assess the adverse effects of sediment 

contaminants on aquatic ecosystems, 
researchers initially focused on total 
concentrations of contaminants in sediment 
(Long and Chapman 1985). This effort, 
however, was often complicated by varying 
sediment compositions and complex 
partitioning of contaminants in sediments. 
Sediments with similar total concentrations 
often exhibited different magnitudes of impact 
on transport behavior, bioavailability, 
bioaccumulation, and toxicity (Adams et al. 
1985; Di Toro et al. 1991). Eventually, efforts 
to better understand and model the 
complexities of contaminated sediments 
resulted in the use of organic carbon 
normalization to predict the behavior of 
hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs), 
because this sediment component was shown to 
strongly influence contaminant partitioning 
among particles, suspended solids, biota, and 
the water column. These observations resulted 
in the development and use of what came to be 
called the equilibrium partitioning (EqP) 
approach for deriving sediment quality 
benchmarks for several HOCs by the U.S. EPA 
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(Burgess et al. 2013; U.S. EPA 2003, 2008). A 
similar equilibrium partitioning (EqP) approach 
was also developed for several toxic transition 
metals (Ag, Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn), in which 
sediment acid volatile sulfide (AVS) was found 
to strongly limit their bioavailability.  For 
example, by measuring acid volatile sulfide 
(AVS) and simultaneously extracted metals 
(SEM) and then calculating the molar 
difference between the two (SEM-AVS), the 
amount of metal in excess of sulfides can be 
estimated (Allen et al. 1991; U.S. EPA 2005b). 
Many studies have demonstrated that sediments 
with SEM-AVS  <0 are non-toxic, because all 
the potentially toxic metal is precipitated and 
non-bioavailable as metal sulfides (Di Toro et 
al. 1992; Burton et al. 2005; U.S. EPA 2005b; 
Burgess et al. 2013). Although the SEM-AVS 
approach works well for predicting non-toxic 
conditions, for potentially toxic conditions 
(e.g., sediments with SEM-AVS >0), there is 
substantial variability, with many sediments 
that exceed toxic thresholds eliciting no toxic 
response (U.S. EPA 2005b; Costello et al. 
2011). This lack of a toxic response above non-
toxic thresholds is likely to be due to other 
binding phases that are not accounted for 
effectively in current metals equilibrium 
partitioning models.  

 
For some metals, particulate organic carbon 

also reduced their bioavailability, so AVS and 
organic carbon have also been used in 
combination to predict when metals are 
unlikely to be toxic in sediments (Burgess et al. 
2013; U.S. EPA 2005b). U.S. EPA’s guidance 
for EqP-based sediment quality benchmarks for 
metals also recommends comparison of 
interstitial water concentrations of metals to 
ambient water quality criteria, to predict 
potential toxicity of sediment-bound metals 
(U.S. EPA 2005). 

 
Limitations in the predictive ability of 

EPA’s EqP-based sediment quality benchmarks 
for some HOCs and metals have been noted 

(U.S. EPA 2012a, b). While the EqP 
approaches were able to reduce the variability 
in the evaluation of HOC in some sediments, 
additional variability that could not be entirely 
explained by organic carbon normalization. A 
preliminary explanation for this variability was 
that the sediment carbon was not 
homogeneous; it resulted from different sources 
and forms of carbon. Different forms of organic 
carbons (e.g., fresh plant matter, soot, chars) 
exhibit different binding with HOCs (e.g., 
adsorption, absorption), which results in 
different partitioning behavior represented as a 
wide range of the partitioning coefficients (Arp 
et al. 2009; Cornelissen et al. 2005; Kukkonen 
et al. 2005; Luthy et al. 1997; Pignatello and 
Xing 1995). For metals, the challenges in 
predicting bioavailability include the high 
degree of spatial and temporal variability that 
has been observed for AVS in the field. Much 
of this variability results from changes in the 
oxidation/reduction potential of the sediment, 
which alters sediment speciation and AVS 
formation (Cantwell et al. 2002; Wenning et al. 
2005). For example, sediment resuspension can 
result in the oxidation of AVS with subsequent 
release of bound metals, the partitioning of 
metals to Fe- and Mn-oxyhydrides in surficial 
sediments, and the movement of benthic 
organisms between oxic and anoxic zones in 
the sediments can change metal speciation and 
thus bioavailability. In addition, the collection 
of metal-contaminated sediments is technically 
challenging because these redox zones can 
change over spatial scales of millimeters.  
Further, there is the potential for AVS 
oxidation in the sediment collection, transport, 
and measurement process. 

 
The principle underlying the EqP-based 

approaches was to predict whether sufficient 
quantities of contaminants, HOCs or metals, in 
a bioavailable form were present to cause 
adverse biological or ecological effects. At 
present, the freely dissolved concentration 
(Cfree) of a given contaminant is considered a 
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viable surrogate for the actual bioavailable 
concentration (Di Toro et al. 1991; Burgess et 
al. 2013; Mayer et al. 2014). The Cfree is 
directly related to a contaminant’s chemical 
activity, and it represents the driving force 
governing diffusive uptake of contaminants 
from sediment porewaters into benthic 
organisms and the partitioning into the 
overlying water column. While EqP-based 
models attempt to predict Cfree, as discussed 
above, the complexity of partitioning in 
sediment systems can introduce considerable 
uncertainty to such modeling exercises. 
Similarly, conventional efforts to simply 
sample the Cfree for HOCs from sediment 
porewaters using centrifugation and squeezing 
methods have proven successful and 
unsuccessful, depending on the circumstances 
(Carr and Nipper 2003). Common problems 
associated with isolating porewater include 
collecting sufficient volumes for chemical and 
toxicological analyses and dealing with 
artifacts introduced by the isolation procedures. 
Therefore, in recent years, research has focused 
on developing methods to more simply but 
accurately sample Cfree. Ideally, such a method 
would eliminate the requirement to completely 
understand the partitioning of target 
contaminants in complex sediment systems and 
the need to isolate large volumes of porewater 
or provide sufficient target contaminant for 
acceptable analytical detection (Ghosh et al. 
2000). 

 
Over the last ten years, passive sampling 

has been proposed as an alternative means to 
measure Cfree (Booij et al. 1998; Mayer et al. 
2000; DiFilippo and Eganhouse 2010; Jonker 
and Koelmans 2001; Zhang and Davison 1995; 
Mayer et al. 2014; Ghosh et al. 2014; 
Peijnenburg et al. 2014; Dong et al. 2015). 
Passive samplers, made of inorganic and 
organic polymers, are devices that are placed in 
contact with sediment, surface water, or 
groundwater for sufficient time to allow target 
contaminants to reach equilibrium with the 

sampler and other environmental phases (e.g., 
colloids, particles, organisms). Concentrations 
of target contaminants in the retrieved passive 
sampler are isolated and measured via 
extraction and chemical instrumental analysis. 
This concentration associated with the sampler 
(CPS) is used to calculate the Cfree for HOCs and 
a DGT based M value which allows for the 
calculation of CDGT for metals.  The 
concentration of contaminants in the sampler 
(CPS or CDGT) can also be compared to 
bioaccumulation by benthic and water-column 
organisms (Vinturella et al. 2004; Friedman et 
al. 2009; Gschwend et al. 2011; Simpson et al. 
2012). As passive sampling has been used more 
and more often, several advantages over the 
indirect measurements of Cfree have been 
identified, including low detection limits; 
minimal interference from colloids and 
particulate matter; simple implementation, with 
no need for large volumes of sediment or water 
for extractions; and in some instances, the 
ability to mimic bioaccumulation in aquatic 
organisms. Limitations include logistical 
challenges at some sites, long time to 
equilibration (see later discussion), and 
incomplete understanding of the relationship to 
bioavailability in some organisms. 

 
1.3 Types of Passive Samplers and 

Deployments 

In North America, the most widely used 
materials to construct passive samplers include 
low-density polyethylene (LDPE), 
polyoxymethylene (POM), and 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for the sampling 
of hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) as 
the target contaminants (Figures 1-1, 1-2).  For 
metals, most passive sampling has used the 
diffusive gradient in thin films (DGT) sampler 
which uses a chelating resin to capture labile 
metal ions (Figures 1-3).  Table 1-1 provides 
examples of manufacturers of the passive 
samplers discussed in this document. Various 
configurations of the three HOC samplers are 
possible in terms of their size and shape, but 
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currently, two major configurations generally 
are used: (1) sheets and thin films, and (2) 
coatings. LDPE and POM are most often used 
as thin sheet- or film-forms in various 
thickness, shapes, and dimensions (Figure 1-2a, 
b). In contrast, PDMS is mostly applied as a 
coating on a solid support such as thin glass 
fibers (i.e., solid-phase microextraction 
(SPME)) (Vrana et al. 2005; U.S. EPA 2012b) 
(Fig 1-2c). For metals, as discussed below, 
several passive sampling approaches have been 
used over the years including porewater 
peepers, Teflon sheets, and cation exchange 
resins.  However, DGTs have been used most 
frequently to assess labile metals in water, 
soils, and sediments (Peijnenburg et al. 2014) 
(Fig 1-3).  Currently, the DGT are available in 

two configurations: disk (Figure 1-4a) and 
probe (Figure 1-4b). DGTs have been used for 
approximately 20 years to measure the flux of 
metals in environmental samples. The majority 
of studies have used DGTs in surface waters 
and soils, with a much smaller set of studies 
assessing metals in a sediment matrix. Again, 
the DGT provides information on the flux of 
labile metals, not the actual Cfree value. Figure 
1-5 illustrates how these passive samplers are 
deployed to collect target contaminants from 
contaminated sediments. The following 
sections describe these deployments in more 
detail. 
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Table 1-1. Commonly used sources of passive sampling polymers and DGT supplies 

Passive Sampler Manufacturer Contact Information Polymer 

Thickness (µm) 
Polyoxymethylene 
(POM) 

CS Hyde Company 
1351 N. Milwaukee Avenue 
Lake Villa, Illinois USA 
60046 
http://www.cshyde.com/ 

sales@cshyde.com 
800 461 4161 

38; 76 

Polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) 

Polymicro Technologies Inc. 
A Subsidiary of Molex 
Incorporated 
18019 N. 25th Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ USA 
85023-1200 
http://www.polymicro.com 

polymicrosales@molex.com 
602 375 4100 
 

30 µm/500;  
30 µm/1000 µm; 
30 µm/100 µm  
 
(polymer layer 
/core thickness) 

Low Density 
Polyethylene (LDPE) 

Purchased as “drop cloth” 
for painting at hardware 
stores.  Manufacturer names 
listed on the packaging 
include: 
 
-Brentwood Plastics, Inc., 
Brentwood, MO  
-Carlisle Plastic, Inc., 
Minneapolis, MN  
-Trimaco, Durham, NC 
-Film-Gard, Minneapolis, 
MN  

- 25; 50; 75 

Diffusive Gradients in 
Thin Film (DGT) 

DGT Research Ltd.  
Skelmorlie, Bay Horse 
Road, Quernmore, 
Lancaster, LA2 0QJ, UK 
http://www.dgtresearch.com 

h.zhang@lancaster.ac.uk 
44 1524 593899 

Not applicable 
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Figure 1-1. Molecular structures of the polymers used to sample hydrophobic organic target 

contaminants. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1-2. Images of passive samplers discussed in this document: (a) low density polyethylene 

(LDPE)), (b) polyoxymethylene (POM), and (c) polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).  

Note: PDMS is shown in a SPME fiber configuration. 

 
 
 

(a) LDPE (b) POM (c) PDMS
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Figure 1-3. Molecular structures of the iminodiacetate acid functional group interacting with a 

metal ion to form the chelated form of the iminodiacetate and metal groups.  The 

letters H, O and N represent hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen atoms, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 1-4. Images of two available configurations of DGT passive samplers: (a) disk (2.5 cm 

diameter) and (b) sediment probe (approximately 4 cm wide by 24 cm long) (images 

from DGT Research Ltd. website). 
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Figure 1-5. Illustration of different deployment configurations for the passive samplers 

discussed in this document (based on U.S. EPA 2012b).  Deployment configurations 

are discussed in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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1.4 Principles of the Passive Sampling of 

Hydrophobic Organic Target 

Contaminants 

Passive samplers are based on the 
thermodynamically regulated exchange of 
chemical between the aqueous medium that is 
sampled, and the passive sampling polymer that 
accumulates the target contaminant via 
diffusion. This can be described simply by the 
first-order kinetics model: 

 

( )PS

eqnon

PSe

PS CCk
dt

dC
−= −  (during uptake) [1-1] 

 
and 
 

freePSPS CKC *=  (at equilibrium)         [1-2] 

 
where, CPS is the target contaminant 
concentrations in the sampler at time t; ke is the 
exchange-rate constant for the target 
contaminant; CPS is the target contaminant 
concentration in the sampler at equilibrium;  
CPS

 non-eq is the non-equilibrium passive sampler 
concentration, and KPS is the partition 
coefficient of the analyte between the polymer 
and water (Bayen et al. 2009).  For the 
purposes of this document, Equation 1-2 can be 
modified to the following: 

 

PS

PS

free
K

C
C =     [1-3] 

 
to solve for the Cfree concentration. As 
discussed in this document, with proper 
application of passive sampling, CPS will be 
measured analytically or estimated, and KPS 
values are available in this document and the 
scientific literature for POM, PDMS, and 
LDPE. 

 
As shown above, passive sampling can be 

implemented in two different operational 
modes: equilibrium and kinetic (or non-

equilibrium) (Figure 1-6). Under the 
equilibrium mode, sufficient time is allowed for 
the target contaminant to reach equilibrium 
with the sediment, the passive sampler, and the 
other environmental phases (Mayer et al. 2000; 
Mayer et al. 2003). Once the passive sampler is 
at equilibrium, Cfree can be calculated easily 
using Equation 1-3 from the measured 
concentration in the passive sampler and 
partition coefficients obtained from this 
document and/or the scientific literature. In the 
kinetic mode, the non-equilibrium 
concentration of the target contaminants in the 
passive sampler (CPS

 non-eq) can be used to 
calculate, using Equation 1-4, Cfree: 

 

PS

eqnon

PS

free
K

C
C

−

=   (not at equilibrium) [1-4] 

 
However, this calculation will underestimate 
actual dissolved concentrations and result in 
errors in any environmental management 
decisions (Section 8 discusses how Cfree can be 
calculated properly under non-equilibrium 
conditions (Huckins et al. 2002; Tomaszewski 
and Luthy 2008; Fernandez et al. 2009a; Perron 
et al. 2013a,b)). 

 
It is important to understand when the 

target contaminant reaches equilibrium with the 
passive sampler, sediments, and other 
environmental phases, and how rapidly 
equilibrium is achieved. This kinetic state 
depends on exposure time, passive sampler 
characteristics such as construction material, 
thickness, and dimensions, and the target 
contaminant’s physicochemical properties 
(Mayer et al. 2003; Vrana et al. 2005). In 
general, the time to equilibrium increases with 
increasing polymer thickness and KPS values, 
and decreases with increasing polymer 
diffusivity, ratio of surface area to volume, 
agitation, temperature, and mass ratio of 
sediment to polymer. Analytical detection 
limits can be lowered by using polymers of 
large areal size while maintaining the same 
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Figure 1-6.  Cartoon showing the three stages of passive sampler operation: (a) deployment, 

(b) uptake (or kinetic), and (c) equilibrium. The blue forms represent passive samplers, and the 

small icons are PCB molecules (from U.S. EPA 2012b). 

thickness. Thus, the optimum condition for the 
sampler (e.g., polymer type, size, shape, 
thickness) should be determined to achieve 
reasonable equilibrium time while not losing 
the sensitivity to detect potentially lower 
concentrations of the target contaminants. 

 
Successful implementation of passive 

sampling under equilibrium conditions is 
subject to the following requirements. First, 
equilibrium should be reached among different 
phases—the passive sampler and other 
environmental phases (sediment particles, 
colloids, organisms). Equilibrium is achieved 
particularly slowly for strongly hydrophobic 

compounds (e.g., log KOW >7). While not 
always the case, many currently available 
passive samplers require weeks to months to 
reach equilibrium for high KOW target 
contaminants (Gschwend et al. 2011; Mayer et 
al. 2000). In addition, elevated variability can 
occur for high KOW target contaminants, 
especially in field applications where control 
over experimental conditions is not as feasible 
as in the laboratory. Second, the amount of the 
chemical transferred into the sampler should be 
negligible relative to the sediment system and 
should not impose significant disturbance or 
depletion on the equilibrium condition between 
the other environmental phases. This is 
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commonly referred to as “non-depletive” 
conditions, and typically, less than 1% of 
depletion of the chemical in the system by the 
passive sampler is considered acceptable 
(Jonker and Koelmans 2001; Mayer et al. 2003; 
Ghosh et al. 2014). 

 
1.5 Principles of the Passive Sampling of 

Metals 

Heavy metals (e.g., Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, 
etc.) are some of the most common pollutants 
found in sediment in freshwater, estuarine, and 
marine environments. At elevated 
concentrations, metals can have adverse effects 
on aquatic biota (and in rare cases, on human 
health), which has led to regulation of metal-
containing discharges, attempts to clean up 
contaminated sediments, and an increasing 
emphasis placed on metal risk assessment. 
Through decades of research on sediment 
metals, one of the fundamental conclusions is 
that a measurement of the entire pool of metal 
at a location (i.e., total metals) is not a good 
predictor of adverse ecological effects 
(Pagenkopf 1983; Ankley et al. 1996; U.S. 
EPA 2005b). Due to their reactivity, metals can 
bind with and adsorb to many chemical species 
(i.e., form complexes), and complexed metals 
in general are less bioavailable and toxic than 
freely dissolved metals. The physicochemical 
complexity of the sediment environment 
provides many binding ligands for metals. 
Attempting to set regulatory criteria or cleanup 
goals based on a total metal threshold ignores 
the potential for non-bioavailable pools of 
metal and can result in unnecessarily low 
regulatory criteria.  

 
The concept of bioavailable metal has been 

used to define the fraction of metal that has the 
potential to interact with biota, which excludes 
complexed (i.e., non-toxic) metals that would 
be measured in the total metal fraction (Ankley 
et al. 1996; Meyer 2002; U.S. EPA 2005b). The 
goal of estimating bioavailability is to more 
accurately reflect metal exposure and potential 

effects, and ultimately, to provide a method of 
measuring metal that can standardize exposure 
to a wide range of physicochemical conditions. 
In surface waters, the biotic ligand model 
(BLM) has been used successfully to account 
for metal binding by dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC) and competition at the site of biotic 
action by other cations (e.g., Mg2+, H+) (Di 
Toro et al. 2001), which has allowed 
comparison of metal affects across a wide 
range of surface water chemistries (Santore et 
al. 2001). In sediments, the primary metal 
complexation processes occur in the solid 
phase, with reduced sulfur (e.g., CuS), organic 
carbon, and iron oxides all reducing the 
bioavailable pool of metal (Ankley et al. 1996; 
U.S. EPA 2005b; Burton 2010). Although 
much of the metal binding occurs in the solid 
phase, the pool of bioavailable metal in 
sediments is dissolved in the porewater.  
 

Like the HOCs, an alternative approach to 
estimating bioavailable metals is the use of 
passive sampling, which unlike equilibrium 
partitioning modeling for HOCs, attempts to 
measure bioavailable metals directly, without 
having to measure solid phases. For metals in 
sediment, a few different designs have been 
fabricated for use as passive samplers. 
Porewater peepers are the most basic 
conventional passive samplers and have been 
used to accurately measure porewater metals 
(Carignan et al. 1985; Brumbaugh et al. 2007). 
However, peepers can disrupt the sediment 
structure when installed in situ; they also take a 
long time (days to weeks) to equilibrate, and 
they sample all dissolved species even if they 
are not bioavailable (e.g., dissolved organic 
carbon [DOC] bound metals). In addition, 
teflon sheets have been used in sediments to 
selectively sample iron and manganese 
oxyhydroxides and sorbed metals (Belzile et al. 
1989; Feyte et al. 2010). Teflon sheets need to 
be deployed for an extended time period 
(weeks) to accumulate sufficient Fe, Mn, and 
trace metals. Importantly, trace metals bound to 
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Fe and Mn oxyhydroxides are likely not 
bioavailable; thus, Teflon sheets do not sample 
a bioavailable fraction of metal. Senn et al. 
(2004) and Dong et al. (2015) described a 
sampler that uses the cation exchange resin 
iminodiacetate suspended in a diffusive gel to 
accumulate metals. However, the most 
commonly used passive samplers for metals in 
sediment are diffusive gradients in thin films 
(DGTs) (Davison and Zhang 1994; Zhang et al. 
1995; Harper et al. 1998). DGTs cause 
relatively little sediment disturbance at 
deployment and need only hours to accumulate 
enough metals to meet analytical requirements. 
The link between DGT-measured metals 
(CDGT) and bioavailable metals (Cfree) has not 
been demonstrated definitively (see below), but 
this technique provides great promise for 
passively sampling metals and estimating 
bioavailable metals compared to other 
approaches. 

 
DGTs for sediments are composed of two 

functional layers of material that are stacked 
and exposed to the sediment (Fig. 1-3). The 
outer layer (direct contact with sediment) is a 
membrane filter to allow only dissolved species 
to interact with the gels within the DGT. Below 
the filter is a diffusion gel (polyacrylamide) of 
a known thickness, through which the metals 
diffuse at a known rate. Below the diffusion gel 
is a iminodiacetate-based resin gel (Chelex-
impregnated polyacrylamide), which binds any 
metal that passes through the diffusion gel. The 
three materials are secured together in a plastic 
housing, and when inserted into the sediment, 
rapidly begins to accumulate any metals 
dissolved in the porewater. Because the resin 
gel is actively and rapidly accumulating metals, 
concentrations above analytical threshholds can 
typically be achieved after a short deployment 
time (<24 hr). The pore size of both the filter 
and hydrogel effectively exclude any 
particulate metals and colloidal metals, yet 
some DOC-bound metals can be sampled by 
the DGT (Davison and Zhang 1994; Zhang 

2004; Warnken et al. 2008). Metal dynamics 
and kinetics in DGT for both aqueous and 
sediment exposures are described 
comprehensively in Harper et al. (1998) and 
Davison and Zhang (1994), and herein, we 
briefly summarize those papers. 

 
For standard exposure times (hours to 

days), the resin gel acts as an infinite sink for 
metals, which establishes a linear diffusion 
gradient through the diffusion gel (see Figure 
5-2). Diffusion kinetics in the gel are well 
described (Davison and Zhang 1994, Harper et 
al. 1998), and a concentration at the surface of 
the DGT (CDGT) can be calculated from the 
mass of metal bound to the resin gel (see 
Equation 8-4). In simple systems (e.g., well-
stirred solutions, well-mixed surface waters), 
CDGT is equivalent to the concentration in the 
solution. However, DGT dynamics in 
sediments are complicated by porewaters that 
are not well mixed, and by large pools of solid-
phase metals. Because porewaters are not well 
mixed, the immediate area around the DGT can 
quickly become depleted of metals, and the 
diffusion gradient can extend into the sediment. 
However, porewater metals are in equilibrium 
with metals sorbed to solid-phase fractions, and 
this decline in porewater metal concentrations 
may cause metal release from solid phases to 
maintain equilibrium conditions (i.e., resupply) 
and reduce depletion. If the pool of solid-phase 
metals is large enough, and the rate of resupply 
is rapid relative to diffusion and binding in the 
DGT, CDGT would still equal porewater metal 
concentrations. The ratio of CDGT to porewater 
metals concentrations (Cpore, measured by 
conventional methods (e.g., centrifugation)) 
can be calculated (RDGT = CDGT/Cpore), and 
values lower than one are common in 
sediments (Harper et al. 1998). The value of 
RDGT is related to parameters associated with 
porewater diffusion (i.e., porosity, tortuosity, 
Cpore) and resupply kinetics (i.e., solid-phase 
metal concentrations, equilibrium partitioning 
[Kd], rate of desorption). Given sufficient 
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information about sediment and porewater 
physicochemistry, one can parameterize a 
model that estimates contributions from the 
solid phase and porewater (Harper et al. 1998; 
Sochaczewski et al. 2007).  
 
1.6 Applications 

1.6.1 Hydrophobic Organic Contaminants 

 
Passive samplers provide at least two types 

of information: (1) the freely dissolved 
concentration (Cfree) and (2) the actual 
concentration in the sampler. Numerous studies 
have successfully measured Cfree of HOCs in 
sediments using the passive sampling method 
(PSM) in both laboratory and field studies 
(Fernandez et al. 2009b; Kraaij et al. 2002; 
Friedman et al. 2009; Maruya et al. 2009; 
Mayer et al. 2000; ter Laak et al. 2006; 
Vinturella et al. 2004; Witt et al. 2009; 
Fernandez et al. 2014). The measurements 
obtained can provide a great deal of useful 
information. For example, vertical profiles of 
contaminant porewater concentrations 
measured at sediment capping or remedial 
amendment treatment sites can be used as an 
indicator of remedy effectiveness (Lampert et 
al. 2011; Oen et al. 2011; Fernandez et al. 
2014). 

 
Because passive samplers are intended to 

measure the chemical activity of contaminants 
in sediment, it is appropriate to expand their 
use for evaluating the exposure of organisms to 
the sediment, usually expressed in terms of 
bioaccumulation, and any resulting adverse 
ecological effects. The fact that passive 
samplers measure Cfree, which can serve as a 
surrogate estimate of exposure, supports the 
application of passive sampler-based 
bioaccumulation assessment. However, this 
approach may have some limitations; it cannot 
capture all of the processes affecting 
bioaccumulation, such as contaminant 
biotransformation and trophic transfer. Also, 
passive samplers may not provide an estimated 

of bioaccumulation at the same level of 
magnitude as observed in organisms due to the 
above limitation. Despite the types of 
limitations, passive samplers are expected to 
deliver proportional accumulation of 
contaminants to the observed bioaccumulation 
in organisms. Further, these relationships 
between PSM accumulation and 
bioaccumulation are expected to be statistically 
significant and predictive.  For example, Van 
der Heijden and Jonker (2009) assessed the 
bioaccumulation of PAHs using both POM and 
PDMS for a sediment-dwelling invertebrate 
(Lumbriculus variegatus). They reported 
positive correlation between the field-measured 
bioaccumulation in L. variegatus and the 
predicted bioaccumulation based on Cfree. 
Later, SPME was employed in a similar study 
and was found to provide reliable 
bioaccumulation assessments (Muijs and 
Jonker 2012). 

 
A simple way to assess toxicity via passive 

sampling is to compare Cfree with water-only 
toxicity values based on the U.S. EPA’s 
chronic water quality criteria or other similar 
water quality criteria (Maruya et al. 2012; 
Burgess et al. 2013). Toxicity can also be 
predicted from a toxicity model using Cfree data. 
For example, Hawthorne et al. (2007) 
demonstrated that the survival of a freshwater 
amphipod, Hyalella azteca, and toxicity could 
be predicted based on PAH porewater Cfree 
measured by SPME in sediments collected 
from former manufactured gas production 
(MGP) and aluminum smelter sites. 

 
Numerous passive sampler studies have 

provided valuable information regarding 
measuring Cfree. To date, several studies have 
shown passive sampler accumulation is 
proportional and predictive of bioavailability, 
bioaccumulation, and toxicity to contaminants 
in sediment. Further, studies that compare and 
evaluate the performances of different types of 
passive sasmplers are increasing in numbers 
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(Barthe et al. 2008; Jonker and Van der Heijden 
2007; Muijs and Jonker 2011; Van der Heijden 
and Jonker 2009; Gschwend et al. 2011; 
Fernandez et al. 2012, 2014; Perron et al. 
2013a,b). As the number of passive sampling 
studies increases, what has been missing is a set 
of standard methods for the laboratory, field, 
and analytical aspects of passive sampling. 

 

1.6.2 Metals 

 
The utility of DGTs comes from their 

potential use as a selective sampler for 
bioavailable metals, and many studies have 
assessed how DGT measured metal is related to 
bioavailable metals. For dissolved metals in 
surface waters, DGTs do provide some ability 
to differentiate bioavailable metals, but do not 
completely control for dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC) bound metals, which are not 
bioavailable but are sampled by DGTs (Zhang 
2004; van der Veeken et al. 2010; Uribe et al. 
2011). These DOC-metal complexes can be 
accounted for by adjusting the thickness or 
pore-size of the gel (Tusseau-Vuillemin et al. 
2004; Warnken et al. 2008). In soils, there is 
strong evidence that DGT-measured metals do 
approximate bioavailable metals for plants 
(Zhang et al. 2001; Degryse et al. 2009; 
Soriano-Disla et al. 2010). The close 
approximation of metals bioavailable to plants 
and DGT-measured metal is not surprising, 
because root uptake by plants often generates 
diffusion gradients similar to those created by 
DGTs (Zhang et al. 2001). 

 
In sediments, there is limited evidence that 

DGT-measured metal is a valid indicator of 
bioavailable metal. Roulier et al. (2008) found 
that, for the freshwater insect Chironomus 

riparius, bioaccumulation of Cu, Cd, and Pb is 
better predicted by total metals than DGT 
measured metal, presumably due to dietary 
exposure to metals. Van der Geest and León 
Paumen (2008) showed that DGT-measured 
metal predicted Tubifex sp. Cu accumulation, 

but only for the first three weeks of a 10-week 
experiment. Simpson et al. (2012) found a 
strong connection between DGT measured 
metal and bioaccumulation of Cu by the 
bivalve Tellina deltoidalis, but much of the 
exposure was from Cu in overlying water, not 
sediment Cu. Dabrin et al. (2012) found that 
DGT measured Cd accurately predicted 
bioavailability for just one of three species 
tested. Finally, Costello et al. (2012) found that 
DGT measured Ni over-estimated 
bioavailability to colonizing benthic 
macroinvertebrates. Together, these studies 
suggest that additional research needs to be 
conducted linking bioavailable metal to DGT 
measured metal. Importantly, for many of the 
studies assessing ecological effects (Dabrin et 
al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2012; Costello et al. 
2012) and other studies looking at sediment 
geochemistry (Naylor et al. 2004; Tankere-
Muller et al. 2007; Roulier et al. 2010), DGT 
measured metals provided valuable information 
on metal speciation, distribution, and flux that 
is important for quantifying exposure and, more 
specifically, bioavailable concentrations.  
Therefore, DGTs are a valuable tool in 
sediment metal risk assessment, but more 
research needs to be conducted before 
establishing a strong link between any DGT-
related measurements and bioavailable metals. 

 
1.7 Additional Passive Sampler Needs and 

Current Resources 

In the process of compiling this document, 
efforts were made to be as comprehensive as 
possible and include as much information as 
was available. However, the science and 
practice of passive sampling is an evolving 
process, and some data simply were not 
available at the time this document was being 
prepared. For example, this document provides 
consensus partition coefficients for the 
partitioning of PCBs and PAHs between the 
organic polymers discussed here (i.e., KPOM, 
KPDMS, KLDPE) and water. Such values for 
chlorinated pesticides, such as the DDTs, and 
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chlorinated dibenzodioxins and furans are not 
available for the recommendation of consensus 
values and consequently are not included. A 
discussion of partition coefficients for these 
target contaminants is included in Appendix B. 
Another evolving area for passive sampling is 
the approach used for calculating the Cfree 
concentration for the target contaminants. As 
discussed in Section 8, one can assume that 
equilibrium has been achieved between the 
target contaminants and environmental phases 
(e.g., water, particulates, colloids), and Cfree can 
be calculated using a KPS. Another approach, if 
equilibrium is not assumed, is to use 
performance reference compound (PRC) data 
to adjust the non-equilibrium passive sampler 
concentration (CPS

non-eq) data for equilibrium 
conditions. Section 8 provides links maintained 
by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Superfund Program and the Strategic 
Environmental Research and Development 
Program (SERDP) to two graphic user interface 
(GUI) programs that will provide calculated 
adjustment factors (i.e., fractional equilibrium 
(feq) values) for measured target PCB and PAH 
concentration data to allow for relatively 
straightforward and consistent calculations of 
equilibrium Cfree values. The GUIs are 
operational for the LDPE and PDMS polymers. 
Efforts continue to expand the GUI’s 
capabilities to include the POM polymer. As 
new improvements become readily available, 
such as the partition coefficients and GUIs 
discussed above, as well as others, this 
document will be updated in future versions. 

 

Below are two tables that provide resources 
for passive sampler users. Table 1-2 lists 
technical contacts around the United States 
with expertise and experience working with 
various aspects of passive sampling. They can 
be contacted to answer technical questions 
about passive sampling or point any requests in 
the right direction for a timely resolution. Table 
1-3 lists commercial analytical laboratories 
located around North America that, at the time 
of this document’s release, have experience 
with the chemical analysis aspects of passive 
sampling. These two tables are intended to 
encourage potential passive sampler users to 
apply the technology at contaminated sites and 
contact any of the people listed for guidance or 
analytical services. 
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Table 1-2.  List of technical contacts with expertise and experience working with passive 

samplers 

Name Passive Sampler Application Affiliation and e-mail 

Michelle Briscoe DGT application with mercury Brooksrand Labs 
michelle@brooksrand.com 

Robert Burgess POM and LDPE water column and 
sediments deployments; Performance of 
different passive samplers; Use of 
performance reference compounds; 
Relationship to organism bioaccumulation 

U.S. EPA 
burgess.robert@epa.gov 

Lawrence Burkhard PDMS sediment deployment; Relationship 
to organism bioaccumulation 

U.S. EPA 
burkhard.lawrence@epa.gov 

G Allen Burton Sediment DGT deployments  University of Michigan 
burtonal@umich.edu 

Mark Cantwell LDPE water column deployments in 
riverine systems 

U.S. EPA 
cantwell.mark@epa.gov 

William Davison DGT design and application Lancaster University 
w.davison@lancaster.ac.uk 

Loretta Fernandez POM and LDPE water column and 
sediments deployments; Performance of 
different passive samplers; Use of 
performance reference compounds; 
Relationship to organism bioaccumulation 

Northeastern University 
Fernandez, Loretta 
l.fernandez@neu.edu 

Upal Ghosh POM water column and sediments 
deployments; Relationship to organism 
bioaccumulation 

University of Maryland – 
Baltimore County 
ughosh@umbc.edu 

Philip Gschwend LDPE water column and sediments 
deployments; Performance of different 
passive samplers; Use of performance 
reference compounds; Relationship to 
organism bioaccumulation 

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
pmgschwe@mit.edu 

Marc Greenberg Use of passive sampler information for 
decision making 

U.S. EPA 
greenberg.marc@epa.gov 

Steve Hawthorne PDMS sediment deployments University of North Dakota 
Hawthorne, Steven 
SHawthorne@undeerc.org 

Judy Huang RPM for Palos Verdes Shelf site deploying 
passive samplers  

U.S. EPA 
huang.judy@epa.gov 

Abbey Joyce POM, PDMS and LDPE water column and 
sediments deployments; Use of 
performance reference compounds and data 
analysis   

U.S. EPA 
joyce.abbey@epa.gov 

Susan Kane Driscoll LDPE water column and sediments 
deployments;  Use of passive sampler 
information for decision making 

Exponent 
sdriscoll@exponent.com 

Matthew Lambert LDPE sediment deployments; Passive 
sampler use in baseline and remedy 

U.S. EPA 
lambert.matthew@epa.gov 
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Name Passive Sampler Application Affiliation and e-mail 

effectiveness monitoring 

Rainer Lohmann PDMS and LDPE water column and 
sediments deployments; Performance of 
different passive samplers; Use of 
performance reference compounds 

University of Rhode Island 
lohmann@gso.uri.edu 

Keith Maruya PDMS and LDPE water column and 
sediments deployments; Use of 
performance reference compounds; 
Relationship to organism bioaccumulation 

Southern California Coastal 
Water Research Project 
Keith Maruya 
keithm@sccwrp.org 

Marc Mills  LDPE water column and sediment 
deployments; Source tracking and 
identification; Relationship to organism 
bioaccumulation 

U.S. EPA 
mills.marc@epa.gov 

Monique Perron LDPE, POM and PDMS water column and 
sediments deployments; Performance of 
different passive samplers; Use of 
performance reference compounds 

U.S. EPA 
perron.monique@epa.gov 

Danny Reible PDME water column and sediments 
deployments; Relationship to organism 
bioaccumulation 

Texas Technical University 
danny.reible@ttu.edu 
 

Sean Sheldrake  Passive sampler deployment techniques and 
diver related QA/QC issues 

U.S. EPA 
sheldrake.sean@epa.gov 

Stuart Simpson DGT application in marine sediments CISRO 
stuart.simpson@csiro.au 

Rachelle Thompson RPM for United Heckathorn site deploying 
passive samplers  

U.S. EPA 
thompson.rachelle@epa.gov 

Hao Zhang DGT design and application DGT Research Ltd. 
h.zhang@lancaster.ac.uk 

 
 

Table 1-3.  List of commercial analytical laboratories capable of performing analyses on 

passive samplers.  

Laboratory Contact Name and e-mail Location 

ALS 
Environmental 

Jeff Christian 
(jeff.christian@alsglobal.com) 

1317 South 13th Ave  
Kelso WA 98626 USA 

Alpha Analytical  Jim Occhialini (jocchialini@alphalab.com) 8 Walkup Drive 
Westborough, MA 01581 
USA 

AXYS 
Analytical 
Services 

Georgina Brooks (gbrooks@axys.com) and 
Richard Grace (rgrace@axys.com) 

2045 Mills Road West 
Sidney, BC V8L 5X2 
Canada 

DGT Research Hao Zhang (h.zhang@lancaster.ac.uk) 
DGT Research Ltd.  

DGT Research Ltd, Skelmorlie, Bay Horse 
Road, Quernmore, Lancaster, LA2 0QJ, 
UK 

PACE 
Analytical 
Services, Inc. 

Mary Christie 
(mary.christie@pacelabs.com) 

205 Seagull Dr.  
Mosinee, WI 54455 USA  
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Test America Patricia MacIsaac 
(patrica.mcisaac@testamericainc.com) 

3452 Lyrac St. 
Oakton, VA 22124 USA 
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1.8 Document Overview 

This User’s Manual has 10 sections and an 
extensive selection of appendices. Following 
this Introduction, The first four sections discuss 
in detail the preparation, deployment, and 
retrieval of POM, PDMS, LDPE, and DGT 
passive samplers. The next sections address the 
use of performance reference compounds 
(PRCs), the extraction and analysis of passive 
samplers, data analysis, and quality 

assurance and quality control. The final section 
provides an extensive list of the references 
cited throughout this document. A series of 
appendices provides a range of information, 
including provisional partition coefficients for 
POM, PDMS, and LDPE, passive sampling 
case studies, and an example of a passive 
sampler quality assurance project plan (QAPP). 

 
Again, the primary goal of this document is 

to provide the passive sampling user with the 
information needed to deploy, collect and 
analyze passive samplers and the resulting data. 
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Section 2 

 

2 Passive Sampling with 

Polyoxymethylene (POM) 
2.1 Introduction 

POM is commercially available and can be 
purchased in bulk, in the form of sheets, thin 
film (e.g., 77 µm), beads, and blocks. While 
POM has similar partition coefficients to LDPE 
for HOCs, this rigid polymer has extremely low 
diffusivities compared to PE (Ahn et al. 2005; 
Janssen et al. 2011; Jonker and Koelmans 
2001; Rusina et al. 2007). Although low 
diffusion coefficients in POM correspond to 
higher partition coefficients, it would require 
longer equilibration times. To compensate for 
this longer equilibration time, thinner POM (17 
or 55 µm thick) might be used (Cornelissen et 
al. 2008a,b) but this requires finely cutting the 
sheets from POM blocks.  Currently, these thin 
sheets are not commonly available. The 
smoother and harder surface of POM compared 
to LDPE makes the polymer clean-up easier, 
reducing the likelihood of biofouling and 
trapping of particular matters on the sampler 
surface (Jonker and Koelmans 2001). 

 
2.2 Preparation and Laboratory Use 

In the context of passive sampling, 
deployments in the laboratory are also called ex 

situ while deployments in the field are in situ.  
Passive sampling with POM has been used 
extensively in the measurement of equilibrium 
porewater Cfree in sediment based on laboratory 
batch equilibrium experiments (Hawethorne et 
al., 2009, 2011, Jonker and Koelmans 2001). In 
this approach, sediment collected from the field 
is brought to the laboratory and allowed to 
contact the passive sampler under well-mixed 
conditions (e.g., rolling) to achieve a target 

contaminant thermodynamic equilibrium state 
between the passive sampler and environmental 
phases (e.g., water, sediments, organisms). Key 
steps involved in performing laboratory 
equilibrium experiments with POM are 
described here. 

 

2.2.1 POM Selection and Pre-Cleaning 

 
At this time, the recommended source of 

POM is the commercially available 77-µm 
sheets available from CS Hyde and Company 
(Lake Villa, Illinois, USA) (Table 1-1). POM 
sheets need to be cut into appropriately sized 
pieces, typically 2.5-cm-wide strips, 2.5 to 15.2 
cm long. The POM strips need to be pre-
cleaned to remove residual monomers and any 
target and non-target contaminants. The pre-
cleaning ideally involves extraction for 12 
hours with Soxhlet with hexane (Beckingham 
and Ghosh 2011). Some researchers have also 
performed triplicate batch extractions with the 
same solvent combination and achieved an 
adequate degree of cleaning (Jonker and 
Koelmans 2001). After cleaning, the POM 
strips are kept in a clean glass bottle at –4°C, in 
the dark, to prevent recontamination from 
exposure to laboratory air and other sources. 

 

2.2.2 Selection of POM:Sediment Ratio 

 
While using a large mass of POM has the 

advantage of absorbing a greater mass of 
analyte, leading to improved detection limits, 
the accurate measurement of porewater 
concentrations requires that negligible 
depletion of the matrix or porewater 
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concentration (described as <1% depletion) 
occurs when equilibrium is reached. For target 
chemicals, the introduction of a passive 
sampler will inevitably start depleting the 
porewater, but desorption of the contaminant 
from the sediment will replenish the aqueous 
pool. To avoid depletive extractions, the 
sediment organic carbon-to-sampler ratio 
should be sufficiently large, because these are 
the two primary absorptive pools that compete 
for sorption of hydrophobic contaminants in a 
sediment system. As a general rule (assuming 
that sediment organic carbon and polymer 
matrices have similar partitioning 
characteristics), a ratio of 1:100 polymer mass 
to sediment organic carbon mass should reduce 
any depletion to an acceptable level of <1%.  

 
If more accurate estimates of chemical-

specific KOC and KPS values are available, the 
1:100 ratio can be refined as:  
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where, MPS is the mass of polymer, and MOC is 
the mass of sediment organic carbon. Equation 
2-1 can be reworked to solve for the mass of 
the passive sampler (MPS): 
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If detection limits and other logistical 

considerations, such as a lack of prior accurate 
estimates of KOC or MOC, do not allow for 
maintaining the depletion at <1%, it is possible 
to correct for the potential depletion as 
described in Fagervold et al. (2010). Such 
corrections are feasible when the depletion is 
still small (<10%) and within the range for 
which a linear relationship for partitioning 
characteristics of the sediment organic matter 
can be assumed. Also, when the goal of the 
Cfree measurements is to assess site-specific 

native partition constants (e.g., KOC), the 
decreased matrix concentrations (i.e., post-
deployment sediment concentrations) can be 
measured and accounted for in the partitioning 
calculation.  

 

2.2.3 Selection of Sediment Mass to be used 

for Cfree Determinations 

 
Key criteria that are involved in deciding 

how much sediment mass should be used 
include concentration of the target contaminant 
in the sediment, and the analytical detection 
limit. One approach for performing the 
calculation is to work backward from the 
analytical mass detection limits. For example, 
if the analytical detection limit is X ng/mL for a 
given target contaminant in the final solvent 
extract, and the desire is to stay 10 times above 
the detection limit, one can target a final 
concentration of 10X ng/mL as the minimum. 
Assuming a final extract volume of 1 mL, this 
amounts to a mass of 10X ng target 
contaminant sampled in the POM. The batch 
equilibrium experiments are designed such that 
not more than 1% of the target contaminant is 
transferred from the sediment into the passive 
sampler, as described above. Thus, the 
minimum sediment mass that is required should 
have 1000X ng of the target contaminant. So, 
the mass of sediment required will equal 
1000X/Csed g, where Csed [ng/g] is the 
concentration of the target contaminant in 
sediment. For most applications, this ends up in 
the range of 100–1000 g sediment (wet) per 
replicate measurement. The sediment sample 
should be homogenized before distributing into 
at least duplicate samples (n = 2) for the 
measurement of equilibrium porewater Cfree. 

 

2.2.4 Exposure Time and Conditions 

 
A typical exposure time for well-mixed 

batch experiments with POM is one month. 
Results reported by Hawthorne et al. (2009) 
indicate adequate equilibration even for 
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octachlorobiphenyls in that period of time in 
well-mixed batch systems. While sediment 
samples with high water content can be used 
directly to form a slurry, additional water may 
need to be added to form a free-flowing slurry 
for most sediments. Typical water content in a 
well-formed slurry is 80% water. Clean DI 
water can be used to supplement the water 
content for freshwater sediments. If necessary, 
water with appropriate salinity can be prepared 
by adding reconstituted seawater prepared from 
hypersaline brine or Instant Ocean salt mixture, 
as performed by Gomez Eyles et al. (2013). 
Exposure bottles should be well mixed, 
typically on a shaker table or bottle roller mill. 
The purpose of the mixing is to reduce the 
aqueous boundary-layer thickness around the 
sediment particles and the passive sampler to 
enhance target contaminant mass transfer. 

 

2.2.5 Use of Biocides to Inhibit Target 

Contaminant Biodegradation 

 
For degradable compounds, biocides such 

as sodium azide (100–1000 mg/L) (Cornelissen 
et al. 2006; Khalil et al. 2006; Zimmerman et 
al. 2004) or mercuric chloride are required to 
inhibit biological activity during the 
experiments. In addition, the experiments 
should be conducted in the dark or in amber 
bottles to reduce the chance of 
photodegradation of some target contaminants. 

 
2.3 Field Use 

Sampler preparation and extraction steps 
remain the same for POM deployments in the 
field. Several additional steps specific to field 
deployment are described here. 

 

2.3.1 In-situ Deployment Device Designs 

 
An important difference in the field 

deployment is the physical deployment device 
used to protect the sampler from harsh 
environmental conditions or damage during 
deployment and recovery in sediments. While 
POM is more rigid than other polymers, such as 
LDPE and PDMS, the thin POM strips can 
easily fold up during deployment if they are not 
adequately supported. Although unframed 
POM strips have been used by Cornelissen et 
al. (2008b) and Beckingham et al. (2013) for 
surface water measurements, for deployment 
within sediment, the POM sampler is typically 
encased in a stainless-steel fine mesh and a 
metal frame, such as shown in Figure 2-1. 
Stainless steel is a suitable metal for use in field 
deployments, because it resists corrosion 
adequately. While galvanized iron or aluminum 
may work for short deployment periods, both 
are prone to corrosion, especially in saltwater 
environments.  To date, POM samplers have 
been deployed by wading to the station or by 
divers 

 
2.4 Recovery and Processing 

POM passive sampling strips deployed in 
laboratory or field exposures should be 
removed from any enclosures and rinsed with 
DI water to remove attached sediment. The 
POM strips should be wiped gently with clean 
laboratory wipes to remove any attached 
biological growth, and rinsed again with DI 
water. DO NOT USE ANY ALCOHOL OR 
SOLVENT-SOAKED SWABS. Note that some 
discoloration from iron oxide deposits may be 
difficult to remove, but it is not expected to 
influence the sorption of target contaminants. 
The strips should be wiped dry and stored in 
clean glass vials in a freezer at –4°C, in the 
dark, until they are analyzed.  
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Figure 2-1.  Polyoxymethylene passive sampler strips encased in (a) a metal frame and (b) mesh 

for deployment in sediments for sampling (c) porewaters and (d) surface waters.  
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2.5 Extraction and Instrumental Analysis 

Section 7 discusses the extraction and 
instrumental analysis of POM.  

 
2.6 Data Analysis 

Section 8 discusses the analysis of passive 
sampler data with an emphasis on the 
calculation of the Cfree of target contaminants. 

 
2.7 Selection of Published POM-Water 

Partition Coefficients (KPOM) 

As discussed in Section 8, a POM-water 
partition coefficients (KPOM) value is needed 
for calculating the Cfree of the target 
contaminants.  Several researchers have 
reported KPOM for a wide range of target 
contaminants. In all cases, the partitioning has 
been described by a linear isotherm for a wide 
range of aqueous concentrations.  For this 
document, in this section, consensus 
provisional partition coefficients for POM are 
provided for PCBs and PAHs based on values 
reported by Ghosh et al. (2014) and first 
selected as part of a 2012 Society of 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
(SETAC) Pellston workshop on passive 
sampling (Appendix A). These values are 
recommended for use to ensure consistency 
across laboratories in the United States using 
POM to calculate Cfree for PCBs (Table A-1) 
and PAHs (Table A-2). Further discussion of 
passive sampler partition coefficients is 
provided in Appendix B. This discussion 
includes alternative partition coefficients for 
PCBs and PAHs, as well as other target 
contaminants (e.g., selected pesticides, dioxins 
and furans) for which available data sets are 
limited and do not allow for the designation of 
consensus provisional partition coefficients 
values at this time. 

 
Along with the listing of consensus 

provisional partition coefficients in Appendix 
A, correlations have been made between KPOM 
and KOW to allow for the calculation of KPOM 

for target contaminants for which empirical 
partition coefficients are not available. The 
following correlations relate log KPOM for 
PCBs and PAHs based on Hawthorne et al. 
(2009, 2011) to log KOW (Hawker and Connell 
1988) for PCBs:  

 
log KPOM = 0.791 * log KOW + 1.02 
(r2 = 0.95)    [2-3] 
 

and, similarly, for PAHs, log KPOM to log KOW 
(Hilal et al. 2004):  

 
log KPOM = 0.839 * log KOW + 0.314    
(r2 = 0.97)    [2-4] 
 
A discussion of the effects of temperature 

and salinity on the KPOM can be found in 
Appendix C. 

 
2.8 Empirical Determination of KPOM 

Partition Coefficients 

If reliable KPOM values for target analytes, 
such as described in this document, are not 
available, these partition coefficients will need 
to be determined experimentally or 
extrapolated from target contaminant KOW 
values where appropriate within a class of 
compounds. The PCBs include 209 possible 
chemical structures (i.e., congeners) and an 
empirical KPOM may not be available for every 
congener.  The following approach is an 
example of how KPOM values can be 
determined experimentally for a given PCB 
congener.    

 
Sorption of PCBs to POM can be 

determined by measuring sorption isotherms at 
four different PCB concentrations. Distilled 
water (100–1000 mL), sodium azide (100 
mg/L), and a 25-mg piece of the thinnest 
commercially available material (e.g., 38- and 
77-µm-thick POM sheets; CS Hyde Company, 
Lake Villa, IL, USA) is added to the amber 
glass bottle with a Teflon-lined lid. The volume 
of water chosen at each PCB concentration 
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depends on the analytical detection limit for the 
target contaminants and the consideration that 
aqueous solubility of any target contaminant 
cannot be exceeded. Before use, POM samplers 
are cleaned via an ultrasonic extraction using 
50% acetone in hexane, after which they are 
dried for 12 hours.  Individual PCB congeners 
or mixtures of congeners (e.g., Aroclors) can be 
purchased from venders.  For example, the 
PCB Aroclor 1242 is available from Sigma-
Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) at an initial 
concentration of 1000 µg/mL in methanol.  
This mixture can be spiked into quadruplicate 
vials at four levels ranging from 0.6 to 60 µL 
and the bottles shaken horizontally at 32 rpm 
on a shaker for six months, in the dark, to 
ensure that the system reaches equilibrium 
(Cornelissen et al. 2008a). After this 
equilibration period, the POM samplers are 
rinsed, dried, and extracted for two days in 12 
mL of hexane followed by nine days in 12 mL 
of 50% acetone in hexane. An additional 16-
hour Soxhlet extraction with 50% acetone in 
hexane resulted in less than 1% of individual 
PCB congeners remaining in the POM. Mass 
balances performed after this period to assess 
recoveries were acceptable, ranging from 70% 
to 130%, with the majority between 95% and 
100% for the two highest Aroclor 1242 
concentrations, and 80% to 90% for the two 
lowest concentrations. Prior to hexane 
extraction of POM, surrogate standards of 3,5-
dichlorobiphenyl (CB14), 2,3,5,6-
tetrachlorobiphenyl (CB65), and 2,2',3,3',4,5',6-
heptachlorobiphenyl (CB175) were added to 
monitor  recovery. Extracts are combined and 
switched to hexane before PCB analytical 
quantification (e.g., GC/MS). The water phase 
is also extracted three times with hexane, and 
samples are prepared for instrumental analysis 
in an analogous fashion. 

 

The measured POM and water 
concentrations determined at each spiking level 
are used to quantify the KPOM (L/Kg) according 
to the following equation: 

 

W

POM

POM
C

C
K =    [2-5] 

 
where, CPOM (µg/g POM) is the POM sampler 
concentration, and CW (µg/mL water) the 
aqueous concentration. To calculate an overall 
KPOM value for each congener, the average 
KPOM at each concentration is considered as an 
individual replicate, and then all values are 
averaged. This method has previously been 
identified as preferable to taking the slope of 
the non-logarithmic isotherm, because this 
method prevents dominance of higher 
concentrations (Jonker and Koelmans 2001).  
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Section 3 

 

3 Passive Sampling with 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
3.1 Introduction 

Currently, the most common form of 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) passive sampler, 
solid-phase microextraction (SPME) uses a 
hollow fused silica optical fiber coated with the 
polymer (Figure 3-1). Initially developed as a 
sample extraction tool for analytical chemistry, 
SPME with PDMS has been adapted as an 
environmental passive sampling technique 
(Arthur and Pawliszyn 1990; Kraaij et al. 2002; 
Mayer et al. 2000; Smedes and Booij 2012). 
The thin PDMS coating over a relatively long 
fiber renders higher surface-area-to-volume 
ratio, which enables PDMS to reach 
equilibrium faster than PE or POM. For 
example, long fibers with proper protective 
casing can be used to monitor the vertical 
profile of sediment porewater contamination 
(Lampert et al. 2013; Lampert et al. 2011). The 
concern for the fiber’s potential fragility should 
be addressed when it needs to be deployed into 
a harsh environment. As discussed below, for 
field applications, the thinner fibers are not as 
robust as the relatively simple passive sampling 
polymer sheets (e.g., LDPE, POM) and are 
often deployed in a protected or shielded form 
to avoid loss or breakage (e.g., metal mesh, 
copper or stainless steel sheath or tubing).  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3-1.  Schematic of solid phase 

microextraction fiber showing 

the outer coating of 

polydimethylsiloxane (from 

U.S. EPA 2012b). 
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(a) (b)

 

Figure 3-2.  Shielded and unshielded holders for PDMS coated SPME fiber with insets showing 

the SPME fiber: (a) shielded modified push point type sampler with perforations 

and washer (91 cm in length) and (b) unshielded holder (36 cm in length). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3-3. SPME fibers configured to be wrapped in fine stainless steel mesh and fit inside 

copper (or stainless steel) tubes for deployment in the water column or in 

sediments.  SMPE fiber shown are extended from syringes during deployment 

(based on Maruya et al. 2009).    
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3.2 Preparation and Laboratory Use  

3.2.1 Pre-cleaning 

 
SPME fibers of various PDMS thicknesses 

are available commercially from venders 
including Polymicro Technologies Inc. 

  
Fibers need to be cleaned before each use 

by sonicating sequentially with a solvent, such 
as hexane, acetonitrile, or distilled water, that is 
appropriate for any potential contaminants that 
may interfere with subsequent analysis. After 
cleaning, aliquots of solvent can be collected 
and analyzed to ensure that interfering 
contaminants were removed. Cleaning 
procedures can be repeated until no interfering 
contaminants are detected. After cleaning, the 
fibers are blotted dry with a laboratory tissue. 

 
In the laboratory, when working with 

sediment slurries, PDMS fibers with small 
diameters (<500 µm) are easier to locate and 
recover if inserted through a septum or placed 
in a metallic mesh bag before deploying in the 
slurry. Alternatively, a 3 to 12 µm film of 
PDMS can be coated onto the inside of a glass 
vial, which avoids the problem of locating the 
PSD after the exposure (Reichenberg et al. 
2008). Films consisting of PDMS are also 
commercially available from Altec Products 
Limited (Bude, UK) and Specialty Silicone 
Products, Inc. (Ballston Spa, NY, USA), but 
they have not been used commonly in North 
America.  

 
When applying smaller fibers (<500 µm), it 

is effective to deploy the fibers using a syringe 
to guide the fibers into the slurry. If using 
thicker fibers (>500 µm), the fibers can be 
placed directly into the slurry. Containers with 
the slurry and fibers can be shaken for an 
appropriate length of time (e.g., a week) on a 
shaker table to reach equilibrium. In the 
laboratory, when using fibers with whole 
sediments, they can be placed in situ carefully 
into sediments without shielding and can be 

withdrawn and analyzed at any time. The 
fibers’ relatively small size (<1 mm diameter) 
suggests that they can be deployed in intact 
sediments with minimal disturbance to the 
surrounding sediment.  In coarse sediments, the 
fiber can be placed in copper or stainless steel 
containers (i.e., tubes) to protect them from 
breakage. 

 
3.3 Field Use 

3.3.1 Pre-Deployment Preparation 

 
This discussion is based on the use of a 

modified push point sampler with the PDMS 
polymer (Figure 3-2).  In situ or matrix SPME 
requires pre-use preparation of the sorbent, as 
well as any insertion tools, holders, or supports 
for the sorbent. Reible and Lotufo (2012) used 
a stainless-steel modified push point sampler 
(see Figure 3-2) (M.H.E. Products, East Tawas, 
MI, USA) for the deployment of PDMS-coated 
fibers composed of an inner holder and outer 
stainless steel shield component. The outer 
shield or sheath is slotted/screened to allow the 
exchange of porewater to the PDMS fiber. As 
discussed earlier, in shallow, fine-grained 
sediment environments, the outer sheath may 
not be needed (Reible and Lotufo 2012).  Other 
configurations include versions used by 
Maruya et al. (2009) (see Figure 3-3) in which 
the SPME fiber is enclosed in a copper (or 
stainless steel) tube with a fine mesh window 
for water exchange.  This style of sampler has 
also been used in laboratory deployments in 
aquaria containing sediments (Maruya et al. 
2009). 

 
Before loading the PDMS fiber into a 

holder or placing directly into the sediments, 
the sorbent and the holder must be cleaned of 
any potential contamination. The holder can 
often be scrubbed with hot water and detergent 
and then rinsed sequentially with solvents 
appropriate for the contaminants that may 
interfere with subsequent analysis (e.g., hexane, 
acetonitrile, distilled water, or others). The 
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components are then dried (e.g., in an oven 
overnight).  The solvents used for cleaning are 
typically the same as those used to extract the 
PDMS after the exposure, which ensures that 
the sampling equipment is free of contaminants 
that are extractable by the analysis solvent. 
Reible and Lotufo (2012) used acetonitrile as a 
primary cleaning solvent when analyzing for 
PAHs, because acetonitrile was also used as the 
carrier solvent for analysis of PAHs by HPLC 
with fluorescent detection. Similarly, Reible 
and Lotufo (2012) used hexane as a primary 
solvent for PCBs analysis, because their 
GC/ECD analytical method used hexane as a 
carrier solvent.   

 
For deployed devices, the cleaned fibers are 

laid into the groove of the inner holder of the 
modified sampler and affixed with 
approximately 1 cm of waterproof caulk 
(hydrocarbon-free silicon) at both ends. Caulk 
is used to hold the fiber in place, and can also 
be used to fill any gaps between the holder and 
the shield at the ends of the insertion tool, to 
eliminate any vertical water movement. Care 
should be taken to avoid any placement of 
silicon on the screened length or active 
measurement portion of the insertion tool. Also 
avoid placing too much silicon, so that the 
cured silicon hinders separation of the insertion 
tool from the fiber or outer sheath after field 
deployment. After the caulk dries, the inner 
holder is inserted into the outer sheath, with 
groove and fiber aligned with the screened side 
of the sheath. The handles on both the inner 
grooved holder and sheath are wrapped 
together to maintain orientation of the fiber to 
the screened section of the outer sheath. The 
length of the fiber loaded into each insertion 
tool is documented, and the samplers are 
labeled via a waterproof marker.  

 

3.3.2 Deployment 

 
For in situ field application of PDMS, the 

fiber should be placed in an outer holder to 

protect it from breakage. In coarse sediments 
(gravel, rocky, or filled with debris) the holder 
should include an external sheath to help 
protect the fiber. The holder or sampler used 
herein is modified from a hand-held piezometer 
(i.e., push point sampler). Modifications 
include adding perforations in the outer sheath 
to allow water exchange, incorporation of a slit 
into the inner sheath to hold the SPME fiber, 
and adding a washer to mark the 
sediment/water interface (Figure 3-2). Fibers 
can be left unshielded for short lengths (up to 
30 cm) in soft sediments (Figure 3-2). Other 
types of samplers or fiber holders are 
acceptable, as long as they can protect the fiber 
from breakage, do not interfere with water and 
fiber exchange, and can be easily deployed.  

 
In the field, use of PDMS fibers is more 

complicated, because placement typically 
requires divers, and shielding to protect the 
fibers during placement. The modified push 
point sampler based system was found to be 
easy to deploy in all but the most difficult of 
subsurface environments (e.g., sediments 
armored by rock). The primary difficulty is 
ensuring proper vertical placement, particularly 
in soft sediments where the lack of resistance 
of the sediment makes it difficult to define the 
sediment/water interface. Retrieval by divers or 
remotely by pulling on an attached line has 
been demonstrated at multiple field locations 
and is easy to implement in all environments.  

 
For in situ placement into sediment, the 

assembled SPME insertion devices are driven 
perpendicular to the sediment surface by divers 
at locations not accessible on foot. An 
alternative method uses a long, sleeved pipe to 
insert the sampler into the sediment from the 
surface. Samples can also be collected by 
conventional cylindrical or box corer and 
placed in the laboratory before insertion of the 
sampler. Sampling in the laboratory is similar 
to the field, except that the effects of field-
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related processes such as groundwater 
upwelling and tides will not be measured.  

 
All SPME insertion devices are marked 

during deployment to allow retrieval. This 
might include cording to surface-deployed 
buoys or cording run to a nearby shore. The 
samplers can be pushed into sediment by hand 
at easily accessible sites (e.g., onshore locations 
at low tide and shallow creeks). Deployment 
blanks can be shipped to the field but not 
deployed, to assess possible sources of 
contamination to the samples on site or during 
shipping. The deployment blanks should be 
processed at the time of deployment. A 
deployment blank can also be used for 
retrieval, although no deployment blank is 
needed if the samples are processed on site 
immediately after retrieval.  

 
3.4 Recovery and Processing 

All fibers are typically equilibrated in situ for 7 
to 28 days before retrieval. The equilibrium 
time is chosen as a balance between using short 
times to minimize sample disturbance or 
vandalism and the time required to achieve a 
significant fraction of equilibrium for highly 
hydrophobic contaminants. Full equilibration 
involves the initial depletion of the porewater 
surrounding the fiber and then slow re-
equilibration with the surrounding media. The 
time required to achieve full equilibrium 
depends on the hydrophobicity of the target 
contaminant being analyzed, the dimensions of 
the PDMS sorbent, and the mixing 
characteristics within the sediment. A highly 
hydrophobic contaminant (e.g., a tetrachloro- 
or higher chlorinated biphenyl), in a medium 
that is easily depleted due to low sorption 
capacity (e.g., sand), under conditions of 
limited transport (e.g., diffusion-controlled 
conditions) may require well in excess of 28 
days to achieve full equilibrium. A less 
hydrophobic contaminant (e.g., 3- or 4-ring 
PAH) may reach equilibrium within a period of 

days in a typical fine-grained organic-rich, and 
therefore high-capacity, sediment.  
 

After deploying the fibers for the specified 
length of time in the sediment to be sampled, 
they are removed from the sediment. It is 
generally convenient to process the fibers 
immediately, to maximize sample integrity. 
Low-molecular-weight and volatile 
contaminants (e.g., naphthalene or less 
hydrophobic/more volatile) are not easily 
measured, due to minimal concentrations on the 
fiber and rapid volatilization on exposure to the 
atmosphere.  

 
Samplers deployed in the field are first 

dismantled from the solid support (e.g., push 
point sampler). The sorbent fiber is removed, 
cleaned with water or a damp tissue to remove 
any sediment particles, and either placed on ice 
for shipment to the laboratory or sectioned and 
placed into extracting solvent in the field. Due 
to the relatively slow kinetics of uptake or loss 
of target contaminants from the sorbent when 
exposed to water, quick rinsing will not alter 
the concentration on the sorbent. Processing of 
PDMS fibers onsite by sectioning and placing 
into auto-sampling vials with inserts prefilled 
with aliquots of solvent is an effective 
processing method that stabilizes the samples 
for shipment to the processing laboratory 
without concern for sample degradation during 
transport. 

 
The passive sampling materials can be cut 

into different segment sizes based on the 
objectives of a given project. For example, 
sampling within the biologically active zone 
(e.g., 0–10 cm) would characterize exposure to 
benthic organisms, while sampling in deeper 
segments (e.g., 10–20 cm, 20–30 cm, etc.) may 
indicate potential migration from below into 
the biologically active zone.  Vertical diffusion 
of contaminants along the PDMS fiber likely 
limits vertical resolution to 1–2 cm, depending 
on the time of exposure. Normally, adjacent 1- 
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to 2-cm sample segments can be used as 
duplicate samples under most environmental 
conditions.  

 
Any observances of color change and odor 

of the passive sampling material or solid 
support should be documented. Changes in 
color may be due to changes in the 
biogeochemistry of the sediment or the 
presence of non-aqueous-phase liquids 
(NAPLs), which can also be detected by odor. 
Note that contact with NAPL can affect the 
validity of the porewater measurements, 
because the passive sampling material may 
directly absorb the NAPL. This would cause 
the concentration in the polymer sorbent to be 
much higher than if the sorbent were exposed 
only to water equilibrated with the same NAPL 
phase.  If NAPL contamination of the PDMS is 
suspected, the calculation of Cfree should not be 
performed as the derived values will likely be 
over-estimations. 

 
3.5 Extraction and Instrumental Analysis 

The SPME fibers can be liquid extracted 
like the other types of passive samplers (see 
Section 7).  However, unique to SPME, the 
fibers can be cut into segments, followed by 
placement into an auto-sampling vial with an 
insert and aliquot of solvent, followed by 
analysis via direct injection into the analytical 
instrumentation (e.g., GC or HPLC) (see 
Section 7).  The lack of additional processing 
steps when using direct injection is a major 
advantage of the method, reducing time, cost, 
and potential contaminant losses due to sample 
cleanup or extraction steps. 

 
3.6 Data Analysis 

See Section 8. 
 
3.7 Selection of Published PDMS-Water 

Partition Coefficients (KPDMS) 

Several researchers have reported PDMS-
water partition coefficients (KPDMS) for a wide 

range of target contaminants. In all cases, the 
partitioning has been described by a linear 
isotherm for a wide range of aqueous 
concentrations. These partition coefficients are 
discussed in detail by contaminant class in 
Appendix B. For this section, consensus 
provisional partition coefficients for PDMS are 
provided for PCBs and PAHs based on values 
reported by Ghosh et al. (2014) and first 
selected as part of a 2012 Society of 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
(SETAC) Pellston workshop on passive 
sampling (Appendix A). These values are 
recommended for use to ensure consistency 
across laboratories in the United States using 
PDME to calculated Cfree for PCBs (Table A-1) 
and PAHs (Table A-2). Further discussion of 
passive sampler partition coefficients is 
provided in Appendix B. This discussion 
includes alternative partition coefficients for 
PCBs and PAHs, as well as other target 
contaminants (e.g., selected pesticides, dioxins, 
and furans) for which available data sets are 
limited and do not allow for the designation of 
consensus provisional partition coefficients at 
this time. 

 
Along with the listing of consensus 

provisional partition coefficients in 
Appendix A, correlations have been made 
between KPDMS and KOW to allow for the 
calculation of KPDMS for target contaminants for 
which empirical partition coefficients are not 
available. The following correlations relate log 
KPDMS for PCBs and PAHs based on Smedes et 
al. (2009) to log KOW (Hawker and Connell 
1988) for PCBs:  

 
log KPDMS = 0.947 * log KOW + 0.017    
(r2 = 0.89)    [3-1] 

 
and, similarly, for PAHs, log KPDMS to log KOW 
(Hilal et al. 2004):  

 
log KPDMS = 0.725 * log KOW + 0.479    
(r2 = 0.99)    [3-2] 
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Partition coefficients for PCB and PAH 

were prepared using a particularly thick sheet 
of PDMS (J-Flex SR-TF). The values are 
consistent with PDMS-coated fibers (DiFilippo 
and Eganhouse 2010; Hsieh et al. 2011; 
Smedes et al. 2009). Also shown in these tables 
are partition coefficients for a different PDMS, 
Altesil, also measured by Smedes et al. (2009) 
to illustrate the potential variability of KPDMS 
values from different sources. A discussion of 
the effects of temperature and salinity on the 
KPDMS can be found in Appendix C. 
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Section 4 

 

4 Passive Sampling with Low-Density 

Polyethylene (LDPE) 
4.1 Introduction 

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) is one of 
the most commonly used thermoplastics, with 
numerous product applications, including bags, 
bottles, containers, and geomembranes 
(Lohmann 2012). This inexpensive material 
can be purchased in bulk and is available in 
thin sheets or film forms that can be easily 
fabricated to fit various experimental designs. 
The thin sheet or film form can maximize the 
surface-area-to-volume ratio, achieving low 
detection limits and faster times to equilibrium 
(Adams et al. 2007; Lohmann, 2012). While 
LDPE use for laboratory or ex situ testing is 
possible (e.g., Lohmann et al. (2005) used 
LDPE to infer Kbc values of PAHs, PCBs, and 
a dioxin), field deployment is the primary 
application. The following emphasizes polymer 
preparation and usage associated with in situ or 
ex situ observations. 

 
4.2 Preparation and Laboratory Use 

Low-density polyethylene is most easily 
purchased from hardware/painting stores in 
large sheets (e.g., drop cloth or plastic tarp 
material; Figure 4-1) with thicknesses of 13 µm 
(0.5 mil), 25 µm (1 mil), 51 µm (2 mil), 76 µm 
(3 mil), depending on the user's need for 
strength (choose thicker) and desire for short 
deployment times (use thinner).  The sheet is 
cut into strips sized for the environment and 
frames/meshes to be used.  

 
An organic solvent cleaning sequence is 

then used to prepare the LDPE (Figure 4-1). In 
this process, the samplers are completely 
submerged in the solvent.  This process ensures 

that extractable oligomers, plasticizers, and 
contaminating organic chemicals are removed 
from the LDPE prior to use. All extractions are 
performed sequentially in the same container. 
Methylene chloride is placed into the extraction 
vessel, and the LDPE strips are immersed in the 
container for an additional 24 hours, to allow 
time for diffusive transfers out of the LDPE 
(placing the samplers on an orbital mixer will 
speed this process). The initial methylene 
chloride extract is discarded, and a second 
methylene chloride extraction is performed for 
24 hours. The second methylene chloride 
extract is discarded and replaced by methanol 
in order to remove methylene chloride from the 
LDPE. 

  
Methanol immersion is also performed for 

24 hours. The initial methanol extract is 
discarded and followed by a second methanol 
soak for 24 hours. Finally, the second methanol 
extract is discarded, and the LDPE undergoes 
three 24-hour soaks with high quality deionized 
water (within the same extraction vessel) to 
remove residual methanol from the LDPE. The 
cleaned LDPE is stored in high quality 
deionized water in the extraction vessel until 
further processing. 

 
4.3 Field Use 

Shortly before deployment, the LDPE is cut 
into strips, and the films fixed within a 
deployment system suited to fully expose the 
LDPE surface to its environmental 
surroundings while protecting the LDPE from 
damage. In the case of sediment bed testing, the 
LDPE can be held stretched out between a pair 
of metal frames (e.g., aluminum, stainless steel) 
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(see Figure 4-2 for a specific design). The 
frames are connected together using sheet-
metal screws, with the LDPE sheet also pierced 
by those bolts or screws. The bottom of the 

frame can be pointed to help with insertion into 
a sediment bed, and the upper portion can have 
holes that allow connection of recovery ropes. 

 

 
Figure 4-1. Sequence of steps used to prepare passive samplers for field deployment: (a) 

selection of passive samplers; (b) pre-cleaning of samplers with organic solvents 

and deionized water; (c) configuration of passive samplers for field deployment; 

and (d) deployment of passive samplers in the field.
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Figure 4-2.  Schematic of a LDPE passive sampling configuration using two aluminum sheet 

frames (blue) “sandwiching” a 50 cm strip of LDPE (red) positioned in a “window” 

for exposure to the water column and sediments during deployment (drawing by 

ICF International (Fairfax, VA, USA)). 

Similarly, water-column samplers can best 
be deployed by placing a LDPE film inside a 
metallic mesh (e.g., aluminum, copper, 
stainless steel) (Figure 4-3). The mesh protects 
the LDPE from attack by aquatic organisms 
(we have observed that ribbons of LDPE 
deployed for a month had been chewed on). 
The mesh also enables grommets to be used 
that enable easy attachment to recovery gear. 

 
After the LDPE is placed in the metal frame 

or mesh, the entire assembly is wrapped 
carefully and completely in solvent-cleaned 
(e.g., dichloromethane), heavy-duty, aluminum 
foil. The wrapped samplers are also labeled on 
the outside for field crew identification, and 
then they are carefully arrayed in a clean 
shipping container (e.g., a cooler) on ice or ice 
packs. 

 

For deployment in the field, additional 
equipment and lines are used. For example, for 
LDPE insertion into relatively shallow 
sediments (<5 m), the LDPE frame can be 
inserted and locked into a toggle-locking 
device (TLD), which is specifically designed 
for LDPE installations (Figure 4-4b). The 
LDPE is then lowered through the water 
column to the surface of the sediment bed and 
driven into the sediment so that the LDPE strip 
within the frame is positioned across the 
sediment-surface water interface. The frame is 
then unlocked from the TLD and left in place. 
For deployments in moderate-depth waters 
(<18 m), divers can be used to insert the frames 
into the bed sediment. Finally, at still deeper 
locations, LDPE in the frame can be affixed to 
a platform and the platform lowered from a 
vessel to the sediment surface, where the 
weight of the platform causes the frame to be 
inserted into the sediment bed (Figure 4-4c) 
(Fernandez et al. 2014). In addition, using a 
hydraulically operated device, the LDPE 
sampling frame can be mechanically pressed 
into the sediment (Figure 4-4d).  In all cases, 
recovery lines are attached to the frame, and 
these lines are connected to nearby pilings, 
marker buoys, or remote releasing devices. 
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Figure 4-3. LDPE film deployed inside an aluminum mesh packet. 

LDPE is typically left in place for a period 
of weeks to months, depending on the target 
contaminants of interest. During the 
deployment, the target HOCs diffuse into the 
LDPE from the surrounding sediments.  As 
discussed in Section 6, for field (in situ) 
deployment of LDPE, the use of performance 
reference compounds (PRCs) is highly 
recommended.  While the target contaminants 

accumulate in the sample, the PRCs are 
simultaneously diffusing out of the LDPE. Use 
of these PRCs is essential, because the rates of 
mass transfer of contaminants from the 
environment into the LDPE sheets can be 
influenced by several environmental factors 
(e.g., the uneven formation of growths and 
precipitates that build up on the LDPE surface) 
(Figure 4-5).  
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Figure4-4. Photographs of various systems for deploying LDPE in the water column and 

sediments in the field: (a) the LDPE film mounted in aluminum or stainless steel 

frame; (b) hand deployed system for shallow/tidal locations using a ~5 m long pole 

and toggle-locking device (TLD); (c) a weighted frame system (Fernandez et al. 

2014) and (d) mechanically pressed system for deployments from vessels in deep 

water (>5 m). This type of LDPE sampler system can also be deployed in 

intermediate water depths (<35 m) by divers.
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Figure 4-5. Photograph of LDPE in an 

aluminum frame after 

deployment in a freshwater 

lake sediment. The lower 

portion of the LDPE, which 

still appears transparent, was 

embedded below the sediment-

water interface; in contrast, the 

LDPE in the lake-bottom water 

was coated in material that 

may affect target contaminant 

uptake rates in the LDPE. 

 
4.4 Recovery and Processing 

On recovery from the field exposure, the 
LDPE, while still in the frame, should be 
cleaned carefully. While the formation of 
biofilms and epiphytic growth on LDPE 
surfaces does not prevent the polymer from 

accumulating target contaminants during 
deployment, these coatings can substantially 
complicate subsequent chemical analysis (see 
Section 7). Careful removal of adhering 
sediment or surface growths via water-wetted 
laboratory wipes may be necessary. Next, cut 
the LDPE into the appropriate segment lengths 
(e.g., to acquire sections exposed to varying 
depths in the sediment bed). The LDPE pieces, 
usually 10- to 100-mg quantities, are placed in 
pre-cleaned, amber glass vials with a drop of 
high purity deionized water for shipping. The 
water is intended to cause the vessel to 
maintain 100% relative humidity, thereby 
limiting sorption of target contaminants to the 
walls of the glass vials. Once back at the 
laboratory, store the samplers at –4°C in the 
dark until ready for analysis. 

 
4.5 Extraction and Instrumental Analysis 

See Section 7. 
 

4.6 Data Analysis 

See Section 8. 
 

4.7 Selection of Published Low-Density 

Polyethylene-Water Partition 

Coefficients (KLDPE) 

Several researchers have reported LDPE-
water partition coefficients (KLDPE) for a wide 
range of target contaminants. In all cases, the 
partitioning has been described by a linear 
isotherm for a wide range of aqueous 
concentrations. These partition coefficients are 
discussed in detail by contaminant class in 
Appendix B. For this document, consensus 
provisional partition coefficients for LDPE are 
provided for PCBs and PAHs based on values 
reported by Ghosh et al. (2014) and first 
selected as part of a 2012 Society of 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
(SETAC) Pellston workshop on passive 
sampling (Appendix A). These values are 
recommended for use to ensure consistency 
across laboratories in the United States using 
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LDPE to calculate Cfree for PCBs (Table A-1) 
and PAHs (Table A-2). Further discussion of 
passive sampler partition coefficients is 
provided in Appendix B. This discussion 
includes alternative partition coefficients for 
PCBs and PAHs, as well as other target 
contaminants (e.g., selected pesticides, dioxins, 
and furans), for which available data sets are 
limited and do not allow the designation of 
consensus provisional partition coefficients 
values at this time. 

 
Along with the listing of consensus 

provisional partition coefficients in Appendix 
A, correlations have been made between KLDPE 
and KOW to allow for the calculation of KLDPE 
for target contaminants for which empirical 
partition coefficients are not available. The 
following correlations relate log KLDPE for 
PCBs and PAHs based on Smedes et al. (2009) 
to log KOW (Hawker and Connell 1988) for 
PCBs:  

 

log KLDPE = 1.18 * log KOW – 1.26    
(r2 = 0.95)    [4-1] 

 
and, similarly, for PAHs, log KLDPE to log KOW 
(Hilal et al. 2004):  

 
log KLDPE = 1.22 * log KOW – 1.36    
(r2 = 0.99)    [4-2] 

 
A discussion of the effects of temperature and 
salinity on the KLDPE can be found in 
Appendix C. 
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Section 5 

 

5 Passive Sampling with Diffusive 

Gradient in Thin Films (DGT) 
5.1 Introduction 

DGTs for sediments are composed of three 
layers of material that are stacked and exposed 
to the sediment (Figure 5-1). The outer layer 
(direct contact with sediment) is an organic 
membrane filter, which allows only dissolved 
metal species (e.g., cadmium, copper, nickel, 
lead, zinc) to interact with the gels within the 
DGT. Below the filter is a diffusion hydrogel 
(polyacrylamide) of a known thickness, 
through which the metals diffuse at a known 
rate. Below the diffusion gel is a resin gel 
(Chelex-impregnated polyacrylamide), which 
binds any metals that pass through the diffusion 
gel. The three materials are secured together in 
a plastic housing, inserted into the sediment, 
and rapidly begin accumulating any metals 
dissolved in the porewater. Because the 

resin gel is actively and rapidly accumulating 
metals, concentrations above analytical 
thresholds can typically be achieved after short 
deployment times (<24 hr). The pore size of 
both the filter and hydrogel effectively 
excludes any particulate and colloidal metals, 
yet some DOC-bound metals can be sampled 
by the DGT (Davison and Zhang 1994; Zhang 
2004; Warnken et al. 2008).  

 
For standard exposure times (hours to days) 

the resin gel acts as an infinite sink for metals, 
which establishes a linear diffusion gradient 
through the diffusion gel (Figure 5-2). 
Diffusion kinetics in the gel are well described 
(Davison and Zhang 1994; Harper et al. 1998), 
and a concentration at the surface of the DGT 
(CDGT) can be calculated from the mass of 
metal bound to the resin gel (See Equation 8-3). 
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of commercial DGT disks in (a) cross-section and (b) DGT sediment 

probes in exploded view (based on images from DGT Research Ltd. website). 
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Figure 5-2. Theoretical diagram of metal concentrations in the DGT device and porewater 

during DGT exposure. With complete mixing (unlikely in sediments) or rapid 

resupply of metals from solid phases, the concentration at the DGT surface is 

identical to the concentration in the porewater (dashed line). When resupply is 

slower, the concentration at the surface of the DGT (CDGT) is lower than the 

porewater concentration (figure adapted from Harper et al. (1998)). 
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5.2 Preparation and Laboratory Use 

Unlike POM, PDMS and LDPE which 
require some assembly prior to deployment, 
DGTs can be purchased as assembled units 
from the manufacturer or selected components 
can be ordered (e.g., resin gel) (DGT Research 
Ltd.) (see Table 1-1) for assembly by the user 
in standard or custom-built housings. 
Commercially available DGTs for use in 
sediments are available in two possible 
configurations: a DGT disk (Figure 1-4a) or a 
DGT probe (Figure 1-4b). The DGT probe can 
be inserted into the sediment vertically to 
assess the vertical distribution of metals, and 
the DGT disk can be placed on the sediment 
surface to measure metal flux to surface waters. 
Commercially available DGTs typically have a 
filter membrane with pore size 0.45 µm, 
diffusive hydrogel with a thickness of 0.8 mm, 
and resin impregnated gel with a thickness of 
0.4 mm.  

 
Prior to use, DGTs should be marked 

(probes only) and deoxygenated. DGT probes 
should be marked with a fine marker to denote 
the location of the sediment/water interface. 
The manufacturer recommends placing the 
mark ~1–2 cm below the top of the window, 
but if the sediment is shallow or compacted, it 
may be more appropriate to place the mark 
lower. Note that the depth to which the DGT 
will measure metal is determined by the 
distance from the mark to the bottom of the 
window. It is recommended that DGTs be 
deoxygenated prior to use, which is particularly 
important for vertical probes that will likely 
interact with anoxic sediments. DGTs can be 
deoxygenated for 24 hours in trace-metal-clean 
0.01M NaCl that is being gently bubbled with 
N2 or Ar gas.  

 
DGTs should be used soon after 

deoxygenating, to minimize the introduction of 
oxygen into the sediment by DGT placement. 
DGT disks are used by pressing the assembly 
gently onto the surface of the sediment. Disk 

assemblies are slightly negatively buoyant and 
will maintain contact with the sediment under 
static conditions. However, in flowing waters, 
it is necessary to weigh down the DGT disks or 
use the DGT probe assembly. The DGT probe 
assembly is inserted into the sediment 
vertically, with a smooth motion, until the 
marked line is at the sediment/water interface. 
Be sure to note the time of DGT deployment 
and the temperature of the sediment (i.e., 
temperature is a variable in calculating the 
diffusion coefficient (D)). The DGT 
deployment time should be sufficiently long to 
accumulate a measureable quantity of metal on 
the resin but short enough to avoid depleting 
the supply of metal in the porewater (see 
below). In some cases, retrieval of replicate 
DGTs at different time points can yield useful 
information about metal dynamics. For single 
retrieval, a deployment time of ~24 hours has 
been used successfully and is recommended.  

 
5.3 Field Use 

DGTs have been used effectively in situ for 
both water and sediment assessments of labile 
metals (e.g., Costello et al. 2012). The DGTs 
are prepared in the manner described in Section 
5.2. They are transported in sealed plastic bags 
in a cooler to the field site and deployed within 
24 hrs. For sediment assessments, it is 
recommended that the vertical DGTs (with 15-
cm by 1.8-cm exposure windows) be used and 
gently inserted approximately 10 cm into the 
sediment. The depth of penetration should be 
measured and then rechecked at retrieval. This 
approach allows for determinations of the 
differences in labile metals associated with 
deep and surficial sediments, and also the 
overlying waters. If DGTs are deployed 
repetitively through time, then temporal 
changes also can be assessed (Costello et al. 
2012).   
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5.4 Recovery and Processing 

After sufficient deployment time, the DGTs 
are removed from the sediment and stored until 
processing. DGTs are removed gently from the 
sediment, and any adhered sediment particles 
are washed off with deionized water. If 
processing is not performed immediately (e.g., 
field-deployed DGTs), the DGT apparatus can 
be stored in a clean plastic bag and refrigerated. 

 
For DGT disks, the plastic housing is 

removed by placing a flat-head screwdriver in 
the slot and twisting until the outer housing 
pops off. The membrane filter and diffusion gel 
can be removed carefully with acid-cleaned 
forceps. The resin impregnated gel can then be 
recovered and placed in an acid-cleaned plastic 
centrifuge tube for digestion. The DGT probes 
can be sectioned to estimate the vertical 
distribution of metals within the sediment. 
Using a Teflon-coated razor blade, the 
membrane filter, diffusion gel, and resin gel are 
sliced horizontally at the sediment-water 
interface line. Without disassembling the probe, 
the filter and gels can be cut along the edges of 
the DGT housing window. It is important to cut 
entirely through to the bottom of the gels, 

because the resin gel can easily deform. The 
entire gel and filter section is removed from the 
housing and placed on an acid-cleaned Perspex 
or Lucite plate (i.e., polymethyl methacrylate 
(PMMA)). The membrane filter and diffusive 
gel are removed carefully and discarded. Using 
the Teflon-coated razor blade, carefully cut 
measured sections of the resin gel at the 
appropriate sediment depth. Sections can range 
from 1 to 20 mm, depending on the resolution 
required. 

 
5.5 Extraction and Instrumental Analysis  

See Section 7.  
 

5.6 Data Analysis 

See Section 8. 
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Section 6 

 

6 Selection and Use of Performance 

Reference Compounds for 

Hydrophobic Organic Target 

Contaminants 
6.1 Introduction 

While many passive samplers used with 
hydrophobic organic contaminants have been 
shown to reach equilibrium with sediment in 
well-mixed slurry systems within a month, the 
time necessary to reach equilibrium under 
field-deployed conditions is slow. Performance 
reference compounds (PRCs) can be used to 
estimate the extent of equilibrium of the target 
contaminant(s) and provide a method to then 
adjust measured accumulated target 
contaminant levels to equilibrium 
concentrations. PRCs are chemicals that behave 
like the target contaminants and are loaded into 
the passive sampler polymer prior to the 
deployment (Huckins et al. 2002). A good PRC 
should (i) allow precise measurement of its 
loss, (ii) follow the same kinetics as the target 
analyte, and (iii) not occur in the environment 
(Fernandez et al. 2009a; Huckins et al. 2002). 
Performance reference compounds have been 
used with LDPE and POM but have not been 
used very often with PDMS-based systems. 
PRCs are not used with DGT passive sampling.  

 
6.2 Using Performance Reference 

Compounds (PRCs) 

6.2.1 Selecting PRCs 

 
It is very important to avoid adding PRCs 

to the passive sampler that the analytical 

laboratory is using as surrogate or injection 
standard (see Section 7). One subset of 
compounds should be used as PRCs, while 
reserving others for use as surrogate (recovery) 
compounds.  Still other compounds such as 
terphenyl for PAHs can be used as injection 
standards. While the process for choosing the 
appropriate PRCs for PCBs and PAHs is fairly 
clear, selecting PRCs for some sediment 
contaminants can become complicated.  For 
example, the organochlorine pesticides DDT 
has been shown to degrade relatively quickly to 
form DDE or DDD under certain 
environmental situations. Given this, one 
should use the 4,4'- isomer of  13C12-labelled 
DDT and the 2,4'-isomers of DDE and DDD as 
PRCs to allow the appearance of 13C12-labelled 
4,4'-DDE of 4,4'-DDD to be interpreted as 
arising the from degradation reaction of the 
13C12-labelled DDT PRC during the 
deployment.  

 
Most often PRCs are selected because they 

share a similar log Kow with the target 
contaminant (Fernandez et al. 2009a; Huckins 
et al. 2002).  In addition, the analytical 
instrumentation may be a selection factor.  
PRCs suitable for measurement using GC/MS 
include stable isotope-labeled (e.g., 13C12, 
deuterated (Dx)) forms of the target 
contaminants of interest (e.g., PCBs and 
PAHs).  Another class of PRCs exclusively for 
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use with PCBs and quantifiable via GC/ECD, 
as well as GC/MS, are the rare PCB congeners 
(Tomaszewski and Luthy 2008) (Table 6-1).  
However, care must be taken when using the 
rare PCB congeners as PRCs.  A critical 
assumption when using them is that the rare 
congener does not occur in the environment 
due to prior contamination.  Unfortunately, 
several studies have found that this assumption 
was not correct and the rare PCB congener was 
unusable as a PRC. In addition, gas 
chromatography may have difficulties 
separating all congeners in a sample from one 
another including the rare congeners.  Table 6-
1 lists some common PRCs. These types of 
PRCs are commercially available from 
vendors, including Accustandard (New Haven, 
CT, USA http://www.accustandard.com/); 
Cambridge Isotopes Laboratory, Inc. 
(Tewksbury, MA, USA 
http://www.isotope.com/); Qmx Laboratories 
(Thaxted, Essex, CM6 2PY UK 
http://www.qmx.com/); Sigma Aldrich (St 
Louis, MO, USA 
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com);  
UltraScientific (North Kingstown, RI, USA 
http://www.ultrasci.com/globalhome.aspx); and 
Wellington Laboratories Inc. (Guelph, Ontario, 
Canada www.well-labs.com).  

 

6.2.2 Loading PRCs 

 
The process for loading PRCs into a passive 

sampler polymer involves soaking the sampler 
in a volume of water or a methanol:water 
solution (80:20) (Booij et al. 2002) that has 
been loaded with the PRCs (Figure 6-1). 
Performing this procedure in a glass bottle 
allows for the PRC to be “plated” on the glass 
wall, and the solvent to evaporate. The water 
(or methanol:water) is then added to the bottle, 
followed by the passive sampler(s). This 
approach avoids the PRC and organic solvent 
in which it is generally prepared (e.g., acetone, 
heptane, nonane) from forming a third phase in 
the water. The bottle(s) can then be closed and 

placed on a mixer (e.g., orbital shaker) to 
expedite the PRC uptake process. Sufficient 
PRC equilibration time during this passive 
sampler preparation step is necessary to ensure 
uniform loading of the PRC across the entire 
polymer thickness. Hence, while thicker 
passive samplers (e.g., LDPE or POM) are 
more robust for field use, it takes longer to load 
with PRCs. Methanol added to the water 
(e.g., 80:20 methanol:water) swells the passive 
sampler polymer to some extent, and 
equilibration takes somewhat less time than the 
water-only solutions (Booij et al. 2002).  
Loading with PRCs using methanol:water has 
been applied with all three types of samplers 
(e.g., Perron et al. 2013a, 2013b, Thomas et al. 
2014). 

 
Equilibration times also vary for different 

PRC/passive sampler thickness combinations 
and the PSD-water phase ratio. For PAHs and 
PCBs in aqueous solution, at least a 30-day 
duration is needed to ensure homogeneous 
distributions of the PRCs throughout the entire 
thickness of the LDPE film, unless faster 
equilibration has been confirmed. Equilibration 
times from methanol:water solutions are 
typically completed within seven days (Booij et 
al. 2002). Confirmation of PRC loading 
equilibration can be performed by time course 
measures of PRC concentrations in the 
polymer, or by showing that concentrations of 
PRCs are the same for films of different 
thicknesses, but the same masses. Once loaded 
with PRC, the samplers generally are stored in 
the PRC solution until shortly before 
deployment. It is critical to retain at least one 
(i.e., replicates are recommended) sample of 
PRC that is loaded in a passive sampler but not 
deployed. This passive sampler will be 
analyzed to determine the initial PRC 
concentrations in the polymer (PRCi) for later 
analysis. Ideally, replication of the undeployed 
passive sampler would match the replication 
used in the deployment design. For example, if 
three passive samplers were deployed at each 
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field station, or three replicate chambers were 
used in the laboratory, then unique pieces of 
three passive sampler polymers would be 
prepared to determine PRCi. If the PRCs were 
loaded from methanol:water solution, just 
before deployment, the PRC-loaded passive 
sampler is rinsed with high quality deionized  
water, and then it is soaked in high quality 
deionized water for 24 hours to remove 
methanol from the PSD. This methanol 
leaching step is repeated twice to ensure 
complete methanol removal.  

 
While the medium and high KOW PRCs are 

relatively stable once accumulated by the 
passive sampler polymer, low KOW PRCs may 
start to exit the polymer via volatilization once 
they are removed from the PRC-loading 
solution. If the purpose of a deployment is 
focused on low-KOW target contaminants 
(e.g., napthalene) using low KOW PRCs, it is 
advisable to analyze sub-samples of the 
samplers to determine how much PRC has been 
lost prior to deployment. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-1.  Sequence of steps used to prepare passive samplers for field deployment: (a) 

selection of passive samplers; (b) pre-cleaning of samplers with organic solvents 

and deionized water; (c) loading of passive samplers with performance reference 

compounds (PRCs); (d) configuration of passive samplers for field deployment; and 

(e) deployment of passive samplers in the field. 
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Table 6-1. Examplea performance reference compounds (PRCs), as well as surrogate 

standards (internal standards), and injection standards for different classes of 

contaminants when using low-density polyethylene 

Target Contaminant Performance Reference 
Compounds (PRCs) 

Surrogates/Internal 
Standards 

Injection Standards 

Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) 

D10-phenanthrene 
D10-pyrene 
D12-chrysene 

D10-anthracene  
D10-fluoranthene  
D12-benz(a)anthracene 

D10-acenaphthene  
D14-m-terphenyl  
D12-perylene 

Polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs) 

13C12 CB-28 
13C12 CB-52 
13C12 CB-101 
13C12 CB-153 
13C12 CB-180 

13C12 CB-19 
D6 CB-77 
D5 CB-116 
CB-198 
13C12 CB-105 
13C12 CB-167 
13C12 CB-170 
13C12 CB-194 

D6 CB-77 
D5 CB-116 

DDTs 2,4'-DDE 
13C12 2,4'-DDD 
13C12 4,4'-DDT 

CB-111 
13C12 CB-153 
13C12 2,4'-DDT 

D6 CB-77 
13C12 CB-105 
13C12 CB-167 

a This example assumes that gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy is the analysis method with 
detection limits of approximately 100 – 200 pg/100 mg LDPE.  
 
 

6.2.3 Determining the Quantity of PRC to 

Load into Passive Samplers 

 
To determine how much PRC should be 

loaded into a passive sampler for laboratory or 
field deployments, first estimate the expected 
concentration of the target contaminants in the 
sampler post-deployment. This estimate can be 
based on historical water or sediment 
interstitial water data or modeling interstitial 
water concentrations using equilibrium 
partitioning and measured sediment 
concentrations. Following deployment, target 
contaminants and PRCs should have 
comparable concentrations, so that if dilution or 
further extract concentrating is necessary, 
quantification of both the targets and PRCs is 
possible. Also, it is important to ensure that 
depleted PRC concentrations will be 
quantifiable, given the sampler size and final 
extract concentrations. For example, if PRCs 
are loaded at 0.50 µg/g to a 1-gram passive 
sampler, one should make certain, given 

instrument detection limits, that it is possible to 
quantify 0.05 µg/g (i.e., ~50 ng/mL for 1 mL 
final extract volume, or ~25 ng/mL for a 0.5 g-
sampler/ 1-mL final extract volume), in the 
event that 90% of a given PRC is depleted. In 
this instance, if concentrations of the target 
contaminants are on the order of 50 µg/g, it 
may be difficult to quantify the PRCs and 
target contaminants. 

Once the loaded PRC concentration in the 
passive samplers and the number of samplers to 
be loaded have been determined, a loading or 
spiking solution volume and concentration can 
be calculated. First, determine the volume of 
loading solution that is needed. Note that 
exceeding a 0.03-g polymer/mL loading 
solution ratio can result in problems with 
physically getting all of the polymer into the 
loading solution. Once the volume has been 
determined, then the concentration necessary to 
load into the samplers can be estimated. First, 
determine the equilibrium concentration of 
each PRC in the loading solution, based on that 
PRC’s concentration as needed in the passive 
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sampler using the same partitioning approach 
applied to determine Cfree from CPS (based on 
Equation 1-3). The total amount of PRC needed 
can be determined by summing the mass of 
PRC in both the passive sampler polymer and 
the loading solution at equilibrium. To 
calculate the mass in the polymer, divide the 
equilibrium concentration by the total mass of 
polymers to be pre-loaded, and to calculate 
total mass in the loading solution, divide the 
solution's concentration by the total volume. If 
loading with a methanol/ water solution (as 
opposed to just water), methanol:water 
partitioning coefficients (KMS) for LDPE and 
PDMS are given by Booij et al. (2002). To 
estimate KMS for compounds not measured by 
Booij et al. (2002) an estimation can be 
performed by correlating the log KOW to the log 
KMS given in the same publication. (Note that 
KMS is not presented as a log value, and the 
units are mL/g.)  

 
To load the PRCs into the sampler, first 

prepare the loaded PRC solution. Make sure 
that the container in which you intend to load 
the samplers is sufficiently large for both the 
samplers and the loading solution. Once the 
PRC solution is ready, add the samplers one at 
a time, minimizing the amount of air bubbles 
associated with the polymers, and maximize the 
sampler solvent contact until all samplers are 
submerged in the loading solution. If there is a 
significant amount of headspace in the 
container, consider adding more solvent—this 
may lower your spiking concentrations. Seal 
the container with a watertight, Teflon lined lid, 
and protect the solution from light (either in 
amber glass or cover with foil). To accelerate 
the loading process, place the container on an 
orbital shaker to agitate the loading solution 
and enhance transfer of PRCs into the passive 
sampler polymer. Generally, the loading period 
will be at least as long as the deployment 
period. As noted, if using the methanol:water 
solution to load the passive samplers, this 
solution causes the polymer matrix to expand, 

allowing faster loading, and the process will 
take less time than using a water loading 
solution. Once the loading process is complete, 
the samplers can be left in the loading solution 
at 4°C in the dark until the laboratory or field 
deployment. The passive samplers should be 
rinsed in clean water prior to deployment, to 
remove any surficial loading solution.  As 
noted earlier, this is especially true if loading 
includes the use of methanol:water.  In this 
case, the passive samplers should be soaked in 
high quality deionized water following the 
loading to remove any residual methanol. 

  

6.2.4 Example Calculation 

 
The following example describes (i) how 

much PRC to load into a given passive sampler, 
(ii) the amount of PRCs to add to the batch of 
samplers being deployed together, and (iii) the 
loading solution volume and concentrations of 
PRCs.  The example assumes that the loading 
solution is pure water and not a solution 
containing a mixture of water and methanol.  
To load passive sampler polymers with PRCs 
in a water:methanol solution, see the 
methodology discussed in Booij et al. (2002). 

 
In this simple example, based on 

equilibrium partitioning modeling, porewaters 
at a contaminated sediment site are expected to 
have concentrations of PCB congener 52 
(CB52) equivalent to about 10 ng/L porewater. 
Rearranging Equation 1-3, we can estimate the 
amount of CB52 that would accumulate in a 
one gram LDPE passive sampler: 

 

freeLDPELDPE CKC *=   [6-1] 

 
where, the KLDPE for CB52 is 354813 L/kg 
LDPE (Appendix A), and Cfree is set equivalent 
to an equilibrium partition-based estimate of 
10 ng/L for the porewater concentration. In this 

case, CLDPE is 3.55×106 ng/kg LDPE, or 3.55 
µg/g LDPE. Given this result, the samplers will 
be loaded with 3.55 µg/g LDPE using the PRC 
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13C CB52 (i.e., the best PRC for CB52). If 
during the deployment, the PRC is depleted by 
90%, there would still be 0.355 µg/g LDPE in 
the sampler, which is well above the equivalent 
instrumental detection limit for CB52 using 
GC/MS (i.e., for this example, 3550 ng/mL 
versus the detection limit of 50 ng/mL). 
 

Next, the loading solution will be 2000 mL 
for 50 g of LDPE samplers (n = 50 individual 
passive samplers are to be deployed). Again 
using Equation 1-3, modified for LDPE, the 
sampler loading solution concentrations can be 
determined: 

 

LDPE

LDPE

free
K

C
C =    [6-2] 

 
Now, Cfree is set equal to the loading solution 
concentration of the PRC 13C CB52, and CLDPE 
is the 3.55 µg of PRC 13C CB52 /g LDPE 
calculated above. Here, the loading solution 
concentration is determined to be 10 µg/L 
loading solution.  Given the results of this 
calculation and the volume of loading solution 
(2000 mL), 197.5 µg of PRC 13C CB52 will be 
needed for preparing the loading solution.  One 
vender, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., 
sells 13C CB52 in 40 µg/mL organic solvent 
units of 1.2 mL or 3.0 mL which can be used to 
prepare the loading solution.  For this example, 
5 mL of the venders 13C CB52 is required to 
prepare the loading solution. 

 
 

6.2.5 Chemical Analysis of PRCs following 

Deployment 

 
Following recovery of the passive samplers, 

instrumental chemical analysis of the PRCs is 
performed in the same manner as the target 
contaminants (see Section 7). As part of the 
data analysis (Section 8), the post-deployment 
concentrations of the PRCs are determined 
(CPRCf). In addition, the sample from the non-
deployed passive sampler is also analyzed to 
determine the initial concentration of PRCs 
(CPRC(i)) in the passive samplers. These two 
values are used to calculate the measured 
fraction equilibrium of each PRC (fm

eqPRCx) 
(see Section 8).  As noted above, analyses 
would be performed in an effort to match the 
replication used in the field or laboratory 
deployments. 
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Section 7 

 

7 Extraction and Instrumental Analysis 

of Target Contaminants from Passive 

Sampling 
7.1 Introduction 

Following deployment and storage of the 
passive samplers, chemical analysis is the next 
step in their processing. This part of the process 
is addressed in two steps in this section: first, 
the extraction of target organic contaminants 
and metals from the passive sampler polymer, 
and second, the actual instrumental chemical 
analysis of the resulting extracts. Neither of 
these exercises is overly difficult. For example, 
extraction of the passive samplers is, in most 
cases, simpler than extracting sediments, soils, 
or tissues. However, the extraction procedures 
are not yet commonly performed in commercial 
laboratories, so they will be descibed here in 
detail (Figure 7-1). 

 
Regarding the instrumental chemical 

analysis, once extracted and reduced to an 
organic solvent extract for organic target 
contaminants, or an acid extract for target metal 
contaminants, the chemical analysis is identical 
precedurally and cost-wise to a water, 
sediment, soil, or tissue analysis. In fact, the 
passive sampler extracts may be easier to 
analyze, because the polymers generally don’t 
require the degree of clean-up needed by 
sediment, soil, and tissue extracts. For organic 
target contaminants, one difference from 
conventional extracts and analyses, as 
discussed in Section 6, is that the passive 
sampler extracts may contain performance 
reference compounds that will need to be added 
to the analyte list of the analytical instrumental 
method. 

 
Further, as with the rest of this document, 

the target contaminants consists of the 
conventional legacy pollutants, including the 
hydrophobic organic contaminants, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and 
polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 
metals (e.g., cadmium, copper, nickel, lead, 
zinc). In part, this is because the extraction and 
analytical methods have been developed and 
standardized for these contaminants, and these 
methods can be revised easily for use with 
passive samplers. Further, these are the classes 
of contaminants that occur at many 
contaminated sites around the country and 
drive monitoring and remediation efforts. As 
noted earlier, for organic target contaminants, 
other classes of contaminants can be measured 
with the assistance of passive sampling, 
including chlorinated pesticides such as DDT 
and its degradation products and the 
chlorinated dioxins and furans. However, data 
needed for the passive sampling of these target 
contaminants, like consensus provisional 
partition coefficients and analytical methods, 
are not readily available at present. This is not 
to suggest that methods for other classes of 
contaminants, including contaminants of 
emerging concern, are not available for use 
with passive samplers (e.g., Perron et al. 
2013b). However, in many cases, greater 
method development would likely be needed, 
because standardized methods may not have 
been fully established. 
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Figure 7-1.  Illustration of basic steps involved in preparing a passive sampler (e.g., LDPE) for 

extraction and instrumental chemical analysis for hydrophobic organic target 

contaminants: (a, b) conclude deployment and recover samplers; (c) store and ship 

samplers on ice or refrigerated in closed glass vessels to the laboratory; (d) remove 

adhering sediment and biological growth using laboratory wipes and deionized 

water, and cut samplers to desired sizes for extraction; (e) at the laboratory, add 

surrogate standards (also called internal standards) and extraction solvent(s); (f) 

volume reduce solvent and add injection standards; and (g) analyze via gas 

chromatography/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) or gas chromatography/electron 

capture detection (GC/ECD).  
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7.2 Extraction for POM, PDMS, and 

LDPE 

The general extraction procedure is 
basically the same for each type of passive 
sampler discussed in this document. Once 
received by the analytical laboratory, each type 
of passive sampler is amended with surrogate 
standards (also called internal standards) 
chosen to complement the target contaminants 
of interest to assess target analyte recoveries 
(see Table 6.1). Subsequently, the samplers are 
each submerged in a suitable solvent 
(e.g., methylene chloride) for at least 12 hours. 
A shaker table or some other suitable 
mechanical agitation is recommended for the 
extractions, to facilitate sampler-solvent contact 
and target contaminant transport. The extract is 
transferred to a large vessel suited for solvent 
evaporation, and then the sampler is re-
extracted two more times with organic solvent, 
with the extracts combined for evaporative 
volume reduction, and eventual gas 
chromatography/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) 
(or suitable) instrumental analysis. After the 
extraction, the sampler is air-dried and 
weighed. Before analysis, appropriate injection 
standards are added to the final extracts to 
allow for evaluation of the injection efficiency. 

 
For strongly hydrophobic and low volatility 

target contaminants, there will be limited loss 
from polymers even if processing is conducted 
after shipment to a laboratory. For low 
hydrophobicity, volatile contaminants, 
however, immediate processing may be 
necessary to minimize the losses. Volatile 
compounds such as naphthalene or similar 
should be processed rapidly in the field (i.e., 
transferred to a vial containing organic solvent) 
and tested for volatile losses from the thickness 
and sorbent employed. For example, substantial 
volatilization of naphthalene from 30-µm-thick 
PDMS exposed directly to the air occurs on the 
order of minutes (Reible and Lotufo, 2012). 
Retention is maximized by using a thicker 
polymer or polymer with a greater affinity for 

the target contaminant or by focusing on target 
contaminants with less volatility. Evaporative 
losses can also be minimized by placing 
samplers in a sealed bag and cooling for 
shipment to the laboratory. For example, 
phenanthrene losses from 30-µm PDMS were 
negligible over 24 hours when prepared in this 
manner (Reible and Lotufo 2012). Adding a 
small volume of deionzied water will also limit 
volatilization. 

 
The affinity for many target contaminants 

to the extraction solvents such as hexane, 
methanol, or acetonitrile is equal to or stronger 
than that of the polymers, and thus, extraction 
is complete as long as the volume of extraction 
solvent is much greater than the volume of 
polymer. For example, typically less than 1–
10 µL of PDMS sorbent is employed in a 
sample, so extraction with 10–100 µL of 
solvent is sufficient to ensure essentially 
complete extraction.  

 

7.2.1 Extraction of POM 

 
Text Box 7.1 provides a detailed 

descriptioin a similar way to n of the steps 
involved for the extraction of POM for PCBs 
and PAHs.   

 

7.2.2 Extraction of PDMS 

 
Text Box 7.2 provides a detailed 

description of the steps involved for the 
extraction of PDMS for PCBs and PAHs. For 
this description, the PDMS is assumed to be 
associated with an SPME fiber, rather than in a 
sheet configuration.  If the PDMS is deployed 
in a sheet configuration, the polymer will be 
extracted in a similar way as POM and  LDPE. 
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Text Box 7-1 Outline of procedures for extracting PAHs and PCBs from POM. 

Extraction Procedure 
 
Preliminary: After field or laboratory deployment, carefully remove sampler polymer from any 

deployment gear and clean by wiping with laboratory wipes 

 
1. Use clean, labeled, 40-mL glass vials, one for each POM strip. The size of the polymer strips will vary 

depending on the expected concentration of target contaminants.  For example, samplers exposed to sediment 
porewater will be smaller than samplers deployed in the water column.  Add 25 mL of acetone/hexane (1:1 by 
vol.) to each vial. Use pesticide residue–grade solvents. 
 

2. Add surrogate solution to each 40-mL vial (e.g., 30 µl of 500 µg/L of selected PCB congeners and PAH 
molecules).  Surrogate standard is also called internal standard.  It is critical to avoid using surrogate 
(internal) and injection standards that may co-elute or interfere with performance reference compounds 
(PRCs) as discussed in Section 6.  
 

3. Transfer each POM strip to one of the 40-mL vials. Tightly cap the vials using Teflon-line caps. 
 
4. Place POM extraction vials on an orbital shaker running at 30 rpm. Cover or use amber vials to prevent 

photodegradation of light sensitive contaminants. Note the time. 
 
5. After a 24-hour extraction period, remove the vials from the shaker. 
 
6. Prepare clean, labeled 100-mL glass vials, one for each POM strip. From each of the 40-mL extraction vials, 

transfer the solvent extract, but not the POM strip, to its corresponding 100-mL vial. Cap, wrap, and freeze 
the vials. 

 
7. Add 25 mL of fresh acetone/hexane (1:1 by vol.) to each of the 40-mL extraction vials still containing the 

POM strips. Cap, wrap, cover to prevent photodegradation, and place on the shaker for another 24 hours. 
 
8. After the second 24-hour extraction, transfer the liquid extract of each strip to the corresponding 100-mL vial 

containing the first day’s extract (i.e., combine the first and second extracts of each strip). Cap, wrap, and 
freeze the 60-mL vials. 

 
9. Perform the third and final extraction by repeating steps 8 and 9. 
 
10. Allow the extracted POM strips to dry, and record their weights using an analytical balance. This result is 

used to calculate the final target contaminant concentrations measured in the POM sampler in units of 
contaminant mass per POM mass (e.g., ng/g POM). 

 
11. Using rotary evaporation or equivalent, volume reduce the final extracts in the 100-mL vials and proceed with 

sample clean-up (if necessary) and instrumental analysis for selected PCB congeners and PAHs.  The final 
volume will depend on the specific laboratory procedures: 1 to 2 mL is recommended. 

 
12. The solvent extracts are stored at –4°C in the dark until ready for instrumental analysis. 

 

13. Before analysis, appropriate injection standards are added to the final extracts to allow for evaluation 
of losses during the injection and instrumental analysis (Table 6-3). 
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Text Box 7-2 Outline of procedures for extracting PAHs and PCBs from PDMS.  

Extraction Procedures 

 
Preliminary: The following description is for a modified push point sampler used in a field deployment 

applying SPME fibers (not PDMS sheets).  However, the basic procedures are applicable to laboratory 

deployed PDMS samplers or field deployed PDMS samplers using other configurations than the push 

point sampler 
 
1. After removal from the field, the sampling device’s inner rod is separated from the outer sheath. The SPME 

PDMS fiber is carefully removed from the inner rod using a single-edge razor, and adhering sediment, 
particles, biofilm, and any residue is removed from the SPME PDMS fiber using deionized water-wetted 
laboratory wipes. SPME PDMS fibers are then blotted dry before segmentation. 
 

2. Laboratory and/or field blank and field-deployed SPME PDMS fibers are segmented using a ceramic column 
cutter into predetermined lengths at predetermined locations along the SPME PDMS fiber, which correspond 
to specific depths of interest from the sediment-water interface.  

 
3. The SPME PDMS fiber segments are transferred to 2-mL glass amber vials (i.e., autosampler vials) that 

contain a 300-µL glass vial insert. The inserts should be prefilled with the appropriate solvent (e.g., 
acetonitrile for PAHs, hexane for PCBs). The solvent volume should be sufficient for the complete immersion 
of the SPME PDMS fiber segment.  Add surrogate standard to each 300 µL glass vial inserts. 

 
4. The SPME PDMS fiber segments are left in the solvent for 12 to 24 hours and stored at –17°C until analysis. 

During transportation, the samples are kept at a temperature not to exceed 4°C. 
 
5. The SPME PDMS fiber segments are removed from the solvent before analysis, to avoid interference with the 

analytical equipment’s injection needle.  
 
6. The SPME PDMS fiber segments are allowed to dry and weighed using an analytical balance. This result is 

used to calculate the final target contaminant concentrations measured in the PDMS sampler in units of 
contaminant mass per PDMS mass (e.g., ng/g PDMS). For a given type of fiber, the volume and mass of the 
PDMS coating per unit length are known.  

 
7. The solvent extracts are stored at –4°C in the dark until ready for instrumental analysis. 

 

8. Before analysis, appropriate injection standards are added to the final extracts to allow for evaluation 
of the total volume of extract analyzed (Table 6-3). 
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Unlike POM and LDPE, when used in the 
SPME configuration, PDMS can also be 
extracted by direct injection into a gas 
chromatograph’s injection port. In this 
approach, the SPME fiber is inserted into the 
heated injection port, and the target 
contaminants evaporate directly from the fiber 
and enter the gas chromatographic column. 
This approach allows the entire mass of target 
contaminant to be extracted from the fiber at 
once, rather than a fraction of the mass as 
occurs when using conventional solvent 
extraction as described above. Consequently, 
the direct injection approach can result in much 
greater instrumental sensitivity for target 
contaminants. However, aspects of direct 
injection are not as established as with 
conventional solvent extraction methods. For 
example, standards are analyzed via an external 
calibration, rather than the more common and 
established internal calibration. In addition, in 
general, with direct injection, the samples are 
loaded into the instrument manually, unless an 
automated direct injection device is available. 

While autosamplers are common for 
conventional injection loading of organic 
solvent extracts, autosamplers for direct 
injection are less common. Finally, with direct 
injection, if the analysis fails for any reason 
(e.g., instrumental error), the entire sample is 
lost; whereas with conventional solvent 
extracts, there frequently is extract remaining 
that can be used.  

 

7.2.3 Extraction of LDPE 

Text Box 7.3 provides a detailed 
description of the steps involved for the 
extraction LDPE for selected PCBs and PAHs.   
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Text Box 7-3 Outline of procedures for extracting PAHs and PCBs from LDPE.  

Extraction Steps 

 
Preliminary: After field or laboratory deployment, carefully remove sampler polymer from any 

deployment gear and clean by wiping with laboratory wipes 

 
1. LDPE is inspected for surface biofilms, particles, mud, oily coatings, and other residues. Biofilm 

mass should be removed using a clean wipe followed by a rinse with deionized water. Sedimentary 
debris is removed by rinsing with deionized water and careful surface scraping with a razor if 
necessary to remove adhered/embedded material. Oily coatings (e.g., hydrocarbon slicks) are 
removed by soaking clean wipes in hexane and using forceps to wipe both LDPE surfaces. This is a 
rapid and non-exhaustive rinsing performed immediately prior to immersion in organic solvent for 
the actual extraction. To limit the presence of water, LDPE surfaces are blotted dry if necessary. 
 

2. The LDPE is transferred to a pre-cleaned amber vial or bottle (size determined by dimensions of 
LDPE, typically 15–40 mL). Vials or bottles must be large enough for complete immersion of 
LDPE without excessive LDPE folding. 

 
3. Known masses of surrogate compounds (also known as internal standard) (Table 6-3) in a 

methylene chloride compatible solvent are added to the vial or bottle. Typical additions are: 2.5–20 
ng for aqueous samples and 50–250 ng for sediment samples, depending on target contaminants 
and their expected concentrations in the LDPE. 

 
4. Methylene chloride is added to the vial to completely submerge the LDPE for a period of at least 12 

hours. 
 
5. The extract is transferred to a pre-cleaned glass concentration vessel. A second aliquot of 

methylene chloride is added to the extraction vial and agitated for >10 minutes. This step is 
repeated two more times with extracts being composited. 

 
6. After the final extract transfer, the LDPE is allowed to air dry in the extraction vial and weighed on 

an analytical balance until a consistent LDPE mass is obtained. This result is used to calculate the 
final target contaminant concentrations measured in the LDPE sampler in units of contaminant 
mass per LDPE mass (e.g., ng/g LDPE). 

 
7. Extracts are concentrated using rotary evaporation (or equivalent) down to suitable volumes for 

GC/MS analysis; the resultant concentrated extracts are transferred to smaller vials (e.g., for 
autosamplers) according to standard laboratory analytical practices. 

 
8. The solvent extracts are stored at –4°C in the dark until ready for instrumental analysis. 
 
9. Before analysis, appropriate injection standards are added to the final extracts to allow for 

evaluation of the total volume of extract analyzed (Table 6-3). Typical final extract volumes are: 
50–250 µL for water column–exposed LDPE and 1–10 mL for sediment-exposed LDPE. 
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7.3 Instrumental Chemical Analysis for 

POM, PDMS and LDPE 

In general, once the passive sampler–based 
extracts have been generated, they can be 
analyzed for target contaminants using standard 
U.S. EPA methods (Table 7-1). Table 7-1 
provides a tabulation of standard U.S. EPA 
methods by class of contaminants. However, 
for PCB analyses, only congener-level analysis 
can be used to convert polymer concentrations 
to Cfree. Although these standard methods are 
more frequently used by research and 
commercial laboratories, any method 
appropriate for the target contaminants and 
capable of analyzing a concentrated sample of 
extract can also be successfully employed. 

 
One additional consideration for passive 

sampler extracts is the presence, in some cases, 
of performance reference compounds (PRCs) 
used to adjust measured passive sampler 
concentrations for non-equilibrium conditions 
(see Section 8). Use of PRCs means that the 
instrumental analytical method developed and 
applied by a research or commercial laboratory 
will need to include these PRCs in their 
calibration standards. Similarly, it is also 
important to select PRCs that will not interfere 
with the analysis of the surrogate (internal) and 
injection standards.  

 

Table 7-1.  U.S. EPA methods for PCBs, 

PAHs, and metals, as well as 

other selected contaminant 

classes 

Contaminant Class U.S. EPA Method 

Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons 

Method 8310: HPLC 
Method 8100: GC-FID 
Method 8270D: SVOCs 
by GC/MS 

Polychlorinated 
biphenyls 

Method 8082A: 
GC/ECD or GC/ELCD 

Divalent transition 
metals  
(Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn) 

Method 6020A (also 
APHA Method 3125): 
ICP-MS 

Chlorinated 
pesticides 

Method 8081B: 
Organochlorine 
pesticides by GC 
Method 8270D: SVOCs 
by GC/MS 

Polychlorinated 
dibenzodioxins 

Method 8280B: 
HRGC/MS 
Method 8290A: 
HRGC/HRMS 

Polychlorinated 
dibenzofurans 

Method 8280B: 
HRGC/MS 
Method 8290A: 
HRGC/HRMS 

 
 

7.3.1 Instrumental Detection Limits for POM, 

PDMS and LDPE 

 
The minimum method detection limits 

(MDLs) for POM, PDMS, and LDPE are 
determined by three main factors: (1) final 
analytical detection limits, (2) mass of polymer 
used for sampling, and (3) partition coefficients 
for the selected polymer. These factors are 
expressed in the following equation:  
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where, CPolymer DL is the detection limit for the 
passive sampler concentration, KPS the passive 
sampler-water partition coefficient, nDetection is 
the mass of contaminant detected, VPS is the 
volume of the passive sampler polymer, CW DL 

is the method detection limit of water using a 
given passive sampler, and VS is the solvent 
volume. While, the mass of polymer can be 
tailored to achieve a desired detection limit, the 
analytical detection limit and partition 
coefficients are determined by the properties of 
the target contaminant being measured. High-
resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) can 
provide very low detection limits but is more 
expensive than more commonly used analytical 
methods (i.e., low-resolution MS [LRMS]). For 
chlorinated organics, where possible, gas 
chromatography/electron capture detection 
(GC/ECD) provides reasonably good detection 
limits. Regular LRMS typically provides a 
factor of 5–10 higher detection limits compared 
to ECD for PCBs.  However, as discussed in 
Section 6, often the optimum PRCs are the 
stable isotopically-labelled forms of the target 
contaminants (e.g., 13C PCB congeners, 
deuterated PAH molecules).  Unfortunately, the 
GC/ECD cannot distinguish between 
isotopically labelled and unlabelled PCB 
congeners and should not be used with these 
PRCs.   In some cases, detection limits are 
reported along with log KOW values for the 
chemical being discussed.  For many of these 
chemicals, the KOW was determined using the 
SPARC program (http://archemcalc.com/sparc-

web/calc).  It is critical to note that SPARC log 
KOW values may change with updates to the 
SPARC software and it is critical to record the 
date of when SPARC was used to generate log 
KOW values. 

 

7.3.1.1 Detection Limits for POM 
 
Example detection limits for a range of 

potential target contaminants in POM and 
calculated practical quantitation limits (PQLs) 
in water are presented in Table 7-2. The MDL 
values for PCBs in POM are based on multiple 
measurements of a single PCB concentration 
using a GC/ECD and calculating MDL from 
the estimated standard deviation (MDL = 3.14 
* standard deviation). The aqueous PQL is then 
calculated by: PQL = 5*MDL*(mass of 
POM)/(KPOM). For PAHs and chlorinated 
dioxins, the MDL is estimated based on the 
lowest analytical calibration standard. 
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Table 7-2. Representative target contaminant detection limitsa for POM 

Target 
Contaminant 
Class 

Representative 
Target 
Contaminant Log KOW

b 
POM MDL 
(ng/g POM) 

PQL 1g POM 
(pg/L) 

PQL 0.2g POM 
(pg/L) 

PCBs  

Mono CB3 4.69 0.542 17 83 

Di CB6 5.06 0.05 0.37 1.8 

Tri CB18 5.24 0.019 0.14 0.70 

Tetra CB53 5.62 0.048 0.29 1.5 

Penta CB101 6.38 0.014 0.12 0.62 

Hexa CB153 6.92 0.011 0.05 0.23 

Hepta CB180 7.36 0.03 0.16 0.81 

PAHs  

2-Rings 
Naphthalene 3.41 0.2 180 890 

Acenaphthalene 4.06 0.2 63 320 

3-Rings 
Phenanthrene 4.74 0.2 13 63 

Anthracene 4.69 0.2 10 50 

4-Rings 
Pyrene 5.25 0.2 5.4 27 

Chrysene 5.90 0.2 0.74 3.7 

5-Ring Benzo[a]pyrene 6.54 0.2 0.22 1.1 

Chlorinated Dioxins     

Tetra 2,3,7,8-TCDD 7.05 0.005 0.01 0.04 
 

a  PCB detection limits are based on typical GC/ECD analysis; PAH detection limits are based on typical 
GC/MS analysis; TCDD detection limits are based on typical HRGC/HRMS analysis. Detection limits 
reported here are for general guidance—actual detection limits will depend on the instrumental analytical 
method used. 

b PCB log KOW values from Hawker and Connell (1988); PAH log KOW values were calculated using the 
SPARC program (http://archemcalc.com/sparc-web/calc) in June 2014; 2,3,7,8-TCDD log KOW value is from 
Sacan et al. (2005). 

 
 

 

7.3.1.2 Detection Limits for PDMS 
 
Based on Equation 7-1, Table 7-2 

summarizes the detection limits for PDMS for 
selected PAHs. The detection limits are based 
on 2 cm segments of fiber extracted with 
250 µL of solvent in four possible 
configurations: 

1071 µm outer diameter and 1000 µm inner 
glass core diameter (1071/1000 µm), 
1060/1000 µm, 558.8/486 µm, and 
230/210 µm. 
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Table 7-3. Representative target contaminant detection limits for PDMS.   

Target Contaminant 
Log 
KOW

a 

PDMSb MDL (pg/L) 

(1071/1000 µm) (1060/1000 µm) (558.8/486 µm) (230/210 µm) 

PAHs 

Naphthalene 3.41 12900 15300 24900 215000 

Fluorene 4.20 39700 47000 76400 661000 

Acenaphthene 4.06 8430 9980 16200 140000 

Phenanthrene 4.74 397 470 764 6610 

Anthracene 4.69 1940 2300 3740 32300 

Fluoranthene 5.29 740 876 1430 12300 

Pyrene 5.25 40.40 47.80 77.80 673 

Chrysene 5.90 110.00 131.00 212.00 1840 

Benz[a]anthracene 5.85 81.60 96.60 157.00 1360 

Benzo[b]fluoranthene 6.58 39.30 46.50 75.60 655 

Benzo[k]fluoranthene 6.50 8.09 9.58 15.60 135 

Benzo[a]pyrene 6.54 43.40 51.30 83.50 723 

Dibenz[a,h]anthracene 7.39 22.90 27.10 44.10 381 

Benzo[g,h,i]perylene + 
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 

7.04  
7.09 15.20 18.00 29.3 254 

PCBs 

PCB-18 5.24 1228 1461 2373 20514 

PCB-28 5.67 481 572 929 8032 

PCB-52 5.84 332 395 641 5544 

PCB-66 6.2 151 180 293 2529 

PCB-101 6.38 102 122 198 1708 

PCB-77 6.35 109 130 211 1823 

PCB-118 6.74 46.6 55.5 90.1 779 

PCB-153 6.92 31.5 37.5 60.9 526 

PCB-138 6.83 38.3 45.6 74.1 640 

PCB-187 7.17 18.3 21.7 35.3 305 

PCB-180 7.36 12.1 14.4 23.3 202 

PCB-170 7.27 14.7 17.5 28.4 245 

PCB-209 10.54 0.012 0.014 0.02 0.2 

 
a PCB log KOW values from Hawker and Connell (1988); PAH log KOW values were calculated using the SPARC 

program (http://archemcalc.com/sparc-web/calc) in June 2014. 
 
b PDMS in SPME fiber configuration: 2 cm segment extracted with 250 µL of solvent with PAH analysis by 

fluorescent detection (U.S. EPA Method 8310) and PCB via ECD (U.S. EPA Method 8082) or GC/HRMS (U.S. 
EPA Method 1668).  

 

 

7.3.1.3 Detection Limits for LDPE 
 
Using organic solvents to extract LDPE 

samples and GC/MS to analyze those extracts 

after reducing them to volumes of 100 µL or 
less, the minimum method detection limits 
(MDLs) of these analyses are near 1 ng/g 
LDPE, and the practical quantitation limits 
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(PQLs) are ~10 ng/g LDPE for a 15-mg LDPE 
sampler (Table 7-4). These limits imply a PQL 

of about 10 ng/g LDPE. Finally, these 
outcomes, when combined with the KLDPE of 
the specific target contaminants, indicate that 
one can detect picogram per liter (pg/L) 
concentrations of contaminants such as PAHs 
and PCBs in surface and sediment porewaters. 
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Table 7-4. Representative target contaminant detection limits for LDPE.   

Chlorination 
Level 

Representative 
Congener 

LDPE 
Method 

Detection 
Limit 

(ng/g LDPE) 

a 

Practical 
Quantification 

Limit (ng/g 
LDPE) 

Practical 
Quantification 

Limit  
(expressed as 

a water 
concentration) 

pg/L) 

PCBs 
Tetra CB52 1.4 6.8 20 

Penta CB101 2.2 11 10 

Hexa CB153 2.6 13 3 

Hepta CB180 3.2 16 2 

PAHs 

Phenanthrene    1 5 500 

Pyrene    1 5 100 

Chrysene    1 5 20 

Benzo[a]pyrene    1 5 5 

 
a Detection limits were calculated using PCB log KOW values from Hawker and Connell (1988) and  PAH log 

KOW values are from Lohmann (2012). 

 
7.4 Extraction of DGT 

After recovery from the exposure system, 
DGTs are disassembled and cut into vertical 
sections at the user required resolution 
(minimum 1 mm). The resin-embedded gel 
layer is the only section of the DGT that will be 
included in the extraction. The sections of resin 
gel layer are placed into acid-cleaned plastic 
centrifuge tubes for extraction. 1M HNO3 is 
added to the gel sections for 24 hours to extract 
any accumulated metals. The size of tube and 
volume of acid used in the extraction are 
flexible; however, sufficient volume of acid 
must be added to completely immerse the resin 
gel in acid. Typically, for a 1-cm section of 
DGT, a 15-mL plastic centrifuge tube is used, 
and 1 mL of nitric acid. 

 
7.5 Instrumental Chemical Analysis of 

DGT 

Extracted metals from DGTs are commonly 
analyzed using inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), or less 

frequently, inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), or flame 
atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) (Table 
7-1). ICP-MS has the lowest detection limits 
(see below) and requires the smallest sample 
volume, which is why this method is preferred 
for sample analysis. DGT extractions are 
typically diluted to an appropriate sample 
volume and acidity (e.g., 10 mL) prior to 
analysis by ICP-MS. Analysis of extracted 
metals by ICP-MS (or other methods) follows 
standard approaches (e.g., US EPA Method 
6020A, APHA Method 3125) (Table 7-1).  

 

7.5.1 DGT Instumental Detection Limits 

 
DGT, which are not designed to reach 

equilibrium with the environment, have 
detection limits that vary based on local 
conditions (e.g., temperature, sediment 
porosity), the metal being sampled, deployment 
time, and size of the section. The primary way 
to improve overall detection limits for DGT is 
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to use ICP-MS for chemical analysis; ICP-MS 
detection limits in extractions are <0.05 µg/L 
for most metals of environmental concern. For 
DGT deployments of >6 h and vertical sections 

>5 mm, ICP-MS on 10× diluted extracts will be 
able to measure any CDGT that exceeds 1 µg/L. 
Detection limits below 1 µg/L can be achieved 
by increasing deployment time, increasing 
section size, decreasing the extraction volume, 
or using DGTs with thinner diffusion gel 
layers. 
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Section 8 

 

8 Data Analysis: Calculation of Cfree and 

CDGT 
 

8.1 Introduction 

In this section, three approaches are 
discussed for using the passive sampler 
concentration data for the target contaminants 
determined in Section 7 with instrumental 
analysis to calculate the target contaminant’s 
Cfree concentrations. For the hydrophobic 
organic contaminant passive samplers (i.e., 
POM, PDMS, LDPE), there are two basic 
approaches for handling the data analysis 
(Figure 8-1). The first approach assumes that 
the target contaminants achieved equilibrium 
with the passive sampler and other 
environmental phases (e.g., sediments, 
organisms, porewater) during the deployment. 
This assumption can be based on previous 
experience with the passive sampler, the 
deployment site, or the design of the passive 
sampler investigation. In this approach, 
relatively simple equations can be applied to 
calculate Cfree using the passive sampler 
concentration data. These equations are 
discussed below. In the second approach, 
equilibrium is not assumed to have occurred 
among the target contaminants, the passive 
sampler, and other environmental phases. In 
this case, the performance reference 
compounds (PRCs) discussed in Section 6 are 
invoked to adjust the passive sampler 
concentration data from non-equilibrium 
concentrations to equilibrium Cfree values. The 
use of PRCs to calculate Cfree, while 
scientifically sound, is a still an evolving 
practice with the potential to become 
computationally complicated because of the 
multiple variables included in the calculations. 
In order to build in a degree of consistency in 

the application of PRCs, the use of two 
standardized graphic user interfaces (GUIs) for 
(1) PDMS passive sampling in a SPME fiber 
configuration and (2) LDPE passive sampling 
is encouraged to ensure that all of the PRC 
calculations are performed uniformly. 
Currently, a GUI is not available for POM.  For 
calculating Cfree for POM, one can assume 
equilibrium conditions after the deployment if 
previous investigations have demonstrated the 
deployment time was sufficient to attain 
equilibrium.  Conversely, the LDPE GUI can 
be applied with POM recognizing that the 
calculated feq values will only be 
approximations and may have substantial error.  
The PDMS and LDPE GUIs are relatively 
easy-to-use, menu-driven platforms and are 
available for users of this document at the 
following web addresses: 

 
USEPA….ADD LATER 

 
https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-
Areas/Environmental-
Restoration/Contaminated-Sediments/ER-
200915 (confirm PDMS GUI is located here) 

 
Figure 8-2 illustrates the data entry points and 
lay-out of the PDMS GUI while Figure 8-3 
provides an example output from the PDMS 
GUI.  Figures 8-4 and 8-5 report similar 
information for the LDPE GUI.  

 
The approach for performing the DGT data 

analysis results in the calculation of CDGT. This 
data analysis is unique for metals and is 
discussed below. 
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8.2 POM, PDMS, and LDPE Data 

Analysis 

Figure 8-1 provides a flowchart for 
determining how to proceed with the data 
analysis of passive sampler concentration data. 
The starting point for the data analysis is to 
have the concentration of target contaminants 
in the various passive sampler media (e.g., 
POM, PDMS, LDPE, DGT gel). For example, 
x µg CB52 /g POM. 

 

8.2.1 Equilibrium Condition fs 

Under assumed equilibrium conditions, 
Equation 8-1 can be applied to calculate Cfree 

for hydrophobic organic target contaminants 
using measured passive sampler concentrations 
CPS (more specifically, CPOM, CPDMS, CLDPE) 
and the appropriate partition coefficient (KPS) 
(more specifically, KPOM, KPDMS, KLDPE): 

 

PS

PS

free
K

C
C =    [8-1]  

 

8.2.2 Non-Equilibrium Conditions using 

PRCs 

 
Because passive sampler deployments are 

commonly too short for target contaminants to 
achieve equilibration with their surroundings, 
particularly for larger, high KOW target 
contaminants, PRCs were developed as a tool 
to estimate the degree of disequilibria between 
the target contaminants associated with the 
passive sampler and the rest of the 
environmental phases. The GUIs discussed 
above calculate a simple variable, the fractional 
equilibria (feq), which can be used to adjust the 
measured non-equilibrium passive sampler 
concentration (CPS), from Section 7, to 
equilibrium conditions: 

 

PS

eq

PS

free
K

f

C

C












=    [8-2] 

 
However, before feq can be calculated with a 
GUI, it is necessary to measure the actual feq 
based on the measured PRC concentrations in 
the deployed passive samplers and the non-
deployed passive samplers: 
 

x

PRCi

x

PRCfxm

eq
C

C
PRCf =  [8-3] 

 
where, fm

eq PRCx is the measured fractional 
equilibrium for PRC x (in contrast to the 
calculated feq generated by the GUIs), Cx

PRCf
 
 is 

the passive sampler concentration of PRC x 
following deployment, and Cx

PRCi is the passive 
sampler concentration of PRC x that was 
loaded with PRCs but not deployed (i.e., stored 
in the dark at -4˚C until chemical analysis with 
the deployed passive samplers).  The fm

eq PRC 
x values, in decimal format, will be loaded into 
the GUIs. 
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Figure 8-1. Flow chart of the approaches for analyzing passive sampler data to calculate Cfree or CDGT. 
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8.2.3 Example Calculations: Equilibrium 

versus Non-Equilibrium Conditions  

 
Table 8-1 provides an example calculation 

of Cfree for 11 PCB congeners and total PCBs, 
with the equilibrium assumption and non-
equilibrium approaches using LDPE as the 
passive sampler and the LDPE GUI. The 
equilibrium approach applied Equation 8-1 
using log KLDPE taken from Appendix A. 
Values for CB77, CB126, and CB169 were not 
available in Appendix A and were calculated 
using Equation 4-1. The non-equilibrium 
approach used the LDPE GUI to calculate feq 

values for all 11 PCB congeners based on the 
measured feq using the 13C-labelled PRCs (i.e., 
13C-CB28, 13C-CB101, 13C-CB180). When 
using the LDPE GUI, the PRCs are selected 
from a dropdown menu, and the measured feq 
values are entered, as are the target 
contaminants. The GUI then requests the 
deployment duration and polymer thickness—
in this case, 28 days and 25 µm, respectively, 
and the type of PRC (i.e., 13C). The GUI uses a 
default setting of 0.7 for the sediment porosity. 
Once this information is entered, the GUI 
calculates and displays the feq for the target 
contaminants (Table 8-1). The user can then 
take the calculated feq and, using Equation 8-2, 
calculate the non-equilibrium-adjusted Cfree for 
each target contaminant. 

 

It is worth noting that, unless the samplers 
have been deployed for a very long time, the 
use of the non-equilibrium approach will often 
result in larger congener and total PCB Cfree 
values than if one assumes equilibrium. For 
example, for the data in Table 8-1, the non-
equilibrium congener Cfree values were 13% to 
80% greater in magnitude than the equilibrium 
approach Cfree values. In addition, total PCB 
Cfree was 19% larger for the non-equilibrium 
approach than for the equilibrium approach. 
Critically, the greatest divergence between 
approaches is for the higher molecular weight 
target contaminants (e.g., CB138, CB169, 
CB180), and these will frequently be the most 
readily bioaccumulated and sometimes the 
most toxic forms of a given target hydrophobic 
organic contaminant. 
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Figure 8-2.  Primary data entry points and basic layout of the PDMS GUI 

 

 
Figure 8-3. Example output from PDMS GUI 
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Figure 8-4. Primary data entry points and basic layout of the LDPE GUI 

 
 

 

Figure 8-5. Example output from LDPE GUI 
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Table 8-1. Example calculations of Cfree for 11 PCB congeners and total PCBs using a LDPE 

passive sampler and the LDPE GUI based on the equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

approaches discussed above. 

PRC or Target 
Contaminanta 

Measured 
CLDPE 
(µg/L 

LDPE) 
Log 

KLDPE
b 

Measured 
feq Based on 

PRCs 

Calculated 
feq Based on 
LDPE GUI 

Equilibrium 
Assumed Cfree 

(pg/L) 

[Equation  
8-1] 

Non-
Equilibrium 
PRC-based 

Cfree 

(pg/L) 

[Equation  
8-2] 

13C-CB28 - - 0.90 - - - 
13C-CB101 - - 0.50 - - - 
13C-CB180 - - 0.25 - - - 

CB28 120 5.4 - 0.87 4940 5670 

CB52 67 5.55 - 0.83 1900 2290 

CB66 53 5.95 - 0.72 597 829 

CB77 12 6.24* - 0.65 6.91 10.6 

CB99 52 6.38 - 0.63 221 350 

CB101 39 6.18 - 0.63 258 410 

CB110 42 6.16 - 0.59 296 502 

CB126 9 6.87* - 0.40 1.21 3.04 

CB138 35 6.82 - 0.42 53.4 127 

CB169 5 7.50* - 0.20 0.16 0.79 

CB180 26 7.24 - 0.22 15.4 70.1 

Total PCBs - - - - 8290 10300 
 

a 13C-labeled PCBs were the PRCs. 
b From Appendix A unless a * is present indicating this value was calculated using  Equation 4-2. 
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8.3 DGT Data Analyses 

Following the extraction and analyses for 
metals discussed in Section 7, the metal 
concentrations in the DGT gel extract are used 
to calculate a mass bound to the resin gel (M in 
µg) (Figure 8-17): 

 

( )
e

gee

f

VVC
M

+
=

*
  [8-3] 

 
where, Ce is the metal concentration in the acid 
extract (µg/mL), Ve is the volume of the acid 
extract plus any volume used for dilution (mL), 
Vg is the volume of the gel (mL), and fe is the 
elution factor. For standard DGT disks (i.e., 
resin gel thickness of 0.4 mm) and Vg is 0.196 
mL. For the DGT probes, Vg can be calculated 
using the formula for the volume of a 
rectangular prism (i.e., Vg = 
length*width*height) (h = 0.04 cm, w = 
1.8 cm); for example, a 1-cm vertical section 
length of gel has a volume of 0.072 mL. The 
elution factor is necessary, because the 1M 
HNO3 does not completely extract all of the 
metal from the resin gel. For Zn, Cd, Cu, Ni, 
Pb, and Mn, a fe value of 0.8 is appropriate, and 
for Fe, a fe value of 0.7 should be used. For 
other metals, matrix spikes should be 
performed to determine elution recoveries. 
With the mass on the resin gel calculated, the 
concentration of metal at the surface of the 
DGT device (CDGT in µg/mL) can be calculated 
as: 

 

AtD

M
C

d

g

DGT
**

* ∆
=   [8-4] 

 
where, ∆g is thickness of the diffusive gel and 
membrane filter (cm), D is the diffusion 
coefficient in the gel (cm2/s), td is the time of 
deployment (s), and A is the surface area of the 
DGT exposed to the sediment (cm2). For both 
disk and probe assemblies, standard DGTs have 
∆g of 0.93 mm. Metal diffusion in the DGT gel 

increases with increasing temperature 
following a polynomial function. D in the DGT 
diffusive gel has been calculated for 11 metals 
for temperatures from 1 to 35°C (Appendix D). 
For DGT disks, A is 3.14 cm2, and for DGT 
probes, A is determined by the size of the 
sectioned resin gel (e.g., 1.8 cm2 for a 1-cm 
vertical section).  

 

8.3.1 Example DGT Calculations 

 
As an example calculation, if a 1-cm 

section of a standard DGT probe (Vg = 0.072 
mL) was dissolved in 1 mL of nitric acid 
(HNO3), (Ve = 1.0 mL), and a Ni concentration 
in the extract of 869 µg/L was analytically 
measured, using Equation 8-3, the nickel mass 
bound to the gel (M) would be calculated as 
1.16 µg. Next, using Equation 8-4, if the DGT 
had been deployed for 23 h at 18.3°C, a CDGT 
of 152 µg/L would be calculated. 

 
8.4 Case Studies 

To illustrate the application of passive 
sampling, the following case studies are 
included in Appendix F of the document: 

 

• Case Study 1, Lower Grasse River, New 
York, USA: POM 

• Case Study 2, Pacific Sound Resources 
Superfund Site, Marine Sediment Unit, 
Seattle, Washington, USA: PDMS 

• Case Study 3, Wyckoff/Eagle Harbor 
Superfund Site, East Harbor Operable Unit, 
Bainbridge Island, Washington, USA: 
PDMS 

• Case Study 4, United Heckathorn 
Superfund Site, San Francisco Bay, 
Oakland, California, USA: LDPE 

• Case Study 5, San Diego Bay, San Diego, 
California, USA: DGT. 
 
These case studies provide a comprehensive 

demonstration of the preparation, deployment, 
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recovery, and data analysis of various types of 
passive samplers discussed in this document. 
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Section 9 

 

9 Quality Assurance and Quality 

Control, and Other Considerations 
 

9.1 Hydrophobic Organic Contaminant 

Polymer-Specific Quality Assurance 

and Quality Control 

9.1.1 Polymer-Specific Field Blanks (i.e., trip 

blanks) 

 
The polymers used for passive sampling 

have high partition coefficients for hydrophobic 
organics, so there is a significant chance of 
contaminating the polymers via exposure to the 
laboratory or field environment. Passive 
samplers used for measurement should be 
protected from the laboratory and field 
environment through adequate containment and 
storage in clean glass jars (i.e., solvent washed 
and muffled). Such contamination problems are 
especially important when measurements are 
being performed at low concentrations and 
background reference sites, and the types of 
target contaminants being measured are 
ubiquitous in the environment, such as low 
molecular weight PAHs. Thus, every passive 
sampling investigation should include an 
adequate set of laboratory and field blanks. The 
laboratory performing the passive sampling 
measurements should demonstrate absence of 
contamination of field and laboratory blanks at 
the practical quantitation limits. In addition, the 
laboratory should demonstrate that no 
significant loss of loaded PRCs occurred before 
sampler deployment in the field. Maintaining 
loaded samplers at 4˚C or less prior to 
deployment will limit PRC losses. 

 
A deployment blank should be employed as 

a field blank. The deployment blank is a 
sampler that is shipped together with other 

samplers (i.e., deployed) to the field but is 
shipped back without being deployed. A 
retrieval blank is a sampler that is shipped 
together with the other samplers on retrieval, 
but is not needed if the samplers are processed 
immediately on retrieval. The field blanks are 
used to assess possible contribution of 
environmental contamination during 
deployment activities. Field blanks should have 
no significant peaks where PRCs, surrogate 
standards, injection standards, and target 
analytes occur (<0.1 ng/g passive sampler). 

 

9.1.2 Field Solvent Blanks 

 
For studies in which solvent will be added 

to vials containing the recovered samplers, a 
field solvent blank should be included. Field 
solvent blanks will be analyzed at the time of 
filling the vials for shipment (i.e., one at the 
start of filling the vials and one at the end 
where the same solvent source, has been used). 
If these contain target contaminants at 
significant levels, new vials will be filled from 
a separate source, and the process will be 
repeated. In addition, solvent blanks should be 
shipped with the samples at a frequency of 1 
per 20 samples.  

 

9.1.3 Field Control Samples 

 
Field control samples are used to track the 

solvent volume change of contamination during 
transport if on-site processing of samplers is 
performed. The field control samples can be 
calibration standards or other solutions with 
known concentrations (note: if using calibration 
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standards, these same standards should not be 
used for the analytical instrumental 
calibration). The field control samples are 
treated identically as other samples. At least 
five field control samples are needed for each 
deployment. They can be five different 
concentrations or five replicates of the same 
concentration if estimation of field 
concentrations are available. The average of the 
concentration change for all compounds in all 
field control samples should be within 15% to 
avoid the need to make solvent volume 
adjustments. 

 

9.1.4 Field Internal Standards 

 
Although field control samples indicate 

solvent stability during transport, internal 
standards are recommended for field samples to 
indicate any changes in solvent loss in 
individual samples. Deuterated PAHs and 
13C12-labelled PCB congeners are good choices 
for internal standards. If an internal standard is 
used it should be included in the extraction 
vials. The chosen compound should not be 
present in the field in significant quantities and 
should not be used as a PRC. The average of 
the concentration change for all internal 
standards added in each sample should be 
within 15% of a laboratory prepared field 
internal standard (assume no losses in this 
standard) to avoid the need to make solvent 
volume adjustments to account for losses while 
in the field.  

 

9.1.5 Recoveries of Surrogate Standards 

(also known as Internal Standards) 

 
Surrogate standards should be recovered 

from passive sampling samples at 100%, plus 
or minus analytical precision, >70% to <120%. 
An exception may be relatively volatile 
compounds (e.g., mono-, dichlorobiphenyls) 
that can be lost in significant amounts when 
extracts are evaporated (e.g., recovery down to 
60%). Typical surrogates used for PCB analysis 

in the GC-ECD analytical method are: PCB-14, 
PCB-65, and PCB-166. 

 

9.1.6 PRC-Loaded Passive Sampler 

Reproducibility 

 
Individual batches of passive samplers 

loaded with PRCs should exhibit reproducible 
PRC concentrations (e.g., coefficient of 
variation <20%) in the passive sampler before 
deployment. 

 

9.1.7 QC Samples for Chemical Analysis 

 
The QC samples for chemical analysis of 

PAHs and PCBs, including initial calibration, 
second-source standard check, and continued 
calibration verification checks should meet the 
acceptance criterion set in the analytical 
methods. A complete set of appropriate 
guidelines for quality assurance and quality 
control (QA/QC) based on the U.S. Department 
of Defense Quality Management System 
(QMS) can be found in Appendix E. 
 

9.1.8 Specific Quality Assurance for POM 

 
When correct procedures are followed in 

the use of POM in passive sampling 
applications, the analytical results have high 
accuracy and reproducibility. Key to the 
success of any passive sampling approach is the 
accurate determination of polymer partitioning 
constants for the analytes of interest.  A recent 
report by Arp et al. (2015) reviewed reported 
results from six studies for PCBs and three 
studies for PAHs and found that majority of the 
differences could be attributed to different 
thickness of POM used (lack of equilibrium) 
and different extraction procedures used.  They 
report that when the correct thickness of POM 

is used (≤76 µm), and a hexane-acetone 
mixture is used for the extraction of POM, the 
reported KPOM values for PCBs and PAHs are 
highly reproducible, within 0.2 log units.  Thus, 
for POM, it is critical to ensure that the 
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thickness of POM used is 76 µm or less.  Also, 
it is important to use the same POM as used in 
the KPOM determination.  The most widely used 

KPOM values are for the 76 µm POM from CS 
Hyde Company (Table 1-1) which is made with 
an ethylene oxide copolymer. 

 
Most of the published studies have reported 

use of POM in the determination of equilibrium 
aqueous concentrations in sediments based on 
ex-situ laboratory experiments.  At the time of 
this publication, there have been few studies of 
in-situ application of POM with performance 
reference compound (PRC) corrections. 

 

9.1.9 Specific Quality Assurance for PDMS 

 
Use of PDMS can result in high analytical 

accuracy and reproducibility (Thomas et al. 
2014). A calibration study of the PDMS fiber in 
prepared water with PAHs found that the 
linearity of the resulting calibration for mid-
range HOCs was very high, with r2 = 0.99 
(Reible 2010). Coefficients of variation from 
the resulting linear curve were less than 20% 
for all PAH compounds except naphthalene. 
Naphthalene is not concentrated significantly 
on the PDMS fiber, and losses to air are rapid, 
making it difficult to measure naphthalene via 
PDMS without increasing the PDMS layer 
volume. Coefficients of variation by 
conventional extraction methods were also seen 
to be 10% to 20%, suggesting that the levels of 
accuracy of the PDMS methods were 
essentially identical to that expected by 
conventional methods.  

 

9.1.10 Specific Quality Assurance for LDPE 

 
The first concern when using all of the 

polymers, including LDPE, is to quantify 
organic contaminants, especially in porewaters, 
as accurately as possible. Several 
investigations have been pursued to test this 
measurement for LDPE. First, Fernandez et al. 
(2009a,b) used ex situ testing with sediments 

from three sites (two in Boston Harbor and one 
in San Francisco Bay) to demonstrate that 
PRC-corrected measures of PAHs in porewater 
were very close to direct measures of the PAHs 
in isolated porewaters, after making corrections 
for the presence of colloid-bound PAHs in the 
water samples.  Further, Gschwend et al. 
(2011) used ex situ testing of PCB-
contaminated sediments from Hunters Point in 
San Francisco Bay to test the accuracy of the 
LDPE approach (Gschwend et al. 2011). As an 
independent reference, air bridge sampling was 
used to avoid problems with other partitioning 
phases (e.g., colloids); a set of six replicates 
revealed that congener 101 (2, 2', 4, 5, 5'-
pentachlorobiphenyl) was present at a little less 
than 1 ng/L in the porewater (Figure 7-1). 
Isolation of the porewater and its analysis 
suggested a concentration near 5 ng/L, until 
corrections for colloid-associations were used 
and lowered the estimated porewater 
concentration to about 2 ng/L. Using the 
commonly applied equilibrium partitioning 
modelling suggested a porewater concentration 
of 32 ng/L; this result was clearly divergent 
from the air bridges. Correcting this approach 
by using a sorption coefficient that included 
adsorption to black carbon measured in this 
sediment (see Lohmann et al. 2005) lowered 
the estimated porewater concentration to less 
than 0.5 ng/L. Finally, analyses of multiple 
LDPE samplers left in the sediment for a week, 
and another set for a month, resulted in PRC-
corrected porewater concentrations of about 1 
and about 0.5 ng/L, respectively. Clearly, the 
use of the LDPE samplers was much more 
accurate than equilibrium partitioning 
modelling, and the LDPE results matched the 
air bridges to within a factor of 2. 

 
9.1.11 Example Passive Sampling Quality 

Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) 

 
In 2011, LDPE samplers were deployed at 

the Palos Verdes Shelf Superfund site off the 
coast of Los Angeles (California, USA). Goals 
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of the deployment were to investigate the 
release of target contaminants from the 
contaminated sediment into the water column. 
Appendix G is a copy of the QAPP used for 
this deployment. Appendix G is intended to 
provide a template for the preparation of future 
QAPPs involving passive sampling. 

 
9.2 DGT-Specific Quality Assurance and 

Quality Control  

 

9.2.1 DGT Quality Control 

 
There is a risk of contamination during 

preparation, transport, storage, and handling of 
the DGTs, so a field blank should be used to 
best account for this possible contamination 
(Knutsson et al. 2014).   DGT field blanks 
should be extracted and analyzed using the 
same procedures completed for those deployed 
(Villanueva et al. 2013). For all deployments, 
at least (triplicate blanks are preferred) one 
extra DGT should be deoxygenated, marked, 
and processed in the same manner as all other 
DGTs with the exception of being exposed to 
sediment. This “control” DGT is used to verify 
that the solution used to deoxygenate the 
probes and any associated handling does not 
introduce any metal contamination to the 
DGTs.  Blank values should then be subtracted 
from the values obtained from the field 
deployed DGTs (Villanueva et al. 2013). 
Additionally, all equipment (e.g., storage 
vessel, forceps, centrifuge tubes, gel sectioning 
plate) should be acid-cleaned with >1M acid to 
ensure that no metals are introduced during use 
and processing. 

 

9.2.2 DGT Quality Assurance 

 
A potential concern with DGTs is 

uncertainty in the measurements including error 
in the thickness of the diffusive gel and the 
cross sectional diffusive area (Warnken et al. 
2006). A recent paper suggested the measured 

values for diffusive gel thickness were 1.1%-
2.2% smaller than their nominal value and 
sampling area was generally underestimated by 
1.4 µm (Kruzeder et al. 2015).  When grouping 
the total uncertainties from DGT sampling 
under well-controlled experimental conditions, 
including sample preparation and analytical 
work, uncertainties of 0.3-3.3% for low analyte 
concentration case studies and 3-6% for higher 
analyte concentrations were identified 
(Kruzeder et al. 2015).  

 
Understanding the diffusive boundary layer 

(DBL) that forms on the exposed side of the 
device can be important to effective DGT 
techniques (Turner et al. 2014). The DBL has 
been identified as a possible factor in ensuring 
accurate time-weighted average concentrations. 
For well-controlled laboratory experiments 
and/or in-situ field deployments where absolute 
accuracy is not a concern, the DBL can 
generally be negated (Warnken et al. 2006). 
However, when accuracy and precision are 
important, the DBL should be measured and 
included in expanded DGT equations (Turner 
et al. 2014, Warnken et al. 2006, Kreuzeder et 
al. 2015). Accounting for the DBL is 
particularly important for longer term 
deployments and in systems with fluctuating 
flows, high suspended particular matter, and/or 
biofouling, where the exclusion of the DBL in 
calculations can lead to significantly 
underestimated concentrations (Turner et al. 
2014). Continuing to identify these key 
uncertainties and optimizing these areas should 
help reduce the uncertainties of diffusive 
gradient in thin film techniques (Knutsson et al. 
2014). 
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Appendix A: Provisional Passive 

Sampler Partition Coefficients (KPS) 

for PCBs and PAHs 
 
Consensus polymer-water partition 

coefficients, KPS for PCBs and PAHs using the 
different passive sampling materials including 
PDMS, PE, and POM (Ghosh et al., 2014). 
KPDMS values are based on the PDMS film J-
Flex SR-TF from Smedes et al. (2009) and are 
consistent with PDMS coated fibers reported 
by Hsieh et al. (2011) and DiFilippo and 
Eganhouse (2010). KLDPE values are from 
Smedes et al. (2009) and KPOM values are from 
Hawthorne et al. (2011).  Regarding log KOWs,   

 
Specific sources of values are described in 
Tables A-1 and A-2.  The uncertainty in the log 
KOW values is approximately a factor of two 
(i.e., 0.3 log units) from the different sources 
(e.g., Hilal et al. 2004; Mackay et al. 1992).  
When using the correlations between log KOW 
and log KPS discssued in Sections 2, 3 and 4 to 
generate new KPS values, it is important to use 
the same source of log KOW as used to derive 
the correlations. 
 

 

Table A-1.  Provisional partition coefficients (KPS) for selected PCB congeners.  Log KOW values 

for PCB congeners are from Hawker and Connell (1988).  Values reported are log 

mean ± log standard error. 

Congener Log KOW KPDMS
a Log KLDPE Log KPOM 

CB4  4.65 4.3 9±0.09 4.19 ±0.12 4.57±0.10 

CB10  4.84 4.38±0.09 4.23 ±0.12  

CB14  5.28 4.82±0.06 4.99 ±0.11  

CB18  5.24 4.99±0.08 4.9 ±0.12 5.12±0.07 

CB21  5.51 5.13±0.07 5.22 ±0.11  

CB28  5.67 5.23±0.06 5.4 ±0.12 5.68±0.09 

CB29  5.6 5.16±0.04 5.31 ±0.07  

CB30  5.44 5.06±0.06 5.13 ±0.09  

CB31  5.67 5.20±0.06 5.3 ±0.10 5.51±0.04 

CB44  5.75 5.52±0.06 5.48 ±0.10 5.65±0.07 

CB47  5.85 5.53±0.06 5.62 ±0.10 5.59±0.2 

CB49  5.85 5.61±0.05 5.67 ±0.10 5.83±0.06 

CB50  5.63 5.51±0.06 5.52 ±0.09  

CB52  5.84 5.54±0.06 5.55 ±0.10 5.65±0.06 

CB55  6.11 5.65±0.05 5.82 ±0.09  

CB56  6.11 5.71±0.07 5.9 ±0.09 6.19±0.21 

CB66  6.2 5.69±0.05 5.95 ±0.09 6.08±0.08 

CB78  6.35 5.67±0.06 6.03 ±0.08  

CB85  6.3 5.93±0.13 6.14 ±0.13 6.07±0.16 

CB87  6.29 6.04±0.07 6.18 ±0.09  
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Congener Log KOW KPDMS
a Log KLDPE Log KPOM 

CB97  6.29 5.93±0.06 6.1 ±0.06 6.23±0.2 

CB99  6.39 6.10±0.06 6.38 ±0.06 6.17±0.04 

CB101  6.38 6.01±0.06 6.18 ±0.07  

CB104  5.81 6.01±0.07 6.00 ±0.08  

CB105  6.65 6.07±0.07 6.44 ±0.08 6.38 

CB110  6.48 6.02±0.07 6.16 ±0.09 6.2±0.11 

CB118  6.74 6.09±0.06 6.53 ±0.06 6.32±0.14 

CB128  6.74 6.44±0.07 6.74 ±0.07 6.35±0.24 

CB137  6.83 6.54±0.06 6.93 ±0.05  

CB138  6.83 6.46±0.06 6.82 ±0.05 6.5 

CB141  6.82 6.41±0.08 6.74 ±0.09 6.42±0.06 

CB145  6.25 6.48±0.06 6.52 ±0.07  

CB149  6.67 6.40±0.07 6.59 ±0.08 6.11±0.22 

CB151  6.64 6.38±0.09 6.55 ±0.10 6.25±0.26 

CB153  6.92 6.45±0.08 6.81 ±0.08 6.64±0.19 

CB155  6.41 6.63±0.07 6.88 ±0.07  

CB156  7.18 6.40±0.10 6.96 ±0.10 6.59 

CB170  7.27 6.80±0.15 7.25 ±0.14 6.54 

CB180  7.36 6.72±0.17 7.24 ±0.17 6.67±0.09 

CB187  7.17 6.66±0.13 7.01 ±0.13 6.44±0.08 

CB204  7.3 7.42±0.33 7.77 ±0.33  
 

a  Based on J-Flex SR-TF form of PDMS 
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Table A-2.  Provisional partition coefficients (KPS) for selected PAHs.  Log KOW values for PAHs 

are from the SPARC program based on concepts discussed in Hilal et al. (2004).  

Values reported are log mean ± log standard error.  

Compound Log KOW
a KPDMS

b KLDPE KPOM 

Naphthalene 3.41 2.9±0.07 2.81±0.14 3.05±0.09 

Acenaphthylene 3.71 3.07±0.08 3.16±0.14 3.78±0.06 

Acenaphthene 4.06 3.45±0.06 3.62±0.12 3.5±0.04 

Fluorene 4.20 3.58±0.06 3.77±0.11 3.83±0.12 

Phenanthrene 4.74 3.83±0.05 4.22±0.11 4.2±0.07 

Anthracene 4.69 3.91±0.04 4.33±0.12 4.31±0.09 

Fluoranthene 5.29 4.29±0.03 4.93±0.09 4.54±0.09 

Pyrene 5.25 4.38±0.04 5.1±0.07 4.55±0.09 

Chrysene 5.90 4.8±0.05 5.78±0.09 5.44±0.12 

Benz[a]anthracene 5.85 4.84±0.04 5.73±0.11 5.47±0.1 

Benz[a]pyrene 6.54 5.22±0.04 6.75±0.05 5.96±0.03 

Benz[b]fluoranthene 6.58   5.8±0.03 

Benz[k]fluoranthene 6.50 5.26±0.02 6.66±0.05 5.94±0.04 

Benzo[ghi]perylene 7.04 5.6±0.13 7.27±0.14 6.1±0.09 

Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene 7.09 5.59±0.19 7.4±0.17 6.31±0.1 

Dibenz[a,h]anthracene 7.39 5.68±0.14 7.32±0.13 6.3±0.12 
a  SPARC log KOW values may change with updates to the SPARC software 
(http://archemcalc.com/sparc-web/calc) and it is critical to record the date SPARC was used to 
generate log KOW values.  Values reported in this table were generated in June 2014 
b Based on J-Flex SR-TF form of PDMS
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 The polymer-water partition 
coefficients are dependent on the 
hydrophobicity of the target contaminant and 
the passive sampling material, but not on the 
amount of sorbent or its dimensions (if 
equilibrium was attained). Thick layers of 
sorbent may result in slow achievement of 
equilibrium, and the lack of equilibrium may be 
the cause of some reported polymer-water 
partition coefficients that are lower than those 
shown in the appendix. Some effects of the 
manufacture and processing of the different 
polymers have been noted, particularly in 
PDMS (Ghosh et al. 2014). Consistent 
deviations of 0.1–0.3 log units have been noted; 
for example, between PDMS from different 
manufacturers (Smedes et al. 2009). The larger 
deviations are noted for the more hydrophobic 
compounds (e.g., highly chlorinated PCBs). 
There are also occasional wide variations in 
reported KPS for PDMS, particularly for highly 
hydrophobic compounds, which are 
exceedingly difficult to measurement. Often, 
measurements have been reported that are 
somewhat lower than for KPS for highly 
hydrophobic target contaminants due to the 
difficulty in achieving equilibrium with these 
compounds and the potential for losses of the 
contaminants to phases other than the polymer 
sorbent during measurement. The consensus 
values presented here represent the best values 
available, and the reader is cautioned that 
attempts to refine these values for a particular 
polymer sorbent and contaminants should be 
undertaken only by experienced analysts 
recognizing the problems involved.  

 

There is also evidence that the values of 
KPS are dependent on the temperature and 
salinity of the aquatic system being measured.  
Most KPS values are derived at 20–25˚C and in 
deionized water.  These variations are relatively 
small compared to other sources of uncertainty 
over the modest range of environmental 
temperatures typically of interest (~5–25ºC) 
and with salinities up to the salinity of 
seawater. See Appendix C for further 
discussion. 

 
 The estimated values of KPS are 
expected to be accurate within approximately 
0.3 log units (factor of two), even for highly 
hydrophobic compounds and for different 
sorbent sources. The resulting error in KPS is 
similar in magnitude to other environmental 
partition coefficients (e.g., the octanol-water 
partition coefficients (KOW)). Like other 
environmental sampling approaches, the 
uncertainty in porewater or overlying water 
concentrations derived from KPS values is also 
likely to be dominated by the uncertainty in 
whether a particular sample is representative of 
environmental conditions, rather than the 
specific value of KPS. 
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Appendix B: Additional Passive 

Sampler Partition Coefficient 

Information 
 
The uncertainty in the log KOW values is 
approximately a factor of two (i.e., 0.3 log 
units) from the different sources (e.g., Hilal et 
al. 2004; Mackay et al. 1992).  When using the 
correlations between log KOW and log KPS 
discssued in Sections 2, 3 and 4 to generate 
new KPS values, it is important to use the same 
source of log KOW as used to derive the 
correlations. 
 
B.1 Polyoxymethylene 

 

B.1.1 Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

 
For PCB congeners, KPOM values are close 

to KOW values, as shown in Figure B-1 
(Beckingham and Ghosh 2011). Table B-1 
provides a comparison of KPOM values reported 
by a range of researchers using different 
thicknesses of POM. The KPOM values for the 
500-µm-thick POM were much smaller than 
the KPOM values reported subsequently for the 
thinner POM, likely indicating that the thicker 
POM did not come to full equilibrium during a 
typical loading time frame. Much of the 
subsequent work with POM in the last 
five years has focused on the commercially-
available 77-µm-thick POM films.  
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Figure B-1.  Relationship between log KPOM versus log KOW for several PCB congeners 

(Beckingham and Ghosh 2011). 
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Table B-1.  Comparison of KPOM values for selected CB congeners reported by different 

researchers.  Values shown are the mean and standard deviation (SD). 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log 
KOW

a 

Log KPOM  (L/Kg) 

Polymer Thickness (µm) 

77b 77c 77d 55e 500f 500g 

CB18 5.24 4.77 5.06 ± 0.08 5.12 ± 0.05 4.83 ± 0.04 3.90 ±0.05  3.84 ± 0.13 

CB19 5.02  4.63 ± 0.30     

CB22 5.58 5.10 5.34 ± 0.05 5.40 ± 0.06    

CB25 5.67  5.16 ± 0.21f     

CB26 5.66 5.17 5.23 ± 0.12 5.41 ± 0.01    

CB28 5.67 5.18 5.33 ± 0.13 5.68 ± 0.06 5.09 ± 0.08 4.41 ± 0.05  

CB31 5.67 5.18 5.27 ± 0.12 5.51 ± 0.04    

CB40 5.66  5.81 ± 0.37     

CB42 5.76 5.27 5.76 ± 0.38 5.64 ± 0.12    

CB44 5.75 5.26 5.58 ± 0.16 5.65 ± 0.05    

CB45 5.53 5.05 5.69 ± 0.33 5.31 ± 0.03    

CB47 5.85 5.36 6.01 ± 0.46 5.59 ± 0.13    

CB51 5.63  5.32 ± 0.19     

CB64 5.95 5.45 5.62 ± 0.15 5.80 ± 0.02    

CB74 6.20 5.69 5.90 ± 0.23 6.13 ± 0.06    

CB83 6.26  5.82 ± 0.89h     

CB91 6.13  5.32 ± 0.34h     

CB97 6.29 5.78 5.93h 6.23 ± 0.18    

CB99 6.39 5.87 6.78 ± 0.47h 6.17 ± 0.04    

CB101 6.38 5.86 6.32 h 5.90 ± 0.04 5.93 ± 0.14 4.91 ± 0.10  

CB118 6.74  6.24 h 6.32 ± 0.14 6.32 ± 0.13 5.05 ± 0.08  
a Hawker and Connell (1988) 

b Beckingham and Ghosh (2011) 
c Hale et al. (2010) 
d Hawthorne et al. (2009) 
e  Cornelissen et al. (2008b)   

f  Jonker and Koelmans (2001)   
g  McDonough et al. (2008) 
h  Compounds where the aqueous phase concentration was below the limit of detection for two or 

more of the four spiking concentrations 
 
 

B.1.2 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

 

Like CBs, several researchers have reported 
a range of KPOM values for PAHs, as listed in 
Table B-1. Recent reports using thinner sheets 
of POM (55 and 77 µm) are more consistent 
and reliable compared to the earlier reports, 

especially with the thick sheets of POM due to 
uncertainties about reaching equilibrium. 
B.1.3 DDT and other Chlorinated Pesticides 

 

Joshi (2010) used POM passive sampling to 
quantify Cfree of DDTs and its degradation 
products (i.e., DDx) in sediment porewater. 
Sorption of DDx to POM was determined by 
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measuring sorption isotherms at four different 
DDx concentrations. For all DDx compounds, 
the isotherms are linear, with an r2 > 0.8. The 
averaged log KPOM values (± standard deviation 
(SDs)), are given in Table B-3. 

 
B.1.4 Dioxins and Furans 

 
Relatively few reports are available for the 

use of POM for the measurement of porewater 
concentrations of dioxins and furans. 

Cornelissen et al. (2008b) described the binding 
of dioxins and furans in soil at a former wood 
treatment site using POM. They reported the 
log KPOM values for dioxins and furans, shown 
in Table B-4. Fagervold et al. (2010) used 
POM to measure ultra-low levels of dioxins 
and furans in soil equilibrium studies and 
demonstrated that uptake in POM was well 
correlated with bioaccumulation by 
earthworms. 

 

Table B-2.  Comparison of KPOM values for selected PAHs reported by different researchers. 

Values shown are the mean and standard deviation (SD). 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log KOW
a 

Log KPOM (L/Kg) 

Polymer Thickness (µm) 

500b 55b 500c 

Naphthalene 3.41 2.6 ± 0.4 2.59 ± 0.14 - 

Fluorene 4.20 2.94 ± 0.15 3.33 ± 0.10 - 

Phenanthrene 4.74 3.21 ± 0.13 3.56 ± 0.07 3.29 ± 0.07 

Anthracene 4.69 3.42 ± 0.12 3.8 ± 0.03 3.47 ± 0.10 

Fluoranthene 5.29 3.67 ± 0.16 4.03 ± 0.06 3.73 ± 0.04 

Pyrene 5.25  4.04 ± 0.07  

Benz[a]anthracene 5.85 4.33 ± 0.13 4.64 ± 0.13 4.51 ± 0.07 

Chrysene 5.90 4.27 ± 0.15 4.51 ± 0.16 4.51 ± 0.09 

Benz[b]fluoranthene 6.58 4.53 ± 0.11 4.81 ± 0.10 4.88 ± 0.13 

Benz[k]fluoranthene 6.50  4.84 ± 0.08  

Benz[e]pyrene -  4.87 ± 0.08  

Benz[a]pyrene 6.54  4.8 ± 0.2  

Benzo[ghi]perylene 7.04  4.92 ± 0.06  

Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene 7.09  4.84 ± 0.05  
a Based on SPARC software (http://archemcalc.com/sparc-web/calc) in June 2014 
b Cornelissen et al. (2008b) 
c Jonkers and Koelmans (2001) 
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Table B-3.  KPOM values for selected DDTs and degradation products (DDxs) reported by Joshi 

(2010). Values shown are the mean and standard deviation. 

Target Contaminant Log KOW
a Log KPOM (L/Kg) 

4, 4' DDE 6.51 6.3 ± 0.4 

2, 4'-DDD 6.00 5.8 ± 0.4 

4, 4'-DDD 6.02 5.9 ± 0.4 

2, 4'-DDT 6.79 6.0 ± 0.4 

4,4'-DDT 6.91 6.0 ± 0.4 
a Based on US Department of Health and Human Services, Toxicological Profile for DDT, DDE, 

and DDD ATSDR, September 2002, http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/ToxProfiles/tp35.pdf.  
 
 

Table B-4.  Log KPOM values for selected dioxins and furans reported by Cornelissen et al. 

(2008b,c, 2010).  Values shown are the mean and standard deviation. 

Target Contaminant Log KOW
a Log KPOM  (L/Kg) 

  
Cornelissen et al. 

(2008b) 
Cornelissen et al. 

(2008c, 2010) 

2-MCDF 5.3 
 

 
2,8-DCDF 5.5 5.32 ± 0.09b  
1,6-DCDD 6.2 5.24 ± 0.07b  
2,4,8-TCDF 6.9 5.65 ± 0.09b  
1,3,6,8-TCDF 6.5 5.78 ± 0.35b  
2,3,7,8-TCDF 6.41  5.74 b 
2,3,7,8-TCDD 7.05  5.86 b 
1,3,6,8-TCDD 6.8 5.79 ± 0.35b  
1,2,3,7,8-PCDF 6.74  5.87 b 
1,2,3,7,8-PCDD 7.06  6.00 b 
1,2,3,8,9-PCDF 7.4 5.99 ± 0.43b  
2,3,4,7,8-PCDF 6.8  5.90 b 
1,2,3,4,6,9-HCDD 7.8 6.40 ± 0.32b  
1,2,3,4,7,8-HCDF 7.46  6.00 b 
1,2,3,4,7,8-HCDD 7.93  6.10 b 
1,2,3,6,7,8-HCDF 7.56  6.01 b 
1,2,3,6,7,8-HCDD 7.93  6.11 b 
1,2,3,7,8,9-HCDF 7.44  6.06 b 
1,2,3,7,8,9-HCDD 7.91  6.09 b 
2,3,4,6,7,8-HCDF 7.43  6.03 b 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HCDF 7.81  6.12 b 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HCDD 8.42  6.21 b 
1,2,3,4,6,7,9-HCDD 8 6.30 ± 0.29b  
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-HCDF 7.92  6.17 b 
OCDF 8.43 6.33c 6.26 b 
OCDD 8.85 6.46c 6.30 b 

a  Based on Sacan et al. (2005) 
b  Measured values 
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c  Extrapolated values 
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B.2 Polydimethylsiloxane 

 

B.2.1 Polychlorinated Biphenyls and 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

Tables B-5 and B-6 report alternative KPDMS 
values for PCBs and PAHs.  

 

Table B-5. KPDMS for selected PCB congeners 

using the Altel Sil sheet form of PDMS.  

Values reported are log mean ± log standard 

error. 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log KOW
a Log KPDMS

b 

CB4 4.65 4.58 ±0.09 

CB10 4.84 4.55 ±0.08 

CB14 5.28 5.15 ±0.03 

CB18 5.24 5.24 ±0.08 

CB21 5.51 5.43 ±0.06 

CB28 5.67 5.54 ±0.06 

CB29 5.6 5.44 ±0.04 

CB30 5.44 5.25 ±0.05 

CB31 5.67 5.5 ±0.06 

CB44 5.75 5.82 ±0.08 

CB47 5.85 5.79 ±0.08 

CB49 5.85 5.89 ±0.07 

CB50 5.63 5.71 ±0.07 

CB52 5.84 5.82 ±0.07 

CB55 6.11 6.01 ±0.07 

CB56 6.11 6.05 ±0.08 

CB66 6.2 6.05 ±0.07 

CB78 6.35 6.07 ±0.06 

CB85 6.3 6.26 ±0.15 

CB87 6.29 6.36 ±0.09 

CB97 6.29 6.22 ±0.08 

CB99 6.39 6.39 ±0.06 

CB101 6.38 6.29 ±0.07 

CB104 5.81 6.18 ±0.08 

CB105 6.65 6.44 ±0.09 

CB110 6.48 6.32 ±0.09 

CB118 6.74 6.44 ±0.07 

CB128 6.74 6.78 ±0.08 

CB137 6.83 6.83 ±0.07 

CB138 6.83 6.78 ±0.08 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log KOW
a Log KPDMS

b 

CB141 6.82 6.71 ±0.09 

CB145 6.25 6.66 ±0.08 

CB149 6.67 6.65 ±0.08 

CB151 6.64 6.59 ±0.09 

CB153 6.92 6.73 ±0.09 

CB155 6.41 6.8 ±0.09 

CB156 7.18 6.74 ±0.11 

CB170 7.27 7.11 ±0.16 

CB180 7.36 7 ±0.17 

CB187 7.17 6.89 ±0.16 

CB204 7.3 7.6 ±0.35 
a Based on Hawker and Connell (1988) 
b From Smedes et al. (2009) 
 
 

Table B-6. Alternative KPDMS values for 

selected PAHs.  Values reported are log 

mean ± log standard error. 

Target Contaminant Log 
KOW

a 
Log KPDMS

b Log 
KPDMS

c 

Naphthalene 3.41 3.03 ±0.06 3.23 0.08 

Acenaphthylene 3.71 3.26 ±0.06  

Acenaphthene 4.06 3.62 ±0.05  

Fluorene 4.20 3.78 ±0.04 3.71 ± 
0.04 

Phenanthrene 4.74 4.11 ±0.04 3.86 ± 
0.05 

Anthracene 4.69 4.21 ±0.03 4.02 ± 
0.04 

Fluoranthene 5.29 4.62 ±0.04 4.39 ± 
0.11 

Pyrene 5.25 4.69 ±0.06 4.41 ± 
0.08 

Chrysene 5.90 5.26 ±0.04 4.73 ± 
0.17 

Benz[a]anthracene 5.85 5.34 ±0.08 4.79 ± 
0.11 

Benz[a]pyrene 6.54 5.71 ±0.05 4.90 ± 
0.16 

Benz[e]pyrene -   5.09 ± 
0.10 
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Target Contaminant Log 
KOW

a 
Log KPDMS

b Log 
KPDMS

c 

Benz[b]fluoranthene 6.58   5.15 ± 
0.16 

Benz[k]fluoranthene 6.50 5.75 ±0.04 5.15 ± 
0.17 

Benzo[ghi]perylene 7.04 6.03 ±0.13 5.05 ± 
0.11 

Indeno[1,2,3-
cd]pyrene 

7.09 6.06 ±0.18 5.17 ± 
0.10 

Dibenz[a,h]anthracene 7.39 6.24 ±0.14  

a Based on SPARC program 
(http://archemcalc.com/sparc-web/calc) 
in June 2014 

b From Smedes et al. (2009) using the 
Altel Sil sheet form of PDMS 

c From Cornelissen et al. (2008b) 
 

B.2.2 Dioxins and Furans 

 

Table B-7. Log KPDMS values for selected 

dioxins and furans reported by Cornelissen et 

al. (2008b, c, 2010).  Log KOW values are based 

on Sacan et al. (2005). 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log 
KOW

a 
Log 
KPDMS 

2,3,7,8-TCDF 6.41 5.84 

1,2,3,7,8-PCDF 6.74 5.95 

2,3,4,7,8-PCDF 6.8 5.97 

1,2,3,4,7,8-
HCDF 7.46 6.05 

1,2,3,6,7,8-
HCDF 7.56 6.06 

1,2,3,7,8,9-
HCDF 7.44 6.10 

2,3,4,6,7,8-
HCDF 7.43 6.08 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-
HCDF 7.81 6.15 

1,2,3,4,7,8,9-
HCDF 7.92 6.20 

OCDF 8.43 6.27 

2,3,7,8-TCDD 7.05 5.94 

Target 
Contaminant 

Log 
KOW

a 
Log 
KPDMS 

1,2,3,7,8-PCDD 7.06 6.05 

1,2,3,4,7,8-
HCDD 7.93 6.14 

1,2,3,6,7,8-
HCDD 7.93 6.15 

1,2,3,7,8,9-
HCDD 7.91 6.13 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-
HCDD 8.42 6.23 

OCDD 8.85 6.30 

 
B.3 Low Density Polyethylene 

For LDPE, KLDPE values have been 
measured by Adams et al. (2007) for nine 
PAHs, six PAHs, and a dioxin. Fernandez et al. 
(2009b) added seven more PAH values and 14 
additional CB congeners.  Perron et al. (2009, 
2013a,b) measured coefficients for 26 CBs, 18 
PAHs, seven PBDEs, triclosan, methyl 
triclosan and endosulfan. Smedes et al. (2009) 
assessed hexachlorobenzene, 41 CBs (Smedes 
et al. 2009), and 26 PAHs. Hale et al. (2010) 
added 14 chlorinated pesticides, as well as 
seven DDTs and Bao et al. (2011) measured 
values for 11 PBDE congeners. 

 
As the amount of available data increases, 

various investigators developed approaches for 
estimating KLDPE values for new contaminants. 
For example, on the basis of a limited data set, 
Adams et al. (2007) developed the following 
correlation of KLDPE with KOW (Adams et al. 
2007): 

 
PAHs:  log KLDPE = 1.2 x log KOW - 0.97 (r2 
= 0.95, n= 8)  [B-1] 

 
PCBs: log KLDPE = 1.8 x log KOW - 4.9 (r2 

= 0.97, n = 5)  [B-2] 
 
Other correlations developed using 

expanded data sets are similar. For example, 
Lohmann (2012) found the following 
correlations: 
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PAHs:  log KLDPE = 1.22 (±0.046) log KOW – 
1.22 (±0.24)    [B-3] 
(r2 = 0.92, SE = 0.27, n = 65) 

 
PCBs:   log KLDPE = 1.14 (±0.041) log KOW – 
1.14 (±0.26)    [B-4] 
r2 = 0.91, SE = 0.24, n = 79) 

 

Further, using all the available contaminant 
(liquid) aqueous solubilities, Lohmann (2012) 
found a strong correlation, even combining 
target contaminants from various groups: 

 
log KLDPE = - 0.99 (±0.029) log KOW + 2.39 
(±0.096)    [B-5] 
(r2 = 0.92, SE = 0.35, n = 100) 
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Appendix C: Effects of Temperature 

and Salinity on Polymer-Water 

Partition Coefficients 
Passive samplers may find use in diverse 

environments and at different times of year, so 
one may expect that the data will reflect 
polymer-water partitioning at temperatures 
between 0 and 30°C and at salinities varying 
from 0o/oo to 35o/oo. Hence, one may need to 
adjust KPS values to reflect site conditions 
when the passive sampling is performed.  

 
This discussion is focused on low density 

polyethylene, although the experimental data 
for LDPE are limited it is more extensive than 
the other polymers, some work has been 
performed to quantify the effects of 
temperature on KLDPE values. First, the data 
indicate that temperature affects KLDPE chiefly 
through the target contaminant's excess 
enthalpy of solution in water, since the excess 
enthalpy of solution of hydrophobic 
compounds in hydrophobic media is generally 
small (Schwarzenbach et al. 2003). 
Consequently, the temperature effect can be 
estimated using: 

 
KLDPE (T)  =  KLDPE(Tref) * exp [(∆HE/R)(1/T – 
1/ Tref)]    [C-1] 

 
where: KLDPE (T) is the polyethylene-water 
partition coefficient at temperature, T, KLDPE 

(Tref) is the polyethylene-water partition 
coefficient at some reference temperature 
(e.g., 25°C), ∆HE is the excess enthalpy of 
solution for the target compound dissolved in 
water, R is the gas constant (8.31 J/mol K), T is 
the environmental temperature of interest (in 
K), and Tref is the (laboratory) reference 
temperature at which the KLDPE has been 
measured. 

In tests of this approach, Adams et al. 
(2007) found that the temperature dependencies 
of KLDPE values for phenanthrene, pyrene, and 
2, 2', 5, 5'-tetrachlorobiphenyl (CB 52) were 
consistent with the use of reported  ∆HE values 
(Haftka et al. 2010; Shiu and Ma 2000). For 
example, using an excess enthalpy of aqueous 
solution for 2,2',5,5'-tetrachlorobiphenyl of +16 
kJ/mol, one estimates that the reported KLDPE 

(23oC) of 105.4±0.1 (Hafka et al. 2010, Shiu and 
Ma 2000) should be increased by a factor of 1.6 
for the case of a freshwater lake at 4°C to 
KLDPE (4°C) of 105.6±0.1. The measured value 
was 105.5±0.1 (Adams et al. 2007). 

 
In order to treat the effects of dissolved 

salts (i.e., seawater), the data also indicate that 
one can use the target contaminant's Setchenow 
constant: 

 
KLDPE,salt  =  KLDPE * 10 Ks * [salt] [C-2] 
 
where, KS is the Setschenow constant (M-1), 
and [salt] is the salt concentration (M). 

 
For example, assuming that KS is 0.28 M-1 

for phenanthrene and a measured KLDPE of 
104.3±0.1 for this PAH, for an 0.5 M NaCl water 
solution (comparable to full-strength seawater), 
one finds that the KLDPE,salt is expected to be 
1.07 times greater than KLDPE for phenanthrene.  
Experimental measurements confirmed this 
expectation (Adams et al. 2007). Using this 
approach, for the case of seawater (approx. 
0.5M NaCl solution), the dissolved salt would 
cause a small increase in the KLDPE 

(phenanthrene) of about 40% to 104.4±0.1. 
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Appendix D: Diffusion Coefficients 

(D) for Metals used in DGTs 
 

Table D-1.  Diffusion coefficients (D) for 11 metals in DGT diffusive gels in relation to 

temperature (T).  Values are valid for temperatures from 1 to 35°C. Units for D and 

T are cm2/s and degrees C, respectively. 

Element Equation 

Ag D = (0.0027·T2 + 0.2425·T + 6.3370) ·  10-6 

Al D = (0.0009·T2 + 0.0816·T + 2.1362) ·  10-6 

Cd D = (0.0012·T2 + 0.1046·T + 2.7376) ·  10-6 

Co D = (0.0012·T2 + 0.1017·T + 2.6709) ·  10-6 

Cr D = (0.0010·T2 + 0.0863·T + 2.2708) ·  10-6 

Cu D = (0.0012·T2 + 0.1067·T + 2.8002) ·  10-6 

Fe D = (0.0012·T2 + 0.1052·T + 2.7436) ·  10-6 

Mn D = (0.0011·T2 + 0.1005·T + 2.6270) ·  10-6 

Ni D = (0.0011·T2 + 0.0990·T + 2.5946) ·  10-6 

Pb D = (0.0016·T2 + 0.1377·T + 3.6107) ·  10-6 

Zn D = (0.0012·T2 + 0.1045·T + 2.7296) ·  10-6 
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Appendix E: Quality Guidelines for Hydrophobic 

Organic Contaminant Analysis  

 
Table E-1.  Quality guidelines for hydrophobic organic contaminant analysis from the Department of Defense (DoD) Quality 

Management System (QMS) Version 5.0.  

 

QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Breakdown check 
(Endrin/DDT 
Method 8081 only) 

Before sample 
analysis and at the 
beginning of each 
12-hour shift. 

Degradation of 
DDT and Endrin 
must each be ≤15%. 

Correct problem, 
then repeat 
breakdown  
checks. 

Flagging is not  
appropriate. 

No samples shall be run until 
degradation of DDT and Endrin is 
each ≤15%. 

Initial Calibration 
(ICAL) for all 
analytes (including 
surrogates) 

At instrument set-
up and after ICV or 
CCV failure, prior 
to sample analysis. 

ICAL must meet 
one of the three 
options below: 
 
Option 1: RSD for 
each analyte ≤ 20% 
 
Option 2: linear 
least squares 
regression for each 
analyte: r2 ≥0.9 
 
Option 3:  non-
linear least squares 
regression 
(quadratic) for each 
analyte: r2 ≥0.99. 

Correct problem 
then repeat ICAL. 

Flagging is not 
appropriate. 

Minimum 5 levels for linear and 
6 levels for quadratic. 
Quantitation for multicomponent 
analytes such as chlordane  
toxaphene, and Aroclors must be 
performed using a 5-point 
calibration. Results may not be 
quantitated using a single point. 
No samples shall be analyzed 
until ICAL has 
passed. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Retention Time 
window position 
establishment 

Once per ICAL and 
at the beginning of 
the analytical 
sequence. 

Position shall be set 
using the midpoint 
standard of the 
ICAL curve when 
ICAL is performed.  
On days when 
ICAL is not 
performed, the 
initial CCV is used. 

NA. NA. Calculated for each analyte and 
surrogate. 

Retention Time 
(RT) window width 

At method set-up 
and after major 
maintenance 
(e.g., column 
change). 

RT width is ± 3 
times standard 
deviation for each 
analyte RT from the 
72-hour study. 

NA. NA. Calculated for each analyte and 
surrogate. 

Initial Calibration 
Verification (ICV) 

Once after each 
ICAL, analysis of a 
second source 
standard prior to 
sample analysis. 

All reported 
analytes within 
established RT 
windows. 
 
All reported 
analytes within ± 
20% of true value. 

Correct problem, 
rerun ICV.  If that 
fails, repeat ICAL. 

Flagging is not 
appropriate. 

No samples shall be analyzed 
until calibration has been verified 
with a second source. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Continuing 
Calibration 
Verification (CCV) 

Before sample 
analysis, after every 
10 field samples, 
and at the end of 
the analysis 
sequence with the 
exception of CCVs 
for Pesticides multi-
component analytes 
(i.e. Toxaphene, 
Chlordane), which 
are only required 
before sample 
analysis. 

All reported 
analytes and 
surrogates within 
established RT 
windows. 
 
All reported 
analytes and 
surrogates within ± 
20% of true value. 

Recalibrate, and 
reanalyze all 
affected samples 
since the last 
acceptable CCV;  
or  
Immediately 
analyze two 
additional 
consecutive CCVs. 
If both pass, 
samples may be 
reported without 
reanalysis. If either 
fails, take 
corrective action(s) 
and re-calibrate; 
then reanalyze all 
affected samples 
since the last 
acceptable CCV. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in the 
case narrative. 
 
Apply Q-flag to all 
results for the 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples since 
the last acceptable 
calibration 
verification. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid CCV.  Flagging is 
only appropriate in cases where 
the samples cannot be reanalyzed. 

Method Blank 
(MB) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

No analytes 
detected >1/2 LOQ 
or > 1/10 the 
amount measured in 
any sample or 1/10 
the regulatory limit, 
whichever is 
greater. 

Correct problem. If 
required, reprep and 
reanalyze MB and 
all samples 
processed with the 
contaminated blank. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in the 
case narrative. 
Apply B-flag to all 
results for the 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples in the 
associated 
preparatory batch. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid method blank.  
Flagging is only appropriate in 
cases where the samples cannot 
be reanalyzed. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Laboratory Control 
Sample (LCS) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. If the 
analyte(s) are not 
listed, use in-house 
LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

Correct problem, 
then reprep and 
reanalyze the LCS 
and all samples in 
the associated 
preparatory batch 
for failed analytes, 
if sufficient sample 
material is 
available. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in the 
case narrative. 
Apply Q-flag to 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples in the 
associated 
preparatory batch. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid LCS.  Flagging is 
only appropriate in cases where 
the samples cannot be reanalyzed. 

Matrix Spike (MS) One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. If the 
analyte(s) are not 
listed, use in-house 
LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

Examine the 
project- specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

If MS results are outside the 
limits, the data shall be evaluated 
to determine the source(s) of 
difference (i.e., matrix effect or 
analytical error). 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Matrix Spike 
Duplicate (MSD) or 
Matrix Duplicate 
(MD) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. If the 
analyte(s) are not 
listed, use in-house 
LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. RPD 
≤ 30% (between 
MS and MSD or 
sample and MD). 

Examine the 
project-specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

The data shall be evaluated to 
determine the source of 
difference. 

Surrogate Spike All field and QC 
samples. 

QC acceptance 
criteria specified by 
the project, if 
available; otherwise 
use QSM Appendix 
C limits or in-house 
LCS limits if 
analyte(s) are not 
listed. 

Correct problem, 
then reprep and 
reanalyze all failed 
samples for all 
surrogates in the 
associated 
preparatory batch, 
if sufficient sample 
material is 
available.  If 
obvious 
chromatographic 
interference with 
surrogate is present, 
reanalysis may not 
be necessary. 

Apply Q-flag to all 
associated analytes 
if acceptance 
criteria are not met 
and explain in the 
case narrative. 

Alternative surrogates are 
recommended when there is 
obvious chromatographic 
interference. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Confirmation of 
positive results 
(second column) 

All positive results 
must be confirmed 
(except for single 
column methods 
such as TPH by 
Method 8015 where 
confirmation is not 
an option or 
requirement). 

Calibration and QC 
criteria for second 
column are the 
same as for initial 
or primary column 
analysis. Results 
between primary 
and secondary 
column RPD ≤40%. 

NA. Apply J-flag if RPD 
>40%.  Discuss in 
the case narrative. 

Use project-specific reporting 
requirements if available; 
otherwise, use method 
requirements if available; 
otherwise report the result from 
the primary column. 
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Table E-2. Organic analysis by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

 

QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Initial Calibration 
(ICAL) for all 
analytes (including 
surrogates) 

At instrument set-
up and after ICV or 
CCV failure, prior 
to sample analysis. 

ICAL must meet 
one of the three 
options below: 
 

Option 1: RSD for 
each 
analyte ≤20% 
 

Option 2: linear 
least squares 
regression for each 
analyte: r2 ≥0.99 

Option 3:  non-
linear least squares 
regression 
(quadratic) for each 
analyte: r2 ≥0.99. 

Correct problem 
then repeat ICAL. 

Flagging is not 
appropriate. 

Minimum 5 levels for linear and 
6 levels for quadratic. No 
samples shall be analyzed until 
ICAL has passed. 

Retention Time 
window position 
establishment 

Once per ICAL and 
at the beginning of 
the analytical 
sequence. 

Position shall be set 
using the midpoint 
standard of the 
ICAL curve when 
ICAL is performed.  
On days when 
ICAL is not 
performed, the 
initial CCV is used. 

NA. NA. Calculated for each analyte and 
surrogate. 

Retention Time 
(RT) window width 

At method set-up 
and after major 
maintenance (e.g., 
column change). 

RT width is ± 3 
times standard 
deviation for each 
analyte RT from 
the 72-hour study. 

NA. NA. Calculated for each analyte and 
surrogate. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Initial Calibration 
Verification (ICV) 

Once after each 
ICAL, analysis of a 
second source 
standard prior to 
sample analysis. 

All reported 
analytes within 
established RT 
windows. 
 

All reported 
analytes within ± 
15% of true value. 

Correct problem, 
rerun ICV.  If that 
fails, repeat ICAL. 

Flagging is not 
appropriate. 

No samples shall be analyzed 
until calibration has been verified 
with a second source. 

Continuing 
Calibration 
Verification (CCV) 

Before sample 
analysis, after every 
10 field samples, 
and at the end of 
the analysis 
sequence. 

All reported 
analytes and 
surrogates within 
established RT 
windows. 
 

All reported 
analytes and 
surrogates within 
±15% true value. 

Recalibrate, and 
reanalyze all 
affected samples 
since the last 
acceptable CCV; 

or 

Immediately 
analyze two 
additional 
consecutive CCVs. 
If both pass, 
samples may be 
reported without 
reanalysis. If either 
fails, take 
corrective action(s) 
and re-calibrate; 
then reanalyze all 
affected samples 
since the last 
acceptable CCV. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in 
the case narrative.  
Apply Q-flag to all 
results for the 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples since 
the last acceptable 
calibration 
verification. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid CCV.  Flagging is 
only appropriate in cases where 
the samples cannot be reanalyzed. 

Retention time windows are 
updated per the method. 

Method Blank 
(MB) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

No analytes 
detected >1/2 LOQ 
or > 1/10 the 
amount measured 
in any sample or 
1/10 the regulatory 
limit, whichever is 
greater. 

Correct problem. If 
required, reprep 
and reanalyze MB 
and all samples 
processed with the 
contaminated 
blank. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in 
the case narrative.  
Apply B-flag to all 
results for the 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples in the 
associated 
preparatory batch. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid method blank. 

Flagging is only appropriate in 
cases where the samples cannot 
be reanalyzed. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Laboratory Control 
Sample (LCS) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

If the analyte(s) are 
not listed, use in-
house LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

Correct problem, 
then reprep and 
reanalyze the LCS 
and all samples in 
the associated 
preparatory batch 
for the failed 
reported analytes, if 
sufficient sample 
material is 
available. 

If reanalysis cannot 
be performed, data 
must be qualified 
and explained in 
the case narrative. 

Apply Q-flag to 
specific analyte(s) 
in all samples in the 
associated 
preparatory batch. 

Results may not be reported 
without a valid LCS.  Flagging is 
only appropriate in cases where 
the samples cannot be reanalyzed. 

Matrix Spike (MS) One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

If the analyte(s) are 
not listed, use in-
house LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

Examine the 
project-specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

If MS results are outside the 
limits, the data shall be evaluated 
to determine the source(s) of 
difference (i.e., matrix effect or 
analytical error). 

Matrix Spike 
Duplicate (MSD) 
or Matrix Duplicate 
(MD) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

If the analyte(s) are 
not listed, use in-
house LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 
RPD ≤30% 
(between MS and 
MSD or sample and 
MD). 

Examine the 
project-specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

The data shall be evaluated to 
determine 
the source of difference. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Surrogate Spike All field and QC 
samples. 

QC acceptance 
criteria specified by 
the project, if 
available; otherwise 
use QSM Appendix 
C limits or in-house 
LCS limits if 
analyte(s) are not 
listed. 

Correct problem, 
then reprep and 
reanalyze all failed 
samples for all 
surrogates in the 
associated 
preparatory batch, 
if sufficient sample 
material is 
available. If 
obvious 
chromatographic 
interference with 
surrogate is present, 
reanalysis may not 
be necessary. 

Apply Q-flag to all 
associated analytes 
if acceptance 
criteria are not met 
and explain in the 
case narrative. 

Alternative surrogates are 
recommended when there is 
obvious chromatographic 
interference. 

Matrix Spike (MS) One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

If the analyte(s) are 
not listed, use in-
house LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

Examine the 
project-specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

If MS results are outside the 
limits, the data shall be evaluated 
to determine the source(s) of 
difference (i.e., matrix effect or 
analytical error). 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Matrix Spike 
Duplicate (MSD) 
or Matrix Duplicate 
(MD) 

One per preparatory 
batch. 

A laboratory must 
use the QSM 
Appendix C Limits 
for batch control if 
project limits are 
not specified. 

If the analyte(s) are 
not listed, use in-
house LCS limits if 
project limits are 
not specified. 
RPD ≤30% 
(between MS and 
MSD or sample and 
MD). 

Examine the 
project-specific 
requirements. 
Contact the client 
as to additional 
measures to be 
taken. 

For the specific 
analyte(s) in the 
parent sample, 
apply J-flag if 
acceptance criteria 
are not met and 
explain in the case 
narrative. 

The data shall be evaluated to 
determine the source of 
difference. 

Surrogate Spike All field and QC 
samples. 

QC acceptance 
criteria specified by 
the project, if 
available; otherwise 
use QSM Appendix 
C limits or in-house 
LCS limits if 
analyte(s) are not 
listed. 

Correct problem, 
then reprep and 
reanalyze all failed 
samples for all 
surrogates in the 
associated 
preparatory batch, 
if sufficient sample 
material is 
available. If 
obvious 
chromatographic 
interference with 
surrogate is present, 
reanalysis may not 
be necessary. 

Apply Q-flag to all 
associated analytes 
if acceptance 
criteria are not met 
and explain in the 
case narrative. 

Alternative surrogates are 
recommended when there is 
obvious chromatographic 
interference. 
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QC Check 

Minimum 

Frequency 

Acceptance 

Criteria 

Corrective 

Action 

Flagging 

Criteria 

 

Comments 

Confirmation of 
positive results 
(second column) 

All positive results 
must be confirmed. 

Calibration and QC 
criteria for second 
column are the 
same as for initial 
or primary column 
analysis. 

Results between 
primary and 
secondary 
column/detector 
RPD ≤40%. 

NA. Apply J-flag if RPD 
>40%. Discuss in 
the case narrative. 

Spectral match confirmation of a 
UV detector with a UV diode 
array detector (or vice versa) is 
not considered an acceptable 
confirmation technique. A second 
column confirmation is required. 

Use project-specific reporting 
requirements if available; 
otherwise, use method 
requirements, if available; 
otherwise, report the result from 
the primary column. 
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Appendix F: Case Studies  
 
This appendix provides a set of five case 
studies illustrating the use of passive sampling 
at contaminated sediment sites.  
 

Case Study 1: Lower Grasse River, 

New York 

 
Background 

 
• Target Contaminants 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
 

• Passive Sampler 
Polyoxymethylene (POM) 

 
Site Narrative 
 

According to Alcoa (2001), the main source 
of CBs to the water column in the lower Grasse 
River in New York is diffusive flux from the 
sediment bed. CBs desorb from the sediment, 
diffuse through porewater, and migrate past the 
sediment/water interface and into the overlying 
water. It has been determined that the mass 
transfer of CBs into the water column is twice 
as high during the summer months than during 
the rest of the year (Alcoa 2001).  

 
In 2006, activated carbon (AC) was 

amended to river sediments over a 2000-m2 
area of the lower Grasse River where total 
concentrations of CBs in surficial sediments 
were 2 to 4 µg/g dry wt. A comprehensive 
monitoring program was established to track 
the following changes in bioavailability over 
time: (1) measurements of AC distribution and 
(2) bioaccumulation by freshwater 
invertebrates. POM samplers were deployed in 
field to measure PCB Cfree in surface water and 
porewater (Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 

Project Objectives  

 

• To compare passive sampler measurements 
to changes in bioavailability measured with 
sediment invertebrate bioaccumulation 
assays (Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 

 

Deployment and Retrieval of POM Samplers  
 
POM strips obtained from the Norwegian 

Geotechnical Institute were cut to 55 µm thick, 
cleaned via Soxhlet extraction with hexane for 
12 hours, air-dried in a fume hood, cut down to 
0.2-g strips, and stored in a glass jar until 
deployment. The strips were attached with 
plastic wire ties to the rope and wire basket 
(Figure F-1) used for the bioaccumulation tests 
and positioned in duplicate on the surficial 
sediment (0 cm, bottom of the basket) and at 
7.5, 30, and 60 cm in the water column above 
the sediment surface. The strips were retrieved 
after 14 days, rinsed with site water, and stored 
in glass vials at 4°C. Baseline measurements 
were taken in 2006, followed by continued 
monitoring events in 2007, 2008 and 2009. 
POM was deployed at an untreated background 
site and at an AC treated site in 2006 and 2007; 
POM deployments were extended to two 
additional sites in both areas in 2008 and 2009 
(Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 
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Figure F-1. Deployment of POM strips in 

the field. POM strips were wire-tied to the 

basket and rope (Beckingham and Ghosh 

2013). 

Analytical Methods 

The following is taken from Beckingham 
and Ghosh (2013). To process POM for CB 
analysis, strips were wiped clean and then 
extracted by agitating in 12 mL glass vials on a 
horizontal shaker with 10 mL hexane for five 
days (Cornelissen et al. 2008). Extracts were 
then spiked with surrogate standards (PCB 
congeners CB14 and CB65), concentrated to 1 
mL, and cleaned by column chromatography. 
Columns consisted of disposable glass Pasteur 
pipettes (14.5 cm length × 6 mm diameter) 
plugged with glass wool containing ~0.7 g of 
3% deactivated silica gel, and the CBs were 
eluted with 8 mL of hexane. Internal standards 
were added (CB30 and CB204), and CBs (90 
individual and co-eluting congener peaks) were 
analyzed by gas chromatography with electron 
capture detection (GC-ECD) following a 
modified EPA method described in Ghosh et al. 
(2003). Surrogate compound recovery was 
within acceptable criteria of 100 ± 30%. 
However, an additional extraction with 
hexane:acetone (1:1,vol) of several POM strips 

found that ~8%–20% of total CBs remained 
after the initial 5-day hexane extraction. All 
data herein show results that have not been 
corrected to compensate for this systematic 
error. POM in batch tests was extracted with 
the same method to enable comparison to the 
field data. Aqueous concentrations were 
calculated according to Equation 8-1:  

 

POM

POM

free
K

C
C =  

  
where, Cfree is the freely dissolved 
concentration, CPOM is the amount accumulated 
in the polymer at equilibrium, and KPOM is the 
polymer-water distribution coefficient.  

 
Results 

Results showed that sediments treated with 
AC behaved as a sink for CBs in the water 
column (Figure F-2); CB concentrations were 
lower at the sediment/water interface in treated 
areas (2007–2009) than in background sites, 
and lower than concentrations at treated areas 
in 2006, prior to AC amendment. In general, 
reduced uptake of PCB Cfree homologs di- 
through penta- in POM passive samplers 
correlated with reduced uptake in invertebrates 
(Figure F-3) (Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 

 
The study ultimately showed that POM 

passive samplers can be effective tools for 
monitoring changes in PCB Cfree, and that the 
bioavailability of PCBs is significantly reduced 
with the addition of AC (Beckingham and 
Ghosh 2013). 
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Figure F-2.  Gradient of total PCB Cfree from 

the sediment/water interface into the water 

column in untreated (A) and AC treated (B) 

areas (Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 
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Figure F-3.  Percent reductions over time in aqueous concentrations determined by POM 

passive sampling at the sediment–water interface and bioaccumulation by L. variegatus from 

field deployments as a function of the applied activated carbon dose by PCB chlorination level 

(Beckingham and Ghosh 2013). 

Regulatory Use 

POM passive samplers can be used to 
determine concentrations of PCBs that are 
bioavailable in sediments and overlying water. 
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Case Study 2: Pacific Sound 

Resources Superfund Site, Marine 

Sediment Unit, Seattle, Washington 

 
Background 

• Target Contaminants 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 
dibenzofuran, 2-methylnaphthylene 
 

• Passive Sampler  
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME)—
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated fibers 
 

Site Narrative 

The Pacific Sound Resources (PSR) 
Superfund site is located on Elliot Bay in 
Seattle, Washington. PSR was a wood-treating 
facility that operated from 1909 to 1994, and 
the principal contaminants are creosote related, 
including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs). The site is divided into an upland area 
unit and a marine sediment unit. The upland 
area unit is approximately 10 hectares, with 
light non-aqueous-phase liquids (LNAPLs) 
contained by a slurry wall and a recovery 
trench. Groundwater wells are positioned 
outside of the slurry wall to monitor for PAHs 
in groundwater. The marine unit is 23 hectares. 
Remedial actions included dredging, placement 
of a sediment cap, and institutional controls. 
The subtidal sediments were capped with 
material from the Lower Duwamish Waterway 
to variable depths: 2.3 meters (near shore), 1.1 
meters (mid-shore), and 0.3 meters at the 
deepest part of the site.  

 
Creosote-related contaminants remain in 

the subsurface and extend below the intertidal 
and subtidal zones as dissolved phase or 
NAPLs. In addition, low levels of PAHs, 
dibenzofuran, and 2-methyl-naphthylene have 
been detected in groundwater wells outside the 
upland containment wall. Monitoring of cap 
bulk surface sediments had not detected PAHs; 

a data gap was identified relating to the 
potential for dissolved PAHs and NAPLs to be 
released at water depths that would be 
logistically difficult to sample by conventional 
means (e.g., to 24 meters below mean low 
water). U.S. EPA Region 10 elected to deploy 
vertical-profiling SPME PSMs to determine 
whether dissolved-phase contaminants 
currently affect surface water quality at the site.  

 
Project Objectives  

This investigation has two objectives: (1) 
Collect and analyze porewater with passive 
samplers in areas with the potential for 
contaminated groundwater discharge to surface 
water, and compare the results to surface-water 
criteria and (2) Collect and analyze surface 
sediment grab samples collocated with 
porewater samples, to evaluate sediment 
quality, determine compliance with sediment 
standards, and assess equilibrium partitioning 
between porewater and sediment-associated 
phases. If the theoretical porewater/sediment 
equilibrium is greatly exceeded, this could 
indicate advective discharge of contaminated 
groundwater. 

 
Deployment and Retrieval of Passive Samplers  

Details of the preparation, deployment, 
retrieval, and analyses are found in the work 
plan for the site (EPA/USACE 2010). SPMEs 
were housed in a modified push point sampler 
assembly developed at the University of Texas 
(Figure F-4). The assembly consists of 
piezometers that have been modified to serve as 
a shielded sheath for SPME-PDMS coated 
glass fibers. Details of the sampler and SPME 
fiber preparation procedures are found in 
Reible and Lotufo (2012a). Before loading the 
SPME fibers, the sampling devices were 
cleaned and decontaminated.  
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Figure F-4. SPME sampler in the laboratory 

(upper) and insertion into intertidal sediment 

in the field (lower) (figures from Reible and Lu 

(2011)). 

A total of 24 locations were sampled at 
PSR. Sample locations were down gradient 
from upland groundwater monitoring wells that 
contain NAPL or elevated concentrations of 
PAHs, or downgradient of known NAPL-
affected areas beyond the slurry wall 
containment area. The SPME samplers were 
designed to sample porewater up to a depth of 
one meter below the cap/water interface in 
areas that were capped with 1.1 to 2.1 ft of 
material. Two additional samplers were 
deployed to measure surface concentrations in 
the water column. The surface-water SPMEs 
were attached to the top of the modified push 
point sampler inserted into the sediment, with 

the additional SPME fiber suspended 
approximately 0.3 m above the sediment/water 
interface. An additional regional background 
SPME surface water sample was collected from 
an area with no known nearby sources of 
PAHs. For each location, surface sediment 
samples were also diver-collected following 
SPME insertion at a radial distance of 0.3 m 
from the SPME insertion location. A 0.3 m 
clearance was provided so that the sediment 
surface grab sampling did not affect SPMEs 
following insertion. 

 
All fibers were equilibrated in situ for seven 

days before retrieval. This time was chosen as a 
balance between using short times to minimize 
sample disturbance or vandalism and the time 
required to achieve equilibration. To account 
for non-equilibrium conditions, two types of 
fibers were deployed: (1) relatively thicker 
1000/1071 fibers at all stations, and 
(2) simultaneously deployed smaller-diameter, 
(210/230), fast-uptake fibers. During retrieval, 
the SPME fibers were withdrawn from the 
sediment by the diver and processed 
immediately, on the boat, to reduce evaporative 
or other losses from the fiber. 

 
The insertion tools were dismantled, and 

the fibers were removed from the sampler and 
wiped with damp tissue to remove sediment 
particles. The fibers were then cut into intervals 
for analysis as follows: 

 

• Target depth 0–10 cm; sampled intervals at 
3–5 and 5–7 cm 

• Target depth 10–20 cm; sampled intervals 
at 13–15 and 15–17 cm 

• Target depth 51–61 cm; sampled intervals 
at 53–55 and 55–57 cm 

• Target depth 69–76 cm; sampled intervals 
at 70–72 and 72–74 cm   
 
The bottom segment initially targeted the 

0.8 to 1.0 m interval, but recovery of samples 
from this deeper interval was deemed to be 
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inconsistent due to adhesive used to place the 
fibers within the insertion tool. Initial samples 
were collected from the 70- to 72-cm and 72- to 
74-cm intervals, and subsequent samples were 
collected from the same intervals.  

 
The fibers were added in the field to 2mL 

amber auto-sampling vials prefilled with 220 
µL of acetonitrile (acetonitrile is also the HPLC 
carrier phase) and a surrogate (internal) 
standard (benzo[a]fluorene). Sectioned samples 
were shipped overnight to the University of 
Texas at 4°C and were subsequently stored in a 
freezer at 0°C until analysis. 

 
Analytical Methods 

The sixteen priority pollutant PAHs, 
dibenzofuran (DBF), and 2-methylnaphthalene 
(2-MNP) were analyzed by EPA Method 8310 
(SW-846 3rd edition, 1986) with a Waters 2690 
HPLC equipped with a fluorescence detector. 
Acenaph-thylene is not detectable by the 
fluorescence detector and benzo[g,h,i]perylene 
and indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene appeared to co-
elute, as demonstrated in a previous calibration 
study (Reible and Lotufo 2012c). 

 
The resulting SPME concentrations were 

converted to corresponding porewater Cfree 

using Equation 8-1 (for PDMS) adjusted for 
non-equilibrium conditions. 

 
Results 

Low-molecular-weight compounds, PAHs, 
naphthalene, dibenzofuran, 2-
methylnaphthalene, fluorene, acenaphthylene, 
and phenanthrene exhibited very low 
concentrations in almost all samples. These 
were below compound-specific practical 
quantification limits and were not significantly 
different from deployment and retrieval blanks 
and surface-water samples. The concentrations 
of medium- and high-molecular-weight 
compounds in most samples were higher than 
the blanks, although still below the comparison 

water quality criteria water-only effect 
concentration. The higher molecular weight 
compounds dibenz[a,h]anthracene and the co-
eluting benzo[ghi]perylene + indeno[1,2,3-
cd]pyrene suite were not detected in any 
sample. No clear vertical concentration 
gradients were observed in the cap.   

 
Regulatory Use 

EPA Region 10 concluded that, given that 
the porewater concentrations of PAHs were 
low and not clearly linked to site contaminants 
or migration from upland sites, the PSR 
sediment cap appeared to be functioning as 
designed and is effectively containing site 
contaminants.  

 
Site Contact 

 
Ravi Sanga, USEPA Region 10.  
John Wakeman, USACE Seattle District 
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Case Study 3: Wyckoff/Eagle Harbor 

Superfund Site, East Harbor 

Operable Unit, Bainbridge Island, 

Washington 
 

Background 

• Target Contaminants 
Creosote-derived polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) 
 

• Passive Sampler 
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) - 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated 
fibers 
 

Site Narrative 

The Wyckoff/Eagle Harbor Superfund Site, 
East Harbor Operable Unit (EHOU) is located 
on Bainbridge Island, Washington. The site is a 
former wood-treating facility that operated 
from the early 1900s through 1988; pressure 
treatment of poles with creosote and bunker oil 
began in 1910. Relevant completed remedial 
actions at the EHOU, to date, include: 

 

• Placement of a subtidal sediment cap, 
completed in three phases between 1994 
and 2002 (Figure H-5); 

• Upland source control, completed in 
February 2001 by installation of a sheet-
pile wall around the perimeter of the former 
process area; 

• Construction of an exposure barrier system 
(EBS), completed in 2008, covering 
approximately 300 linear meters of West 
Beach and approximately 5.1 acres (2.06 
hectares) from the southern edge of the 
existing subtidal cap; and  

• Monitored natural recovery along the 
eastern intertidal area 
 
Monitoring of the marine portions of the 

EHOU was conducted in 2011. The efficacy of 
the subtidal cap is monitored principally by 
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collecting sediment grab and/or core samples, 
chemical analyses, and comparison of the 
resultant values to site human health remedial 
action levels and the sediment management 
standards (HDR et al, 2012). An additional 
component of the 2011 monitoring was the 
evaluation of whether PAHs were advecting in 
porewater from the native contaminated 
sediments up through the cap and into the 
overlying water. Passive samplers co-located at 
sediment sampling locations were used to 
evaluate this potential pathway (Thomas et al. 
2012). 

 
Project Objectives  
 

• Evaluate whether near-surface cap 
porewater concentrations exceed water 
quality criteria water-only effect 
concentrations for PAHs 

• Identify vertical profiles in PAH porewater 
concentrations to ascertain whether 
dissolved phase contaminants are migrating 
through the subtidal cap  

• Compare depth discrete porewater PAH 
concentrations determined by SPMEs with 
measures made using integrated porewater 
samples collected from bulk solid 
measurements. 
 

Deployment and Retrieval of Passive Samplers  

Details of the preparation, deployment, 
retrieval and analyses reported here are from 
the final report for the site (Thomas et al. 
2012). SPMEs were housed in a modified push 
point sampling assembly developed by the 
University of Texas. The samplers are 
piezometers that have been modified to serve as 
a shielded sheath for the SPME-PDMS coated 
glass fibers. Details of the sampler and SPME 
fiber preparation procedures are found in 
Reible and Lotufo (2012). 

 
Given the limited sampling period (7 days), 

two methods were used to evaluate uptake and 

estimate equilibrium concentrations of PAHs. 
Two distinct SPME fibers were used: 
1000/1071-µm fiber (115 µL PDMS/m) and 
1000/1060-µm fiber (97.1 µL PDMS/m). 
Second, deuterated PAHs were impregnated 
into the 1000/1071-µm fiber as performance 
reference compounds (PRCs). The four PRCs 
were fluoranthene-d10, chrysene-d12, 
benzo[b]fluoranthene-d12, and 
dibenz[a,h]anthracene-d14.  

 
To adequately evaluate potential porewater 

vertical profiles, cap thickness data were used 
to select the appropriate sampler length. Of 
specific import are stations G-8 where there 
was only 0.61 m of material, and J9 where 
there was little to no capping material over the 
NAPL-contaminated sediments. Vertical 
profiles of PAH concentrations were obtained 
for depths of 30 to 90 cm from the 
sediment/water interface based on the relative 
cap thickness (Figure F-5). There were a total 
of 17 onsite deployments, and one offsite 
location to serve as a reference station. Surface 
water-column measurements were obtained 
using fibers deployed approximately 30 cm 
above the sediment/surface-water interface at 
three locations—two onsite and one offsite—in 
a nearby harbor located downgradient of the 
site (Figure F-6).  

 
The SPME samplers were deployed and 

retrieved by EPA Region 10 divers. Six of the 
90-cm samplers were loaded with 1000/1071-
µm fibers spiked with PRCs to assess the 
fraction of equilibrium attained during the 
deployment. The deployed samplers and the 
two field blanks were processed by dismantling 
the samplers, removing the fibers using a thin 
metal blade, and wiping with a laboratory 
tissue dampened with deionized water to 
remove any particulate matter. The fibers were 
then sectioned into adjacent 2-cm fiber 
segments, placed in prefilled inserts containing 
acetonitrile, and shipped on ice back to the 
University of Texas in Austin. 
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Analytical Method 

The PDMS solvent extract was transferred 
from the original vial insert to a new vial insert 
to avoid interference from the fiber during 
analysis. The PDMS solvent extracts were 
analyzed using water high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) according to EPA 
Method 8310. Ultraviolet (UV) and 
fluorescence (FLD) detectors were used to 
quantify the EPA 16 priority PAHs. 
Chromatographic separation was conducted 
using a 1.0 mL/min isocratic flow composed of 
3:7 (v:v) water:acetonitrile. 
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Notes:

1. Horizontal control based on WA coordinate system 

north zone, NAD 8391

SPME Deployment Locations

1994 Phase I Cap Boundary

2000 Phase II Cap Boundary

2001 Phase III Cap Boundary

Exposure Barrier System

Figure F-5.  Figure H-5. Cap Boundary areas and SPME sampling locations. SPME sampling locations were placed on 

transects from the shore and were collocated with bulk sediment sampling locations. Two SPMES were deployed in surface 

water ~ 0.3 m above sediment the surface between G-8 and H-9.5 (designated sample SW-1) and H-10 and H-10.5 (SW-2). 

(Base figure from HDR et al. (2012). Sampling location figure from Thomas et al. (2012)). 
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Limitations to this analytical method 
include: acenaphthylene cannot be analyzed by 
fluorescence detector, and the method detection 
limit (MDL) is 20 µg/L with UV, and 
benzo[g,h,i]perylene and indeno[1,2,3-
cd]pyrene coelute and must be reported as a 
single combined concentration. 

 
The porewater Cfree was determined based 

on the reported HCLCP-measured 
concentration, the volume of solvent used to 
extract the fiber, length of fiber sample, 
specific volume of the fiber, and PAH KPDMS. 
The KPDMS were determined by Reible (2010). 
Equilibrium correction factors were determined 
based on the PRC loss over the seven day 
sampling period, and were applied to all 
sampling locations to determine the absolute 
porewater concentration at those locations. 

 
The resultant porewater concentrations 

were compared to EPA’s Ambient Water 
Quality Criteria (AWQC) for PAHs, and to the 
measures of PAHs made in the overlying 
surface water. To compare the measured 
porewater concentrations to estimated 
porewater concentrations, the sampled SPME 
intervals were matched to the bulk sediment 
PAH and total organic carbon measures from a 
2011 report (HDR 2012).  

 
Results 

No surface water or near surface porewater 
sample concentrations exceeded AWQC. In the 
evaluation of contaminant profiles, with one 
exception, all sampling locations showed no 
evidence of contaminant migration through the 
cap material. The exception was J9 where 
PAHs were detected at a depth of 33 cm below 
the sediment surface.  The concentration of 
benzo(a)pyrene exceeded the AWQC. Location 
G-8 showed evidence of low levels of 
contamination but the profile data suggested 
that off-site surface sources were more likely 
responsible for the PAHs measured.  

 

 
 

Figure F-6.  Surface-water SPME samplers 

were deployed 0.3 m above (i.e., 

one foot on the image) the 

sediment surface by attaching 

them to the top of an inserted 

sampler (Figure from Thomas 

et al. (2012)) 

 
Measured (via SPME) and equilibrium 

partitioning (EqP)-predicted concentrations 
were compared in the upper 10 cm of the cap 
where these analyses overlapped. A parity plot 
of the porewater concentrations derived from 
SPME samples and predicted from grab 
samples is presented in Figure F-7 below. Data 
points for all locations, except for one sample 
at G-8, fell above the 1:1 parity line, indicating 
that solid-phase concentrations over-predicted 
porewater concentration compared to measured 
SPME values. 
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Figure F-7.  Parity plot of PAH concentrations between SPME porewater concentrations and 

porewater concentrations inferred by equilibrium partitioning from grab sample measurements 

(HDR et al. (2012)). 

Regulatory Use 

Efficacy of the subtidal cap was further 
demonstrated by the SPME data. Overall, the 
concentrations measured in surface samples did 
not exceed the AWQC, with the exception of 
location J-9. The OMMP report had shown 
there was little to no capping material over the 
contaminated native sediments at J-9 (HDR et 
al. 2012).  

 
Costs 

Analytical costs were $425/sample. This is 
based on a reported total cost of $62,000 for 
146 samples (Thomas et al. 2012). This cost 
represents only preparation and analysis time; 
the cost of the field deployment and retrieval 
by the EPA dive team was not available.  

 
Site Contact 

 

Mandy Michelson, USACE Seattle District 
Howard Orlean, EPA Region 10 
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Case Study 4: United Heckathorn 

Superfund Site, Lauritzen Channel, 

Inner Richmond Harbor, California 
 

Background 

• DDT and degradation products (i.e., DDE and 
DDD), dieldrin 
 

• Passive samplers 
Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) strips 
 

Site Narrative 

The United Heckathorn Superfund site is 
located in the Richmond Inner Harbor of San 
Francisco Bay. The site includes an upland area 
(~5 acres) and a marine portion (~25 acres) that 
comprises two channels, the Lauritzen Channel 
and the Parr Channel. Between 1947 and 1966, 
onshore activities at this site included 
formulating, packaging, and shipping of DDT, 
dieldrin, and other pesticides. In 1996–1997, 
remedial action involved excavation and 
addition of a cap on the upland area, and 
dredging of both channels. 

 
Post-remediation monitoring found that the 

remedial actions were not sufficient in the area 
of the Laurizten Channel. In a five-year review 
published in 2011, EPA concluded that the 
levels of DDT in the sediments of the Lauritzen 
Channel were still hazardous for human and 
ecosystem health (US EPA, 2011). Further 
sampling efforts (2011–2014) at the site, 
including polyethylene passive samplers in the 
sediments and water column, were used to 
determine the source of the post-remediation 
DDT levels in the Lauritzen Channel 
sediments, and to inform clean-up decision 
making. 

 
Objectives 

• Delineate the problematic sediments in the 
Laurizten Channel with the help of in situ 
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LDPE samplers deployed at various locations 
in the channel 

• Determine the direction and estimate the 
magnitude of the sediment-to-water flux based 
on the passive sampler deployed across the 
sediment/water interface 

• Evaluate with a mass balance model for 
surface water in the channel, whether the 
calculated sediment-to-water fluxes can 
account for the observed concentrations of 
DDX (DDT and degradates DDE and DDD) in 
that water column 
 

Field Deployments 

Polyethylene (PE) strips loaded with 
performance reference compounds (PRCs) 
were mounted in rectangular aluminum frames 
(Figure F-8). The samplers were deployed for 
31 days at the sediment/water interface, at 
various sites across the channel (Figure F-9, at 
ten sites in 2013 [see Gschwend 2014]—and at 
eight sites in 2012 [see Gschwend and Burgess 
2012]). With the help of divers, the samplers 
were pushed into the sediment bed, such that a 
portion of the LDPE strip remained above the 
sediment bed to sample the overlying bottom 
water. In addition, LDPE strips were deployed 
higher in the water column, to infer truly 
dissolved DDX concentrations. After retrieval, 
the LDPE strips were cleaned, sectioned into 5-
cm pieces, and placed in VOA vials for 
extraction and analysis. 

 
Analytical Procedures 

The sectioned LDPE strips were spiked 
with surrogate standards (also known as 
internal standards) and extracted three times 
with dichloromethane. The extracts were 
concentrated, exchanged to hexane, and spiked 
with injection compounds. Finally, the extracts 
were analyzed using gas chromatography-mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS) with cold on column 
injections. Field blank samplers (i.e., LDPE 
strips mounted in frames and taken to the field 
but not deployed) were also analyzed to 

determine the initial PRC concentrations 
(procedures described in more detail in 
Gschwend 2014). 

 

 

 
Figure F-8.  Assembly of samplers prior to 

deployment (top), and a 

sampler after retrieval 

(bottom), showing the 

sediment/water interface right 

above the white tape mark. The 

total length of the LDPE 

window was ~50 cm. 
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To determine freely dissolved 
concentrations (Cfree), the measured 
concentrations of target analytes in the LDPE 
samplers were first corrected by the fractional 
equilibration calculated from the PRC loss. 
These LDPE concentrations were then adjusted 
by the low-density polyethylene-water partition 
coefficient of each analyte to ascertain the 
corresponding porewater or surface-water 
concentrations. 

 
Results 

Distribution of contaminants across the 
channel showed a gradient in concentration, 
with porewater concentrations exceeding 1000 

ng/L of 4,4′-DDD in the northern-most parts of 

the channel and decreasing to ~10 ng/L of 4,4′-
DDD in the southern-most sampling sites. The 
porewater concentrations were typically larger 
than the bottom-water concentrations, implying 
a flux out of the sediment. The differences 
between the porewater concentrations 
measured in the top sediment layer (5 cm) and 
the bottom water varied across the sampling 
sites, being larger in the northern than in the 
southern portion of the channel (Figure F-10). 

 
Assuming that the sediment bed is the only 

source of contamination, and that the only 
removal of contaminants from the channel is 
due to the tidal action, a simple mass balance 
model was used to estimate the steady-state 
water-column concentration. Given the strong 
declining trend in porewater concentrations 
from north to south, the channel was split into 
four sections (or boxes), and an average 
sediment-to-water flux of DDT, DDE, and 
DDD was calculated for each box. Assuming 
that the tidal flushing displaced water between 
consecutive boxes, the steady-state 
concentrations of the DDX in the water column 
were calculated and compared to the measured 
concentrations from water column samplers. 
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Figure F-9.  Map of locations in Lauritzen Channel for deployment of samplers at the 

sediment/water interface in 2012 (pink) and 2013 (green). 
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Figure F-10.  Porewater (brown) and bottom water (blue) concentrations of 4,4′′′′-DDD (ng/L), the 

most abundant DDX constituent, deduced using in situ LDPE samplers in 

September 2013 (left) and March 2012 (right). No bottom water concentrations 

could be measured at sites 09 and 53, because samplers were found fully buried at 

the time of retrieval. 

 
The mass balance model could fit the 

higher water column concentrations in the 
northern part of the channel, but the same 
model substantially underestimated 
concentrations in the south.  This was 
particularly true for 4, 4’-DDT. This suggested 
the presence of an additional source of 
contamination to the channel, particularly in the 
southern part of the Channel. The signature of 
the contamination (4, 4’-DDT accounted for 
<3% of total DDX in the porewater, but was 
15-33% in the water column for samples in the 
southern portion of the channel) supported the 
hypothesis of an additional source of unreacted 
insecticide (Gschwend, 2014). 

 

Regulatory Use 

The passive sampler results were valuable 
with respect to delineating the contamination in 
the sediments of the Lauritzen Channel and 
establishing that the sediments of the channel 
(and particularly those in it north part) were a 
major source of the DDX contamination in the 
water column. Combined with mass balance 
modeling and "fingerprinting" of the DDX in 
the southern part of the system, a second source 
was strongly implied.  The results were 
included in a focused feasibility study, which is 
part of ongoing efforts to remediate the site. 

 
Site Contact 
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EPA Site Manager: Rachelle Thompson 
415-972-3962 
thompson.rachelle@epa.gov 
US EPA Region 9 
Mail Code SFD 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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Case Study 5: Site Assessment of 

Sediment Toxicity, San Diego Bay, 

California 

 
Background 

• Target Contaminants 
Metals 
 

• Passive Samplers 
Diffusive gradients in thin films (DGTs) 
 

Site Narrative 

The Sediment Ecotoxicity Assessment 
(SEA) Ring was developed as an integrated 
exposure and effects assessment system. 
Validation experiments were conducted in 2010 
and 2011 in San Diego Bay, California as part 
of extensive proof-of-concept studies. During 
these studies, DGTs were deployed within SEA 
Ring exposure chambers (Figure F-11) to 
provide further assessment of labile fractions of 
metals in sediments (Burton et al. 2012). 

 
Several pier areas in San Diego Bay have 

been listed as potentially at risk for aquatic life 
impacts. Four sediment locations were 
evaluated in San Diego Bay during the studies. 
Three locations used had historical data 
indicating sediment contamination and possibly 
contaminated upwelling groundwaters.  A 
fourth location was the reference site. Test 
organisms deployed on the SEA Ring included 
the amphipld Leptocheirus plumulosus, the 
polychaete Neanthes arenaceodentata, the 
mysid Americamysis bahia, and the clam 
Mercenaria mercenaria. The SEA Rings 
contained up to 14 exposure chambers. Also, 
placing multiple species in a single chamber 
allowed for a minimum of four replicate 
chambers for each toxicity and 
bioaccumulation endpoint. Surface water and 
upwelling groundwaters were sampled and 
monitored with in situ water quality sensors for 
temperature, depth, dissolved oxygen, pH, 
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salinity, conductivity, and oxidation-reduction 
potential. In situ porewater Cfree was measured 
using the solid-phase microextraction devices 
(SPMEs), DGTs, and Trident probe samplers 
for VOCs, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), metals, and dissolved organic carbon.  

 
Project Objectives  
 

• Improve on the efficiency and accuracy of 
site assessments of ecosystem risk and 
recovery (following remedial actions) by 
simultaneously measuring exposures of 
contaminants and effects in multiple species 
of benthic and pelagic species (overall). 

• Provide information from the DGTs on 
labile metal exposures and their vertical and 
horizontal gradients at the test sites. 
 

Deployment and Retrieval of Passive Samplers  
 

The DGTs were purchased from DGT 
Research, Ltd., and consisted of a diffusive gel 
protected by a plastic housing. DGTs were 
deployed within the SEA Ring surficial 
sediment exposure chambers using a custom 
holder at each of the four study locations. The 
DGTs were positioned vertically, so that the 
majority of the passive sampler would be 
buried in the sediment. About one-third of the 
device was exposed to the water column, and 
the remaining two-thirds contacted the 
sediment. The portion of the device exposed to 
the water column was to provide shallow 
porewater and overlying water measurements 
(Burton et al. 2012).  

 
Analytical Method 

 

After 48 hours, the DGTs were removed, 
rinsed in deionized water, sectioned into 1-cm 
vertical slices, acidified, and analyzed for Cu, 
Zn, Ni, Pb, and Cd using EPA Method 200.8. 
Metal concentrations in elutriate were 
converted to DGT concentrations (CDGT) using 

temperature-specific diffusion coefficients (see 
Section 8). 

 
Results 

DGT deployments in contaminated sites 
revealed gradients across the sites, with 
elevated levels of Zn, followed by Ni and Pb in 
the top 5 cm of sediments. Cu was recovered 
only in the deeper sediments. Toxicity and 
tissue residue results showed some 
relationships with PAHs collected in the 
SPMEs, but not with the labile fractions 
recovered in the DGTs .The metal 
concentrations observed in the porewaters were 
well below expected toxicity thresholds. The 
infaunal bivalve tissues concentrations (21-day 
exposures) of metals suggested they were not 
causing toxicity. 

 
Regulatory Use 

 
DGTs can provide an additional line of 

evidence when evaluating sites that have 
multiple chemical contaminants and are being 
considered for remediation. 

 
Site Contact 
 
Gunther Rosen 
SPARWAR Systems Center Pacific 
53475 Strohe Rd., Bldg. 1111 
San Diego, CA 92152 
Tel 619-553-0886 
Gunther.rosen@navy.mil
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Figure F-11. Side view of the SEA Ring exposure chambers, including options for overlying 

water (WC), sediment/water interface (SWI), or surficial sediment (SED) exposures. Passive 

samplers are also integrated into chambers, as shown for DGT. (Figure from Burton et al. 

(2012)) 
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Appendix G: Example Quality 

Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) 
 

This example quality assurance project plan 
(QAPP) was prepared for the U.S. EPA’s 
Region 9 Superfund program for passive 
sampling-based research investigating the flux 
of dissolved chlorinated pesticides (i.e., DDTs) 
and CBs from contaminated sediments into the 
water column. The U.S. EPA remedial project 
manager (RPM) for the site is Judy Huang; 
Eugenia McNaughton and Marlon Mezquita are 
the U.S. EPA Region 9 quality assurance 
manager and officer, respectively. The plan 
was prepared by Dr. Loretta Fenandez 
(Northeastern University, Boston, 
Massachusetts, USA 

and Fluen Point Environmental, Marblehead, 
Massachusetts, USA), with contributions from 
Dr. Robert Burgess (U.S. EPA, ORD, Atlantic 
Ecology Division, Narragansett, Rhode Island, 
USA), Robert Lindfors and Kristen Carlyon 
(ITSI Gilbane Company, Walnut Creek, 
California, USA), Dr. Keith Maruya 
(SCCWRP, Costa Mesa, California, USA), and 
Fred Stern (Los Angeles County Sanitation 
District, Carson, California, USA). Note that 
standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
appended to the plan were prepared by 
SCCWRP. 
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Insert QAPP here (~50 pages) 

 

 


